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Chapter I 

LONG'S FARLY LIFE AND PUBLIC CAREER PRIOR TO 1903 

" • • • he doesn 1t smoke, nor does he drink. I have never heard 

him swear. tt He doesn't have any fads n ••• except, possibly, politics. 

He likes to fish, but doesn't, take t,he t.:f.me." Such was the observation 

secured by a newspaper reporter concerning Chest.er I. Long, soon after 

the latter had received the nomination for United States Senator from 

Kansas in 1902,. The reporter observed that his purpose was to find the 

human side or t.he man, rut it looked discouraging. "There was little 

promise or anything else than a colorless man, who by luck or perse-
, 1 

verance without limit had advanced in politics." 

Long was not a native of Kansas. He was born in Perry County, Penn-

sylvania, in 1860. Five years later the :family moved west and located on 

a farm in Daviess County, Missouri, where young Chest.er received his early 

schooling. At sixt.een he began teaching and in 1879 he entered the normal - -
school at Paola, Kansas, where he was graduated the following year. Af'ter 

several seasons or teaching he moved to Topeka and entered the law office 

of Peck, Johnson, and MacFarland, and was admit,t.ed to the bar in 1885. In - . 
the meantime he had ofi'icially changed his :name from "Isaiah c." to "Ches-

I 

ter I." because tthis sense of harmony, gained in the years he spent as a 

teacher or elocution • • • induced him to t.ranspose his Christian name • 

Long soon selected Medicine Lodge, a t.ypical frontier town of approx-

imately 1000 inhabitants, in Barber County, Kansas, as a suitable place 
•· 

to "hang out hie shingle. 11 There were already eighteen practicing law-

yers in t,he tow, rut Lorig informed them t.hey would need t,o make room 

for another for he was coming. 
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In 1888 ho found himself involved, almost accidentally, in the contest 

for the state legislature. In that year Jerey Simpson, also or Medicine 

Lodge, was a candidate for the legislature on a Union Labor-Democratic 

ticket. The later familiar picture of' the Farmers Alliance as the fore-

runner ot, the People's Party was as yet quite unknown, and Simpson 1s ticket 

was among the first or the fusion1sts. 

On the Saturday before election day in 1888 Long made a speech in 

Medicine Lodge before a large afternoon crow in which he attacked the 

fusion. Presently Simpson appeared in the audience and challenged the 

speaker, and shortly a debate developed between the two. Long later ob-

served that there was nothing for him to do but to "fight it out, n which 

he evidently did with some enthusiasm. Simpson was defeated £or the 

legislature.3 

During the next yesr Ml-. Francis Price of Ashland resigned from his 

post as state senator to accept the position or district judge under ap-

pointment by Governor Humphrey. Long offered himself' for the position and 

was finally nominated in one of the most exciting conventions in Kansas 

politics. The thirty-seventh state senatorial district at that time com-

prised the counties of Barber, Clark, Comanche, Harper, and Meade. The 

three candidates vere George W. Finch of Harper, Long of Barber, and 

George Enerson or Meade. The thirty-four delegates to the convention met 

at Coldwater in· Comanche County, June 3, 1889. 

While the first ballot was being reported, Clerk County, which had 

first cast its ballot for Emerson, threw its five votes to Finch, which 

made a total on that ballot of 21 .for Finch and l3 £or Long. Before the 

result could be announced, however, and before Finch could get to the 

platform, there was a dramatic incident in which Harper County also changed 

its vote. The Harper delegation had been directed by its county convention 
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to vote for Finch, but the delegates were divided, and· they were not ready 

to permit the surprise shirt of votes by' Clark County to determine the elec-

tion for Finch. Consequentl7, Charles s. Jobes, a banker from Attica, 

jumped to his feet and declared that Harper County was· changing its vote 

to six for Finch and five for Long, vhich -would have given the nomination 

to the latter. In the resulting pandmonium a roll call w.s taken and it 

resulted in a seventeen to seventeen tie. In the ensuing ballots both 

sides remained firm until the twenty-eighth ballot at three in the morning 

when the Meade delegates went ovei- to Long and he w.s nominated. 4 In the 

election on November 5, Lo:ng defeated his Democratic opponent, A. M. Van 

Laningham. 

It was generally conceded on all_ sides that Long did a creditable job 

as state senator. Indeed, tor the next dozen years there was -scarcely any-

adverse criticism or his work either in Topeka or in Washington, except 

from his home town neighbor and perennial congressioilal opponent, Jerey 

Simpson, the "Sockless Socrat~ n ot Medicine Lodge. 

As the election or 1892 approached it became apparent that Long would 

be a strong contender for the office of representative or the seventh dis-

trict or Kansas in the national legislature. In Jamery or that year 

friendly newspapers ran a s eri~ or editorials vhich sought to place Long 

f'avorab]Jr in the public eye. 'l'he Anthony Journal observed that the people 

or Long's senatorial district were proud ot t~eir senator. Be was a brainy 

and scholarly man and enjoyed the confidence and esteem or all who knew him. 

Furthermore, the office of state senator was the only office he had ever 

s~ught or held. He had been a prominent member of the committee on judiciary 

and his thorough knowledge of law had placed him in a position of leadership 

in tho higher branch of· the legislature. 5 
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A month later the 9herrz !!12 Republican suggested that Long vas 

being spoken of very favorably as a successor to Simpson as the repre-

sentative from the "Big Seventh." It wa.s claimed that tong vas one ot 

the ablest young men in Kansas and was an eloquent speaker and a powerf'ul 

debater. "Hie election would not only redeem the Seventh district, f'rom 

the terrible blow received two years ago, but would be a credit to the 

entire state. n6 

The Republican convention met in Kingman June 1,, and the various 

hopefuls as usual at.tempted to guide the nomination in their ow way, 

though it appeared f'rom the outset that Long had the stronger position or 
the candidates for the national House or Representatives. The Kingman 

Leader Courier, f.t>rton Al.bo.ugh1s paper, observed that long had active, 

earnest supporters all over the district who were very enthusiastic and 

did wonders among the doubtful and uninstructed delegates. IDi Sample ot 

Barber County placed Iong•s DB.Dle in nomination, and the name ot J. W. Jones 

was ottered by Dr. L. F. Cain. Arter the customary seconding speeches the 

roll was called and Long received 105 votes to 57 tor Jones. A motion by 

Col. Hollowell to make the vote unanimous va.s approved by the convention. 

A congressional committee for the district was named and organized, with 

Morgan Caraway of Great Bend as chairman and L. M. Axline or Medicine 

Lodge as secretary. 7 

.tongts nomination by the Republicans met with .favorable comment in 

the press. The Topeka Dailz Capital, which later developed an antagon-• 

istic policy·toward Long, observ~ that it was a foregone conclusion that 

the seventh di~trict would select a top quality man to beat Jerry Simpson, 

and it was a question whether it would be Jones or Long. u.>llg had won the 

fight by a nattering majority. The paper contimed: 
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Long is as well equipped mentally, morally, and physically to make 

a great career in Congress as any man in Kansas. He is a herd 

headed young man, ambitious but holding his own honor above honors 

thai may be bestowed upon him, studious yet sociable, aggressive 

without self-assertion, capable, and in the habit- ot weighing and 

determining questio?JS for himself. He is- alert as -well as solid and 

will meet Jerry Simpson on any· ground and beat him. • • • In this 

campaign for the first time in his lite Jerry 1s on the defensive 

and Long will see to it that he remains in that attitude during the 

campaign. Long's record gives Simpson little opportunity to play-

tho characteristic role of demagogue to the disadvantage ot his 

opponent. He started in lif'e poor and paid for his own schooling. 

His character is above reproach. Inmendo will not ·reach him. In 

his district h3 is known as a selt-macle man, an example or what 

brains and industry will do. He is familiar with all the issues 

and is ready to meet the alliance platform with sound argument. It 

the majority in the Seventh district admire braim, integrity and 
' 8 

manhood Chester I. Long will beat MoFlimsey tor Congress. 

After having served one rather spectacular term in Washington, Jerry 

Simpson was easily the candidate for the fusion· el·ements of the "Big 

Seventh, n and undertook the responsibilities of the campaign with his 

customary enthusiasm. 

The nomination or Simpson was not a cause for rejoicing among all the 

members or the anti-Republican camp, and the Hutchinson Times, the only 

Democratic newspaper in Reno County, bolted from the action or the Dodge 

City convention. The Times had preferred that the Democrats not JlOminate 

a candidate but simply permit those who chose to cast their vote for Simpson. 
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The paper was not "willing to be a .pa.rty11 to the killing of the Democratic 

party. The editor commented sharply: "The Times there.fore refuses to 

follow such leadership and declines to give its aid to sustaining the for-

tunes of the men and measures represented by the political accident of 

Medicine Lodge. We are unwilling to give Democratic respectability to a 

man who is capable or stating on the noor of Congress that •there is not 

a man with an.v sense in this country who would take a farm as a gift toda7 

either in New :&-lgland or anywhere else while this iniquitous tariff is in 

existence, because he could not make a living upon it.' We are unwilling 

to give place and power to one who goes about the country teaching the 

doctrine ot hate and discord • .,9 

As the campaign progressed the prospect of' a debate between the two 

candidates was a subject or considei-able discussion. The Barber County 

Index, a pro-Simpson paper, had made an occasion to suggest that in the 
~-i 

event of' Long's nomination that paper would "demand" a joint'· d,_ebat-~ in 
':,;?; .. 

. . r'..J:!. 
every county in the district; "Can sockless feet or silk stockings make 

the better race?nlO With Long as a candidate the Republicans .were willing 

to receive such a challenge and in September the chairman or the Repub-

lican Congressional Committee, Mr. 1-brgan Caraway, wrote to-F. J. Bailey 

of the People's Party Congre~sional Committee suggesting a series of from 

two to ten joint discussions nor the issues of the campaign in ttjis distr1ct.n11 

Bailey replied that be hadn't even bothered to consult Simpson but would re-

fuse to concur for two reasons: 

(1) Long had bem trying for six iweeks to command an audience or re-

spectable size but had failed dismally, whereas, n~·• Simpsons Campaign 

~ic] in this district has· been one continu6Us ovation, and therefor ~ic] 

I do not wish to be a party to . or in any wa7 assist in forceing U5ic) the 
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people to hear Mr• Long1t when they have shown so clearly that they did 

not wish to hear him. 

(2) Since constant misrepresentation and al:nse of opponents "and not 
argument upon the burning and vital issues or the hour, is the sole [sic] 
•stock in trade~ of Mr. long and bis fellow Republicans who pretend to 

•stand up for Kansas'" the debates could not in any way- enlighten the 

people or the district or benefit the "canse which Mt- •. Simpson so honor-
12 ably represents. " 

Tha Hutchinson Times observed that no one who knew Jerry· Sittpson and 

the record ot his party would be at all surprised at bis declining to meot 

Long in joint debate, for "The fallacies and falsehoods of the People's 

party could not stand the searching light that would be thrown upon it by 

Chester I. Long. nl.3 
An example of the "burning and vital issues of the hour" was perhapg 

expressed by Simpson in an article he had written for the National Watchman, 

an Alliance paper in May of 1892, in which he said, in part, concerning 

the poor: 

The poor privilege of producing wealth is graciously granted 

with the understanding that they surrender the products or their 

toil to those lords of the na.tion and thousands denied this poor 

privilege go clothed in rags wanting the necessaries of' lif'e. 
. .. 

Under these conditions life becomes a fierce and terrible struggle. 

Men sell their ho:oor, women their virtue, children become criminals 

and outcasts in a land 'Where the forces for producing -wealth are so 

enormous that if the people could obtain access to this vast store 

house they could reed the world and have abundance left. 

• • • Tell the people that this tee is entrenched behind the 

law, that precedent and custom and the mossgrown evils that have 
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come to be looked upon as right and just beside wealth, avearice 

[s1c] and greed arrayed against them and that to overcome this 

enemy there must arise in the people a spirit of selt-sacrif'ice 

and a devotion to principles • 

• • • All met give what they can to svel+ the f'und, to bear 

the expenses for this grandest conf'lict that .ever human beings have 

been engaged in.14 

At a political meeting in Wichita on August 18, Judge Botkin or 
Stevens County publicly read sxeerpts fl-om the . Simpson article then 

later disclosed its author. Simpson was in the audience and accused Botkin 

or trying to do him an injustice. He later asserted that he -was ref erring 

to the poor in Boston and New York rather than Kans~, but Botkin reminded 

him that the article had been prepared in response to a request for a dis-

cussion of' the condition ot his constituents:.~~ 

As the campaign progressed it became evident that Simpson had not 

lost his winning .ways with the voter. It may have been true, as charged 

in the Hutchinson NeYS, that Simpson had "about as clear a conception ot 

the work or the agricultural bureau in the interests or the farmers of the 

seventh congressional district or Kansas, as a ring tailed monkey has or 

Homer 1s llie.d., n but vhile he had some fundamental deficiencies in his 

knowledge or basic issues, he did have a very good working knowledge of 

frontier psychology and -was a politician of no mean order. With the re-
. 

turns or the election or November 8, it vas clear that Simpson bad carried 

Barber County and the seventh district.16 

The campaign or 1892 was in a real sense only the first round tor the 

men from Medicine Lodge, tor they consistently ran against. each other and 

exchanged elections throughout the decade or the 1890s. Long later sum-

marized their activity as £ollo"1St "In the four campaigns Simpson and I 
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made the issue changed every two years, rather an interesting point in 

politics. In ~92 it was discussion or the old Populistic theories--sub 

treasuries and unlimited paper money. In 194 came the tariff, the patched 

up Wilson bill bad just become a law and I made that. an issue in the dis-

trict. In 196 it- was tree silver. In 198 it ws expansion. In 1900 it 

was what the opposition called imperialism, but Simpson didn't run that 
"17 year. 

In .spite or sharp differences of political opinion, Long held a high 

appreciation of Simpson as a campaigner. He later observed.: 

Simpson is quick, bright, sharp. He may not argue soundly, 

but he 't.ried to say what he thought the people wanted to hear; 

and he said it well. We vere both from the same town-Medicine 

Lodge with 800 inhabitants-and ve had to live close toget,her. 

We were always friendly, despite the fa:ct that ve constantly 

opposed each other, and personalities did not enter into the 

speeches. Simpson made the audience laugh with his stories 

and ridicule, while I had only arguments to offer. 

The Simpson currency arguments made good reading these 

days. He told them be wouid give them all the circulating 

medium "per capita" they wanted. They were all a little short 

on circulating medium· and he would make it at least $150 for 

each man,_ woman and child. If his· constituents wanted it 

"raised" to $4,000 per capita they need only to send him a 

card to Washington and, he said, "you shall have it. n 

His favorite scheme vas to have the boys appoint a committ,ee 

to "f"iger an estimate"' on the gold and silver in the mountai:ns 

"not found." 
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11Take this estimate as a basis and grind. out your paper mone;r 

to coyer it," he frequently exclaimed. 

If this vould not mo.ke the amount or circulating medi'lll"il the 

boys wnted, and if the boys should say, "1'1rn her some more, n 

Si'f,Ilpson would sa:y, 11We will give that press down there another 

whirl and you shall have more c,n a .raised estimate of that precious 

metal in the mountains. rt18 

No account or the Long-Simpson po~itical relationship could be com-

plete without some mention or the campaign or 1896 'When both .men vere at 

their best, and when the silver issue, , as mentioned above, gave Simpson 

favorable ground from which to operate. In that campaign the much dis.:.. 

cussed debate between the two was finally arranged through o. W. Randee, 

the People's Party chairman, and Frank Harlow, who served in a similar 

capacity for the Republicans. It was a.greed that there should be six de-

bates on the political issues of the day, as follows: Hutchinson, Septem-

ber 22; Newton, Septanber 24; Wellington, September .26; Harper, September 

29; Great Bend, October lJ and Wichita, October ,;. The debates vere to 

begin at 2,00 P• m. with the first speaker giving a constructive speech 

of one hour, folloliled by a one and one-halt hour speech by the second 

speaker and a final thirty minute rebuttal by the first speaker. The 

order between the speakers would be alternated in successive debates.19 

The .attendance at the first meeting in Hutchinson was typical. Three 

thousand people crowded into the auditorium and one thousand to fifteen 

hundred had to be turned awq. 20 In Newton some four thousand were in 

their seats in Wright•s rink before the time for the spea.king>to begin, 
. 21 and many were unable to get inside. 
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tong forced Simpson to take the defensive in the first debate by 

asking six questions which he attempted to get his opponent to answer,22 

and in the debate at Harper he added four more to the list. 23 The ten 

questions wet"e as follows i 

1. Would the opening or the mints of the United States alone to 

the free and unlimited coinage of silver and gold, at the ratio ot 
16 to l, raise the pl"ice of silver bullion to $1.29 per ounce, 

measured by gold, and maintain it at that price? 

2. Has the free coinage or gold ·and silver in the United 

States or any othe country, at a fixed ratio, ever maintained 

the equality of the coinage and commercial ratios or these two 

metals? If so, when and where? 

.3. Is there a country in the world today that has .free and un-

limited coinage of gold and silver that has gold 1n circulation, and 

is there a gold standard country that does not use silver as money 

along with gold? 

4. Are you still in favor of the demonetization of both gold 

and silver and the issue of legal tender money instead? 

5. How did it happen that free and unlimited coinage of gold 

and silver in this country never gave us as mch coin money, both 

gold and silver, par capita, as we now have ot silver coi11 per 

capita? 

6. Do you st~l believe in absolute tree trade? 

7. Why do you demand the ratio of 16 to 1? 

8. Has the repeal of the reciprocity provisions of the Mc-

Kinley tariff lav benefitted the people ot this district? 

9. Has the Wilson-Gorman tariff lowered the price of' farm products? 
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10. Do you still believe that property in land is. an inde-

fensible as property in man? 

When the second· set 0£ questions was ,proposed at Harper, Simpson 

declared that he did :not intend to waste his time answering questions. 

Rather, he was there to talk finance, he proposed to down the corpor-

ations and t,he money power. He ha.d a very effective way of cracking little 

jokes and winning applause throughout his speeches., Concerning Long's 

questions, one observer rtmarked, "He handled them with the skill of a 

juggler and the ease of an actor. He touched upon them one by·one and 

dropped them with a cutely turned phrase or a witt,icism in such a way that 

he won the applause of his partisans and· did :not answer a single question. n24 

The debate at Newton degenerated into a mud slinging contest between 

personalities.: Simp:ion began his reply to Long 1s first speech by taking 

orr his coat, vest, necktie, and collar, one or his tricks whereby he 

posed as the poor uneducated representative of the common man. He spent 

part of his time on answers to and evasions of Long's questions, and then 

turned to harangue and spent some thirty minutes on Long. He said the 

latter had spoken for tree silver two years earlier and had pledged_ to 

vote for it but failed to do so. He declared that Long bad voted to 

raise his own salary through the.device of hiring cl,erks, and that he 

would double it if he.had a chance. He further charged that Long had 

deserted free silver so that in case of defeat he could get a. federal 

office, and t,hat he always voted to rob the taxpayer. 

Long replied with heat. He took up Simpson's record, and said that 

he had drawn $100 per month clerk hire, employed :no clerk, and turned 

the correspondence of his soldier const.ituents over to a pension agent. 

He continued a personal lashing of Simpson for ten mimtes with the latter 
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· 25 trying to interrupt. The audience seemed to like Long for his reply. 

Effective debating was not enough to carry the vote for Long in 1896, 
and the November election returns showed that Bryan had carried Kansas tor 

president, Leedy was to be governor, and Jerry Simpson was chosen repre-

sentative for the seventh Kansas district. Andy Richerds' paper, the 

Wellington Mail, continued to carry a picture or Long at the head of its 

editorial page, and undernee.th was the legend: rtFor Congressman 1898~ 
26 Hon. Chester I. L-ong. n 

Long always felt that his vote in Congress o_n the tree silver issue 

cost him the election of 1896. Probably he was right. The following 

chapter seeks to portray some of the major areas in which Long took a 

leading part during his several terms in the House ot Representatives. 
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Chapter II 

LONG IS ACTIVITY IN THE NATIONAL HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

With the opening of the Fifty-fourth Congress in December, 1895, 

Chester Long moved to Washington to assume his new responsibilities as 

represe??,tative or the seventh district of' Kal'lSas. He rented a house in 

Mt. Vernon; a suburb of the city, because the rents were cheaper than 

down town, and because he preferred the subarban atmosphere to that or 

the congested city. The location was served by a cable line which ran 

direct to the Capital.1 

Mr. Long was elected to Congress as a bachelor, but on February 12, 

1895, he was married to the former Miss Arma Bache, a woman or urmsual 

charm and dignified bearing. She and Long had met at the normal insti-

tute at Paola as students together, and Miss Bache had been a teacher 

of music in that institution while Long was teaching elocution. The 

elder Bache, rather or the bride, had been an &lglishman and his wife 

was from Kentucky-. Both parents died while Anna was still a small child, 

and while she never attended school outside or Paola she did have ex-

cellent musical training and was the type or an individual who was to 

be a real asset to her husband in Washington. 2 

Tom Reed seemed to have a good bit or difficulty in making de-

cisions conc~ning committee assignments in the Firty-f'ourth Congress,3 

but in due time the choices wEre announced and Long was assigned to 

two committees or minor importance. His tirst assignment was to the 

Committee on Accounts, and his second, which he considered more im-
. 4 portant, was to the Committee on Elections No. 2. 
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The first contested case referred to Elections No. 2 vas that ot 
Van Horn vs. Tarsney, f'rom Kansas City. With his typical ef.t'icienc1 

Long mastered the details of the case and vas given the responsibility 

or carrying most or the debate for the majority point or view -when the 

committee reported to the House. The majority report ot the committee 

was accepted and Van Horn vas s ee.ted .from the fifth district or Missouri. 5 

The second case referred to Long's committee was that or Mitchell 

vs. Walsh, a Tammany case, in which Long was assigned the responsibility 

of witing the report for the committee. Something or his parliamentary 

technique will appear. in a few excerpts from the Congressional Record. 

In presenting the case to the House tor the committee, he made the fol-

lowing observation: "This organization that existed in these f'ive dis-

tricts was known as Tam:nany.Hall. In its inception it appears to have 

been a charitable institution, but tor some years it bas neglected its 

original purpose and design /jaughter.-J; has devoted itself EDCClus:l.vely 

to the management a'Dd control or politics in the cit1 or Nev York, and 

has interested itselt in the success of the Democratic part7 and its 

candidates. However, it still appears to be a nonpolitical organization 

· (laught~ • rP 
After several hours or discussion and testimoey the following ex-

change of' vords took place betveen Long on the one side and J.Bguire and 

Sulzer, who thought the majority report to be wrong, on the others 

Mr .. SULZER. But what is your opinion about a man who seeks ad-

mittance on this floor who concedes that he has purchased, or;: 

that his agents have purchased, testimony? 

Mr • .LONG~ There is no such admission. 

Mr. MAGUIRE. Read page 141 or the record. 
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Mr. SULZmt. Read the record. 

Mr. LONG. I have read the record, and you have not·. You have 

not denied the bribery. You have not put a witness: on the 

stand to dispt"ove the evidence that was taken by the contestant. 

I believe that this House should adopt the report ·or the committee, 

and seat the contestant, who received a majority of the legal;: votes 

cast at the election. Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question. 7 

A fw minutes later the vote was ta.ken and the committee report 

was e.dopt,ed by- a vote or 162 to .39, and Mit.chell was administered the 

oath of office.8 

Aside from these two cases Long did not pla;r a very prominent part 

in the course or the Fifty-fourth Congress. As has already been indi-

cated, he voted against the free silver bill in Febru~, 1896, even 

though such an action was at. that time not popular with his constituents 

in the seventh dist.riot. 

In the Fifty'~ixth Congress; to which he returned after defeating 

Jerry Simpson in 1898, Long fared better with committee appointments, He 

was the second Kans~;n in the history or the st.at,e to be appointed to the 

Ways and Means Committee or t.he House. Some or the other member:-s or that 

committee in the Fii't;r-sixth Congress whose names were destined to appear 

frequently in• American histor;r were s. E. Payne of New York, Chairman; 

Albert J. Hopkins of lllinoisJ Jonathan P. Dolliver of Iowa; and Francis 

G. Newlands ~f Nevada. 9 In seeking a position on the Ways and Means 

Committee Long had the warm support of William Allen Whit;e, brilliant 

editor of the Empgria Gazet.te, who was later to oompletel;r reverse his 

estimate of Long's fitness to serve the people of Kansas as a law maker 
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in Washington. In a letter or November 15, 1899, to David B. Henderson, 

Speaker ot the House, he declared_t "My' best ,friend on .this Kansas dele-

gation is Chester I. Long, who has been in congress oft and on,-as you 

know-since 1894. He 1s a very capable man,· and being a ycung man with 

ambition will probably be in the congress of the United states a great 

deal before he dies. He has the confidence of the. people, and although 

they hav~ defeated him once or twice, it has been a year when the state 

has gone overwhelmingly democratic. Chester wants a place on the ways 

and means committee, as you probably know, and I want him to have it. 

If you can help him you will greatly oblige him and place me in your 

debt, so that I cannot easily repay you • • • nlO 

It is not clear what ef'tect, it any, White's letter had in securing 

the appointment for Long, but it is more than probable. that Long's dem-

onstrated thoroughness in preparation for any debate was.a real factor 

in his favor. The Wichita !agle observed that Speaker Henderson bad' 

worked with long in a former Congress and "knows his penchant tor pains-

taking and conscientious workn and had consequently placed him on the 
11 committee. Some weeks later, after Long had performed brilliantly' Oi1 

the Puerto Rican tariff issue, Henderson remarked with pride that he 

hadn't made a mistake in bis choice.12 

With the turn of the century the .American people were faced with 

the necessity of defining their constitutional relationship to the crop 

or new territories to which they had tallen heir as a result or the war 

with Spain. The war with the Spanish had bet::n concluded in the summer 

or 1898, and the mch longer war with the Philippine insurgents was be-

ing brought under control by the early months of' 1900. Pl:'esident Mc-

K~nley bad entertained some grave l!lisgivinge as to the course his 
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government should pursue with reference to the new territories.. The ac-

quisition or new territory and the definition of its status under the 

law had, since Confederation days, constituted a significant part of the 

experience or this country, but strangely- enough the question of whether 

the Constitution always followed the flag was still open to debate in 

1900. Some aspects of that problem were particularly important in the 

case of Puerto Rico, and in its acquisition there were some departures 

from earlier practices. 

The treaty- or 1899 whereby the islal'ld was ceded stiplll.ated that, 

"the civil rights and political status of the native inhabitants ot the 

territory- hereby ceded to the United States shall be determined by Con-

gress. 1113 It was evident, however, that Congress did not intend to in-

corporate the island tul.17 into the territory or the United states with 

all the rights to its inhabitants that were enjoyed in the continental 

area of the country-. It is true that the Foraker Act of April 12, 1900, 

vhich provided for an organic civil government, did state that the res-

idents or the island were entitled to protection ot the le.we in Puerto 

Rico which would have the same force and effect as in the United Statee,14 

but it was not easy to reach a decision upon the question or including 

the newly acquired territory vithin-the customs boundary ot the country-. 

The dispute which developed in and out of Congress was finally 

resolved by a series or suireme Court Cases known as the "Insular Cases" 

which were decided 1n May or 1901. Two of these cases have bearing 

upon the issue or the collection or duties from Puerto Rico after it 

vas ceded. The first, De Lima vs. Bidvell, sought to recover duties 

paid on sugars imported f'roin the island to the United ·States after the 

ratification of the treaty- but before the passage or the Foraker Act. 
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The court held that the duties were wrongt\tlly ex.acted inasmuch as the 

island was no longer a "foreign country" in the meaning or the Dingley" 

tariff law calling for duties upon articles imported from foreign 

countries.15 

The second case, Downes vs. Bidwell, dealt with the question ot 

whether or not the Congress had a constitutional right to levy duties 

upon importations from Pllerto Rico. '!'he judges held that by the tree.tr 

of cession the island became a part or the territory belonging to the. 

United States, but not a part of the crnited states so far as the revenue 

clauses ot the Constitution were concerned or in the sense or requiring 

uniform duties throughout the country. Farthermore, it was stated that 

the assessment of duties on imports by the Congressioml act known as 

the Foraker Act was constitutional. 

However, the Insular Cases anticipate the answer to what was a 

very knotty problem in 1899. In December of that year President Mc-

Kinley, in his message to Congress, made a direct call for free trade, 

as follows: "Our plain duty is to abolish all tariff' customs between the 

United States and Puerto Rico and give her products free access to our 

markets. n16 That remark was to provide a. storm center for much or the 

debate in the ensuing session of Congress. 

Debate on the issue was opened on February 19, 1900, when the House 

took up consideration. of H. R. 8245 concerning the trade or Puerto Rico 

as reported by the Ways and Means (::ommittee. There were three principal 

parts to the measure: 

l. All articles imported into .Puerto Rico from ports other than 

those of the United States: should carry the same customs and duties as 

articles imported into the United States from foreign countries. 
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2. All merchandise coming into the United States from Puerto Rico 

and that coming into Puerto Rico from the United States should be entered 

upon payment or 25% or the duties vhich -would be required upon like 

articles or merchandise imported from foreign countries • 

.3. All duties thus collected should be placed in a separate fund to 

be used for the government and benefit of Puerto Rico.17 

One or the first considerations raised was that or allowing free 

sugar or cheap sugar to come into the United States. There had, indeed, 

been some speculation, l!iven in Kansas, about the advisability of en-

larging home pr¢uction of' sugar. The Wichit~ F.agle carried several 

articles on the growth or the world production of beet sugar as against 

cane _sugar, and said that some had been grow prof'itabl.y even in the 

• temperate zone. The editor also observed that some people in Kansas, in-

cluding Governor Stanley, were trying to make of Kansas a sorghum producing 

bu ' area, t that the proposition w.sn1t practical as a source of sugar. 

The sugar issue never materialized as a. 3:lgnificant consideration in 

the Puerto Rican tariff bill, however, and Payne effectively disposed 

or it by' pointing out that importations from that island were only a 

drop in the bucket when compared to our total conswnption.19 

The debate developed to interesting proportions on February 21. 

Representative Bromwell, a Republican from Ohio, had broken with his 

party in opposing the bili, but his opposition was on the ground of 

policy and not of constitutionality. Most· of the Democrats, however, 

were opPosing the constitutional principle involved. Against that 

background Long took the f'loor and delivered what was gen~ally regarded 
·,, 

as one of the best speeches in that session or Congress. It seems well 

to quote from that speech at some length, not only for what it reveals 
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concerning Chester Long- but also tor what it discloses concerning the 

issues involved. 

This is a practical question. We might as well meet it now 

as at a. future time. Puerto Rico is in a deplorable ~ondition. 

Gener.al Davis, the military governor, in his testimony before a 

committee or Congress, said that two-thirds of the ~rrent vealth 

of the island had been destroyed by the recent hurricane. The 

people are in need of immediate relier. Revenues must be obtained 

from some source to pay the expenses of government and provide 

schoois tor a people nine-tenths of whom can not read or -write. 

Three courses are open: Bonds must be issued, an appropri-

ation must be made out of the Treasury of the United States, or 

tariff duties must be imposed that will produce revenue sufficient. 

to pay the expenses ot government and establish the much needed 

schools •••• 

The minority and the majority or the committee differ on 

several propositions. The minority contends that we can not ac-

quire territory except for the purpose of forming it into States. 

The majority insists that the power to acquire territory is un-

limited and unrestricted. We believe that this is a sovereign 

nation, with the power to acquire territory either by treaty, con-

quest, or discovery. We believe that in legislating tor acquired 

territory ·we are acting under that provision of the Constitution 

which grants to Congress the power to make all needful rules and 

regulations respecting the territory belonging to the United States. 

The minority insists that Ptlerto Rico and the Philippines are 

part or the United States. The majority believes that these 
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islands are not a part of, but belong to, the United States. The 

minority holds that if we continue to retain Puerto Rico and the 

Philippines it is with an implied pledge or promise that they are 

firi..ally to be tted. as States. We claim that there need be no 

such understanding, but that in all honor we must give then good 

governments •••• 

• • • I want to call attention to some or the things that 

have been done in this country in relation to the territory be-

longing to the United States. 

This is not a: new question. We may think it 1s because it 

has not been up for consideration in a generation, but it is e.s 

old as the Government itself, ••• 

The question as to whether the Constitution ax:tends to the 

Territories or its own force was the occasion ot a great debate 

between Calhoun and Webster in the Senate in 1849. Calhoun con-

tended that it did, Webster that it did not. 

At the close or the debate, after these great statesmen had 

concluded, there arose another statesman, • • • Stephen A. 

Douglas. He stat.ad his views on this extension or the consti-

tution: 

"?-ft'. President, I have not many words to sq on the 

question which has been occupying the attention or the 

Senate. Whether Congress has or has not the power to 

extend the Constitution over California, I shall vote for 

the proposition to extend the Constitution over that country. 

I believe, furthermore, that we have the same power to 

extend the Constitution over a country- that we have to 

bring a country inside or it. n 
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Whatever contention there may have been as to the necessity 

for extending the Constitution to newly- acquired territory, the 

history- of the United States shows that territory- acquired by- con-

quest or treaty renains foreign territory so far as customs duties 

are concerned until Congress eictends the revenue laws of the United 

States over it. .- • • 

The opposition says that this is the first time in the history 

of the country that we have ever had duties that were not wrl.form. • 

I challenge the correctness ot the statement. • • '!be treaty 

with France in 1803 provided that for twelve 7eal's the produce 

and mamf'actures of France and her colonies and of Spain and her 

colonies- • • • should be admitted into all the local ports of the 

ceded territory without paying a greater duty on the merchandise 

than that paid by the citizens or the United States. • • 

The Hawaiian Islands were annexed by' joint resolution July· 7, 

1898. Although this resolution provides that these islands are 

"annexed as part or the territory of the trnited States and are 

subject to the sovereign dominion thereof; n 7et our customs and 

revenue laws have never been extended to these islands •••• 

Is Puerto Rico any more a "part ot the United States" than 

the Hawaiian Islands? • • • 

Now, i~ the contention or the minority be correct, we can 

not do anything with the Philippine Islands but give them free 

trade. We can not have any tariffs between this count.?7 and the 

Philippines •••• Then, under this article, Spanish ships and 

merchandise mu.st be admitted there free for a par>iod of ten years. 

Then, if' we can not have any tariff against the Philippine Islands, 

• • 
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after Spain gets her goods into those islands, she can bring 

them into this country free, and have free trade with the United 

States by way of the Philippine Islands •••• 

On the rate of this bill depends the future policy or the 

Administration in relation to our trade with the Philippines and 

the far Ea.st. The importance or the question can not be over-
20 estimated •••• 

Debate on this bill consumed a major part of the time of the Hou~~ 

for the next week. Objections were raised by the D~cr~ts concerning 

the constitutional right of the government to levy aiiy, duties at all, and 

charges were submitted that the sugar and tobacco and rum interests had 

brought press~re· :to bear to increaser 1:~itr rates.. One ,Mr. Oxtlard, presi-

dent or the American Beet; Sugar Association, admitted before the Committee 

on Insular Affairs that importations at-t~t time from Puerto Rico would 

have little significance, but he teared a vast increase in the production 

or sugar by large investment interests if they learned what a great profit 
21 could be made in the absence of any tariff. Payne later- pointed out 

on the f'loor or the House that the Democrats have stooped to 11trot out" 

Oxnard, head or sugar beet f'actories with a capacity of' 1;,000 ~m a-

gaimt 2,000,000 tons coJlSumed by the u. s. assert that he is at the head 

of the u. s. sugar trust, and ,say he wanted a tariff' on sugar. Oxnard 

wanted a tariff on refined sugars, Payne agreed, bllt the sugar Trust 

"always and forever more, have demanded free sugar vhen. it came hare in 
22 the raw under 16 Du.tch standard." Some people doubted, however, that 

the island possessed a very great capacity for a greatly enlarged pro-

duction of sugar products. A delegation of Pllerto Ricans presented a 

statement in which they declared that the idea. of . a tariff' was repugnant 
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to them. 23 As the debate progressed an amendment was introduced by 

Payne after consultation with the Republican majority which reduced the 

tariff to 15% instead of the 25% of the amount collected from foreign 

countries upon like a.-tioles. 24 The bill passed the House in that form 

by- a vote of 172 to 160. 25 

When the bill was brought before the Senate for consideration a 

substitute :for the House bill 'Was offered which retained. the 15% pro-

vision on the tariff and did not materially affect the bill in other 

respects except; to add a provision on civil government. This combined 

tariff and-civil government bill passed the Senate April 3 by- a majority 
. . or nine. On April 10 the bill was reported back to the House from the 

Ways and Means Committee with the recommendation that the House concur 

in the Senate amendments. The next day- the Republicans 0£ the House 

were able to insure its passage by mustering a majority of eight votes, 

and the bill was sent to McKinley for his signature.27 

It becomes evident that the major concern of the Republicans, a:nd 

particularly of Long, on tliis bill, was the issue of the precedent that 
28 was being established with reference to all newly acq-.,iired possessions. 

As Long's secretary observed privately, it would be suicidal for a party 

to face election time retaining possession of Puerto Rico and the Phil-

ippines but without power to govern than.29 The charge by the Democrats 

that the Republicans were violating a request of the president is not 

impressive. Eventual free trade for the island was conceded. on all sides, 

and. the Republicans denied. that they had "changed their minds" or departed 

from earlier positions.30 Representative Dolliver or Iowa, in the closing 

hours or the debate a.f'ter the bill had been returned from the Senate, shed 

some light on the nature or the opposition charges in the following state-

ments 
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••• This measure, belied and misrepresented for weeks, 1s 

no longer on the defensive. It is a Republican measure, indorsed 

by the approved leaders of the party in both Houses and in every 

department of the Government. 

I am sorry that we are not altogether united upon it in this 

Chamber, and I treat with good will and consideration avery man 

whose opinions differ from mine upon it; but I exhort my Republi• 

can brethren and colleagues to stand side by side before a common 

and united enemy in this field skirmish preceding the Presid~tial 

campaign of 1900.31 

The speech which Long delivered on the l\let"to·,'filcan bill vas not the 

only activity he followed in helping to secure its .passage. The next eve.-

ning he was asked by Payne, who could not be present at the evening ses-

sion, to ·take charge or the bill, and thus bec~e practically Hou.1e leader 

for the night. Faxon jubilantly wote to Billy Morgan, n • • • 'lbinlt of 

it-our representative taken up over the .list or all the leaders who pre-

cede .him on. the connnittee and placed in charge of· the debate, even though 

for a single night. The tact is, Billy, and it's the plain simp~e truths 

Long knows more about this question than arq other man on the committee. n32 

lfllen the House was considering the bill in its final form Long a-

chieved something or a national rep.itation as a shrewd politician, in 

the better seJJse of the term, as the Repiblican "whip" who outgeneraled 

the Democrats. The Rep.iblicans had a normal majority of nineteen, but 

nine or their number were outspoken in opposition to the bill and joined 

the Democrats. Long was assigned the task of securing a sure majorit7 

tor the measure. His most :effective work was in his masterful handling 

of the arrangements on pairing. Some pairs were arranged between absent 
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Republicans and Democrats who ware in W,ishington who would have otherwise 

voted against the bill. When one considers that 45 Republicans were away 

from the capital city a week before the vote was taken, and in the week's 

time Long was able to secure a pair tor er.rery- one or them, the eff'eotive-

ness or his work is better appreciated. The Washington Pos~, The l!!!! 
.~ Tribune, The Washington Evening ~, and other newspapers suggested 

that the Democrats might have defeated the measure, but that they- were 

out-manipulated by' tong.33 

One ot the knottiest problems to emerge out of' the war with Spain 

was the question of hov to deal with the island of' Cuba, which, osten-

sibly- at least, had been at the foundation or American intervention into 

Spanish affairs in 1898. Following the war the responsibility rested 

vi th the Republicans to finish the job which they had started. It is 

true that many prominent members ot the party, from the pr-esident on down, 

were extremely reluctant to see the outbreak of hostilities in the first 

place, but they were pressed into action by the yellow press and an en-

thusiastic electorate that had expressed a strong desire to "free Cuba. 034 

At the time when the United states was demanding the withdrawal ot 

Spain from the island this country issued the now famous self-denying 

pledge know as the Teller Resolution which declared: "That the United 

States hereby disclaims any disposition or intention to exercise sover-

eignty, jurisdiction, or control over said island except for the pa.oii'1ca-

t1on thereof, and asserts its determination when that is accomplished to 

leave the government and control or the island to its people. n35 

As the wr progressed the American forces took control of the island, 

and the military occupatio11 was under the able leadership or General 

Leonard Wood. After order was established, determined efforts were made 
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to organize the schools, set up hospitals and charitable organizations, 

and t.o relieve the unsanitary conditions of Havana and other cities. It 

va.s in a hospital near Havana t.hat t,fa,jor Walter Reed was able to demon-

strate the relat.ionship between yellow fever and mosquito bites.36 

The noble sent,iment or +.he Teller Resolution appeared to be in some 

jeopardy as the presidential message to Congress in December, 1899, 

abundantly revealeds "This nation has assumed before the world a grave 

responsibility for the future good govermnent of Cuba. • • • '!he new 

Cuba yet t.o arise from the ashes of the past must needs be bound to us 

by ties of singular intimacy and st.rengtb if' its enduring welfare is 

to be assured. Whether those t.ies shall ·be organic or conventional, 

the destinies of Cuba. are in some rightful f'orm and manner irrevocably 

linked with our own. n37 

The "rightf\tl form" or that relationship was not well defined, how-

ever, and its nature was the subject or much discussion in and out ot 

legislative chambers for many months. General Wood carried out the pre-

liminary steps in taking a census and determining a proper basis of suf-

frage for the purpose or organizing local government. Wood thereupon 
' summoned a constitutional convention to convene in Havana, November 5, 

1900, and the convention set up a constitution modeled after that of 

the United States. Public debts or the insurgents were recognized,_ but 

no mention was ma.de of .f'uture relations with the United States. Wood 

had, indeed, submitted to the Cubans certain provisions which had been· 

drafted in Washington for incorporation in t,heir constitution, but this 

invitation had been declined because the Cubans wanted to be independent 

or every nation, even inciuding the "great and noble American nation. n38 
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The United States, however, was not disposed to withdraw from the 

island, and brought pressure to bear in the famous Platt Amendment which 

was included as a part of the army appropriation bill of Mu-ch 2, 1901. 

This amendment included eight provisions, of vhich four had a great deal 

of significance in terms of the general pattern or relationship between 

the island and the American government. Those provisions were as follows: 

(1) Cuba was not to enter into any treaty or compact with a foreign 

power which would permit or partial or complete control by that power of 

the island. (2) Cuba was to pledge that she would tJOt incur so large an 

indebtedness that the ordinary revenues of the island would not be suffi-

cient to retire it. (3) The United States reserved the right to intervene 

in Cuba for the purpose of protecting life, liberty, and property. 

(4) Cuba was to sell or lease to the United States lands necessary for 

coaling stations or naval stations. The eighth provision specified that 

the content of the other seven shoul~ be embodied into a permanent treaty 

with the United States.39 

Conservative elements 1n Cuba were willing to accept the amendment, 

but the Cuban Constitutional Convention, composed largely or radicals, 

rejected it by a vote of twenty-tour to two, and sent a delegation to 

Washington for a conference on the matter. Secretary- Root endeavored 

to placate Cuban resentment by trying to show that there was no intention 

to limit the new republic •s independence. In a letter to General Wood on 

April 3, 1901, he gave the assurance that it vas the official view of the 

president that the intervention described in the third clause or the 

Platt Amendment vas not synonomous with interference with the affairs or 
the Cuban government, but was intended to be reserved for formal action 

on the part of the United States which would be based on °just and 
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substantial" grounds which might be necessary to preserve Cuban independ-

ence. 40 CUba eventually bowed to the inevitable and adopted ·the .Platt 

Amendmbllt as an appendix to the constitution. The permanent treaty -which 

was called tor in the eighth provision vas concluded Ma1' 22, 1903, and 

was proclaimed by the president July 2, 1904.U The treaty remained in 

force until 1934. 

While the Platt Amendment defined the nature of the political re-

latio?lShip between the governments, there was as yet no clear cut decision 

on the subject of commercial relations. The sugar industry had been large-

ly- destroyed by the insurrection., and depended upon the willingness or the 

United States to arrange for _a reduction in tariff in favor of the Cuban 

growers. As a matter of £act McKinley had virtually promised reciprocity 

to the island as an added inducement to accept the Platt Amendment, and 

in the summer of 1901 he informed a :nwnber of Congressional leadErs that 

he intended to pursue the policy which had been outlined.42 The under-

standing that there should be a treaty or commerce based on the idea of 

reciprocity was in the nature of an "appendix, 11 called by the Cubans an 

"explanation," which General Wood submitted to the Secretary of Wer. On 
May,28, 1901, General Wood cabled to the Secretary that the amendment with 

the "appendix" had been pissed by the Cuban constitutional convention.43 

Some idea of the understanding or the CUbans on the matter is shown 

by the hearings in the Committee on Ways and Means: 

Mr~·".:·LONG.-r:.tou. state that you vere given certain assurances by-
.•_ .· ··:-.·:~,:'.1.· 

the President? 

Mr. ~'DO~. By President McKlnley. 

Mr. LONG. By President McKinley, when you accepted the Platt 

amendment? 
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Mr. MENDOZA. Yes sir. 

Mr. LONG. Will you state how and in what manner those assurances 

were given? 

Mr. MENDOZA. Well, when the Platt amendment was made they did 

not want to accept it in Cuba, and commissioners were sent here . 
to say that they- would be willing to accept it if' some economic 

concessions were made to CUba. Then, as Congress was not in 

session, they were assured that that could not be done a.t once, 

but that they should accept the amendment as it had been framed; 

and the President said that while, or course, he could not promise 

anything (because that does not depend upon the President) he 

would use his influence, as I have said, in the direction of 

our receiving fair treatment and getting some concessions. 

Mr. LONG. That was President McKinley? 

Mr. MENDOZA. President McKinley; yes sir; and President Roosevelt 

has followed President McKinley's policy in that respect, because 

he supports us in his message. 44 

Republican members in Congress, however, were by no means uniform in 

any desires for Cuban reciprocity, and during the course of the summer 

some of the leaders or the House gave out interviews in wioh they de-

clared there would be no legislation for that purpose in the coming ses-

sion of Congress. Roosevelt inherited the issue at the time of McKinley's 

death, and like his predecessor, sought to see CUban reciprocity legisla-

tion placed on the statute books. 

The Committee on Ways and Means ~egan hearings on the subject January 

15, 1902, ~nd amassed some 766 pages or testimony from witnesses who 

appearad to testify on the issue. 45 Even the Republicans or the &use 
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vere not as yet convinced as to the advisability or the legislation, how-

ever, . and when the matter was brought before a conference or the Republican 

members or the House the first poll shoved 14.3 in opposition to reciprocity 

and only 57 .favoring it. The opposition tried to force an early vote and 

kill the measure in its inf'aney, but with the aid of Roosevelt and some 

five weeks or time, many- opponents of the proposition were brought into 

line,46 and it was endorsed by a.Republican conference by a vote or 85 

to .31. On Mu-ch .31 the Ways and Means Committee, by a vote or 12 .to S, . ' 

reported the bill to the House •. 47 

The essence of the bill for Cuban reciprocity as introduced into the 

House was that it would reduce tariffs on imports from Cuba by· 20% in 

consideration of an equal concession ma.de by CUba, and upon the condition 

that Cuba would enact lave similar to the immigration and contract labor 

laws of the. United States. 48 Chairman Payne of the Ways and Means eom-· 
mittee made the opening ·presentation of the case. The 'burden ·of his con-

tention was that the legislation was designed to benefit the Cubans. He 

pointed out that the var which had ·lately been concluded had been def.ended 

while it ws.s in i:rogress and since as an attempt to give a stable an~ 

independent and free government to CUba. He felt that what had boE'lti 

accomplished already- was good. Be believed that the United States had 

already done its tun duty-, and more, and it was not his purpose to "pre-

sent here any sentimental claims on the part ot Cuba for the action of 

the Congress or the United states. n49 

That, however, was not the whole issue. CUba. had had s.n election, 

and was aboo:';. to have her officers installed on the twentieth or the 

following month. Yet., when' they were about ready to try their new ex-

periment, a calamity had befallen them, in that the price or sugar had 
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fallen to the lowest point in years. That was particularly- serious because 

the planters had had to borrow heavily- to get started in business again 

after the ravages of war and c-ivil strife. He cited evidence which had 

come before the committee to show that on an average it .cost ~bout two 

cents per pound to produce sugar. in Cllba, yet the price in Havana was one 

and five tent~ cent per po,JnJ. 

There were 196 "centrals" on the island, great grinding establishments 

where cane was brought from plantations and from the 16,000 "colonos, 11 who 

were little planters having fiye to twenty aores. Both great and small 

planters had been forced to borrow money, and at the very time or the 

Congressional deliberations on the reciprocity issue war-a amciously look-

ing to see where they could get money for the next crop. He then cited 

a statement by a writer who had recently been through Cubat "While the 

masses or CUba are not ac~ually suffering from lack or food, the planters 

and business men are on the verge or collapse and bankruptcy, and are 

anxiously hoping tor concessions in the United States tariff in order that 

they may receive nev life and hope. The merchants have large sums of 

money trusted out and are not paying each other. They are simply holding 

each other up in the hope of obtaining relief, and if failures once begin 

they will run like wildtire.n50 

Payne added that he had always been a protectionist, and that he 

still was one, but that the issue before the House would not destroy the 

protective features or the tariff'_ arrangements with Cuba. He contended 

that the duty could be reduced 20 or 25 or 30 per cent and it wouldn't 

make any difference in the price of' sugar in the United States until 

such time as Cuba might expand her production to cover all the sugar that 

this nation imported-some 2,000,000 tons annuall:y--and then the importa-
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tion 'Would reduce the price of -~ugar in the United States. But he said. 

the Cubans weren't likely to produce that much, for it took all their labor 

to produce the present crop of 9001000 tons. He said some were charging 

that only the sugar trust would benefit from this legislation, but that 

issue was doubtful. 'lhe sugar market of the vorld was Hamburg, and the 

price of suga1• was fixed in Hamburg for the port of New York~Sl 

Payne then gave an interesting and common observation as to the 

future of Cubas 

I want to do all I can, and I have labored to do vhat I cou+d 

to bring relief to the situation in Cuba and relier to· these Cubans 

in this hour of their BI"eatest trial in setting up a government, 

in this hour ot their greatest emergency; and it is a broader 

question 'than the question of reciprocity and the question of 

trade. 

We have become so linked to the Cuban people that our destiny 

can not well be separated from theirs •••• The Cubans are look-

ing upon our experiment ind\i.erto R$.co • The most intelligent of 

them are looking toward annexation with the United States. They 

may come in a year; they may come in five rears •••• 

Cuba is not a part of us. I am not anxious that she should 

become a part or us, but I think without question that she will 

be; and, preparing for that day, I want to do the best I can for 
52 Cuba, with due regard for our own people. 

Mr. Newlands led the opposition to the bill for the ·nemocrats. His 

principal objections might be summarized under the following headings: 

(1) The bill did not make an, reduction in the price of sugar to the 

American consumer. (2) It discriminated against the agricultural interests 
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of the country and promoted the marru.facturing interest--which were al-

ready largely dominated and controlled by the trusts. (3) It threatened 

by alarm and fear the sugar production or the United States. (4) The 

bill was an extension or the "imperialistic· legislation inaugurated by 

the Republican party" in that it sought to add to the restraints already 

imposed by the Platt A.,nendment upon the autonomy and independence of 

Cuba. The laws of the United States relating to immigration and con-

tract labor were good in themselves, but were entirely unjustified when. 

applied by preasure by this country to a so-called independent power. 

He then gave a strong statement of party policy which has an interesting 

sound in view of latter day developments: "Now, I insist upon !t that 

reciprocity is no part of the Dqnocratio doctrine. It is absolutely 

inconsistent with tariff reform and tariff revision. It does mt mean 

reduction in the price to domestic cor,.sumers; it does mean discrimina-

tion against one domestic interest and the promotion of other domestic 

interests, and that will always be the case. There, such a policy is 

likely to produce and increase envy, jealousy, and.distrust within the 

Republic, and is always likely to ~eoure international enmity outside 

of the Republic.n53 

others who opposed the measure used principally the same arguments, 

except for the opposition Republicans who claimed that the bill violated 

Republican rather than Democratic policy and precedent. One of the 

strongest opponents of the bill among the Republicans was William Ala.en 

Smith or Michigan who was greatly concerned as to the possible effects 

of such legislation on the budding sugar business of his state where 

$12,500,000 bad recently been invested in sugar industries.54 
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Long did not ta.lee the floor until Apl":ll 11, the third dq or the debate 

on th& Ct1ban issue. He followed his usual methodical ~pproach of taking 

up issues one by one and disposing ot them 'With well reasoned arguments 

buttressed by f'acts. Tho genAral outline or his argument was- as rollowss 55 

(l) 'Ibis was a Republican measure favored by e. Republican president,. 

endorsed by a Republican conf'erenoe, and favored by nine or eleven Re-

publican members or the Ways and Means Committee. The Republican plat-

form of 1896 deplored the repeal or reciprocity arrangements, and the 

platform or 1900 declared; nwe favor the associated policy of reoipro~-

ity, so directed as to open our markets on favorable terms tor what ve 

do not ourselves produce, in return for free foreign markets." 

(2) American industries would llOt be harmed. _Total Cuban production 

of sugar for ·the current year vil1 be only slightly more than one third 

or trnited States eugar importatiom, and cannot determine the issue of 

harm to local industry and labor• Furthermore, sugar and tobacco 110\l 

enjoy the highest protection of an,y products. For fiscal 1901 the av-

erage ad valorem duty on all imports into the United States vaa 49.65,;. 

In 1901 the duty on sugar was $1.68S per hundred pounds and CUban planters 

received $,2.30 ror the: sugar which made the duty 731' or the selliJ'lg ;irice. 

At the present time, however, the duty is still tl..685 _1:ut the planteit 

gets only $1.60 tor his product, which amounts to an ad valorem du~y of 

105%. Can the _sugar imustr,- ot this country stand a 2~ reduction with-

out injU177 

(3) Cuba could not compete 111 th beet sugar on the Chicago or Kansas 

City markets. According to figures submitted 1n the hearings, if one 

takes CUban sugar paying tJ.,348 duty aJJd has it refined in .New York it 

vould cost $4.353 to have it laid down in Chicago and $4.428 
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to deliver it to Missouri River points without any profit to aeyone. 

The Michigan producers who have their products refined in Chicago could 

beat that. 

(4) The reduction in tariff will not lower sugar prices. Cuba will 

get the benefit of' the reductions that are made on her sugar and other 

products coming into this country, and the United States will get the 

benefits :f'rom the meat and flour and other products that enter Cuba at 

a reduction of duties. 

(5) Prices on Cuban and Puerto Rican sugar are comparable if' ono 

considers the grade of the sugar. Representative ¥.orris of Minnesota 

has submitted a table which shows the average price of sugar in Puerto 

Rico in 1901 at $3.40 and the average price in Cuba at $2.40. The 

difference in duty between Puerto Rico and Cu~ at that time was $1.43, 

and as the difference in price was only $1.00 instead of t,1.43, Mr. 
Morris charged that the sugar trust had absorbed tho other 43 cents per 

hundred pounds. The argument vas wrong because it was based on mistaken 

premises. Puerto Rican sugars are inferior to Cuban sugars, pound for 

pound. The dividing line between centrifugal and muscovado sugars is 

91 °, or 91% saccharine. The Anmal Report of Commerce and Navigation 

issued by the Treasury Department for 1901 shows that 56.8% or all 

Puerto Rican sugars teated less than 91°. No similar report is avail-

able on Cuban sugars alone, but on all duty paying sugars imported into 

the United States for 1901, of which Cuban imports constituted .39%, only-

22% tested 91° or less. 

Refiners pay- f'or sugar on the basis of its saccharine content. 

centrifugal sugars are bought and sold on the basis of their testing 96°, 
'While nmscovado and molasses sugars are on the basis of 89°. M.tscovado 
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sugars sell regularly for fifty cents per hundred pounds less than cen-

trifugals, and molasses sugars sell for farenty-tive cents per hundred 

pounds less than muscovadoes • By whatever tests one applies, Puerto 

Rican sugars have for years been marketed in a less adv~nced state or 
manufacture than Cuban sugars and sell for less per pound. Puerto Rico 

is receiving the full b£nefit of tariff reductions. 

(6) Mr. M,rris ma.de two n1ajor errors ·when he· submitted his table 

of comparisons and report on the comparisons of prices on imported sugar 

in 1901 -from Hamburg, Pll.erto Rico, Cuba,. and Hawn.ii. _\fter presenting 

his figures Mr. Morris .had this to sa.yt nwe see that the American buyer, 

the sugar trust, vas paying to the Porto Rican 38 cents per 100 pounds 

lees than he ought to have been pa.id on all the sugars brought from that 

island to New York during the fiscai year 1901, to the Hawaiian ,38 cents 

less per 100 pounds on all the sugar brought from thooe islands ·to San 

Francisco during the fiscal year 1901, and to the C,.2ban 20 cents less 

per 100 pounds on e.11 the sugar brought from that island to New York dur-

ing tho fiscal year 1901." 

One of the errors of Mr:. ¥.orris rests in the fact that he failed to 
' take account of the different prices of sugar during the different months 

of the year. For the months January· through June tho averago price in 

New York ·was $4.21, while in the months July through December the average 

price was $4.7Q. The importations from liamburg in the.months with an 

average price of $4.21 was 176,668 tons and from Cuba and Pu.erto Rico 

combined for the same period was 490,716 tons. Yet for the six months 

when the avarage price was $4.70 Hamburg sent 228,993 tons as against 

63,31.3 from Cuba and· Puerto Rico. 
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Another error or Mr. Morris 'Was that he compared Hawaiian sugar at 

San Francisco with Hamburg sugar at 'New York, and made a difference of 

38 cents.· Yet San Francisco is a limited market. On arrival at San 

Francisco the difference between the freight from Hawaii to· New York and 

the freight from Hawaii to San Francisco is deducted· from the New York 

market price. 'lhe freight on the former is fifty-two and one-half' cents 

and on the latter is fifteen cents per hundred. :rr you want to compare 

Hamburg sugar with Hawaiian sugar you should add thirty .... seven and one-

heJ.f cents to the freight on the Hawaiian sugar, and the difference is 

thus one-half' cent per hundred pounds. 11So much for the gentleman's 

fignres. They- are the most misleading, when aneJ.yzed, or an, that I 

have seen s-ince the Firty-fourth Congress, when the gentleman's prede-

cessor, Mr. Towe, stood 1n that aisle and for two hours and a heJ.f 

argued that the price of silver always controlled the price of wheat and 

other products. He made that argument amid applause on both sides or 

this Chamber." 

Further along in his speech Long pointed out how the newly formed 

Garman cartel had monopolized the sugar industry of l!b.rope and fixed the 

world price of sugar below the cost of production. He said that some or 
the Republicans who were threatening to vote with the Democrats to 

strike off the differential on sugar would turn the refining business 

or the country (?Ver t'o the German cartel. He closed the speech with a 

discussion or what Cuba had to offer in the reciprocity arrangements, 

ar..d what the obligations of the United States wet'e to Cuba is this countey-

would "honorably finish the work undertaken when the war with Spain began." 

Debate in the House continued until April 18, and if one 1s to judge 

by ~he l'lW!lber and tenor of the speeches the opposition seemed to be 
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gaining strength. However, when the final vote was taken the measure 

carried by the loP-Sided majority of 246 to 54.56 The measure was re-

ferred to the Senate, but waa never reported out of committee during 

the Fifty-seventh Congress. However, in the Fifty-cight,h·co.ngrBssr'a 

treaty was submitted to the Senate by President Roosevelt which call.J3(1 

for a reduction of duties by 20% in trade i.11 ta Cuba, and was approved 

by that body. 

It is interesting to speculate upon the various factors that may 

have influenced Long to ta..l{e the position he did as the most active 

rnember of the Ways and Means Committee in pushing this legislation 

tr.rough the committee and in favoring it in the House. If one is dis-

posed to look betvaen the line~ er behind the scenes or under the table, 

as some interpreters of' Washington politics seem bent upon doing, to -
discover the sinister forces that compel little nen with no spines to 

do their bidding upon the floor of CongrE>.ss, then Chester I. Long is 

indeed very hard to classify. 

There is plenty of evidence that he should have logically been on 

both sides of the measure. It i-1as generally conceded on all sides and 

abundantly pointed out in the House debates that the beet sugar growers 

of this country were opposed to the bill. In the year 1902 the United 

States produced 163,126 long tons of beet sugar. 57 In the same period 

0£ time the state or Kansas produced 81 5011/1.00 pounds of sugar beets, 

vhich would make about 6,600 tons of sugar if figured on the basis of 

a 17% sugar content.58 While this represents only about four per cent 

of the United States rzoduction at the time, it takes on a great deal 

more signifioe.nce when it is remembered that the entire Kansas produc-

tion was within the seventh congressional district which sent Long to 
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Congress and that. the amount or sugar beets produced was expanding from 

year to year at a r~:pid rats. Thus, judging trom some ot tho strongest 

vocal opposition to the bill it YO'~ld eea::1 thnt Chester Long did not knov 

on which side his ~sd was b.ittored. The !mi York Herald Co?ll!?lented: 

"Representative· Chester I. Long, who c~es fro::n the beet sugar ate.ts of 

Kansas, and vho, in spite of all kinds or pres8W!"e-a.'UOunting in some 

cases to threats or political extinction-has Made a tao9t _courageous 

fight for tha administration and tho Cttban cause, is looked upon now as 

a new factor in legisln.tive leadership. Mr. Long .m.-1de e. personal study' 

from a standpoint or a protectionist• .. nnd ·became thorougl:llY convinced 

that a raduction of 40 per cent, l.rbich he propoe~· to the committee, 

would not injure any American industry. • • • n59 

On· tho other hand there lr!m:-e strong reasons why tong should have 

been expected to fnvor the bill. Not the lea.st BJt-ong +.hem was the fa.ct 

that McKinley had e<>...rr.estl;r urged reciprocity in his laet spa~b.at 

Buffalo, nnd the idea bad bean strongly endorsed by Roosevelt when he 

assumed of't"iee. 60 !urthcr.more, ln considering the total benefits. to be 

derived by the At:1a"ice.n people, Long was satisfied in hie ovn mind that 

rcaiprocity would be a good thing for t..he United Sta.tee, In ars,11!'1£ the 

question on th£' floor or the House he i:ointed out how greatly our trade 

bad bot'tl expanded by- virtue of the reciprocity e.greemant under the Mc-

Kinley lo.w from Sept911ber 1, 1891 to Aueust 27, 1894. In 189lt the 

laot complete fiscal yesr beforo the agreanent went into eff'ect, United 

States exportts to Cuba amounted to $12,2241888. In 1893, the first 

complete f'iacal year after the agreement went illto effect, this country 

expt,rted goods to Cuba in the e.mount or $24,157,698. But in 1896., the 

first complete fiscal yr...ar attar the trenty we abrogated, exports to 
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Cuba fell off to $7,530,880. Long then proceeded to give a break clown 

of the items to show that United States exports of corn, breadstuf£s, 

lard, meat, and dairy products had all shown great increases during the 

years reciprocity was in effect.61 Be further indicated his concern for 

the welfare of agricultural interests in a letter to the Kansas ReciP-

rocal Association in January or 1902. He advised against a reciprocal 

treaty -with Mexico because it could hardly be worked out to the advan-

tage of both parties. Mexico's total exports for •the fiscal yeu ending 

June 30, 1901 were $72,841,606, of which the United States took 79%. Of 

imports fr0111 Moxico to this country only slightly more than $6,000,000 

were dutiable, including such items as lead ore (about 50%), cattle, 

and hides. Hides had been free under the McKinley- and Wilaon-Gorma.n 

laws, but as a result of pressure from western cattlemen they were made 

dutia.ble under the Dinglcy law. But on the other side or the ledger in 

fiscal 1900 Mexico got 82% of her imported wheat, 92% or her imported 

flour, and 78% of her imported butter from the United States. Even it 

Kansas alone were to secure all the additional trade in exports to 

Mexico it would hardly be noticeable. "It is quite apparent that with 

the development of Mexico, she will become more directly a competitc,:t" 

or the Kansc.s :farmer rather than furnish him a market for his products. 

I do not oppose reciprocity with Mexico, but only shov how difficult it 

will be to make an agreement from the fa.ct that Mexico has so little 

that we want that is not already free, and that if we make an agreement, 
62 Mexico will not give us concessions on agricultural products." 

It vculd be a mistake, however, to assume that Long ws interested 

solely in state or class legislation. On October 31, 1901, he delivered 

an address bef"ore a Kansas City meeting of the National Association or 
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I'lnplement Ya.nuracturers in ~hich he made a strong appeal tor the expan-

sion ot trade in mrun.t:f'uct.urf!'.d prod-;1ets. Re said that due to high trans-

port,ation costs the United States should export less or her agricultural 

products arid more of' the ·productie of her fe.otor:les. He added that the 

invasion of the Elropean markets by A:nerioan v.anure.cture.d products had 

attracted the attention er the \thole world, but that efforts in that 

direction bad been chockod by unfriendly ta.riffs of Geman:,,. France, 

Rusuia1 and other countries. A treaty \-lith Franco, t.hen pcm.ding in 

the S9Jlate, -was favored by tho Implement Minuf"e.oturers bit was oppo~ed 

by soma industries because it might bring in Fl•eneh goods in competition 

witb. their own. In his addrGOs Long prosentad the issues as f'ollo11s1 

• • • You are strong. Yem. rear no home competition, 

You control the trade here. You vant to obtain trade abroad. 

Industrias which do not hope or expect trade abroad, but want 

to develop a trnde here at home appeal to Congress, not to 

d eairo;; the:1r trade here 1n order that you may increase yours 

abroad, 

The proper course to pursue c,an not be determined by sub-

servi~g one int$1"est or another, The q11estion is a broad and 

national one, and in its solution we ffll.lSt a.eeertain and decide 

what will be .f'or the general good ot the whole country ar>d what 

will add mos~ surcl.y to the progress and a.dva.ncemcant or the 

nation as a whole. With the competition our aericulturel pro-

ducts aro meeting abroad we should endeavor to consume more of 

s-uob products at home. tfo muet incree.e e the number or men e.n-

gngsd in manufacturing. We must extend the foreign markets tor 

our manufacturers. You nre endeavoring to do this. 1.'he 
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government should assist you.n63 

The subject of the CUban reciprocity bill has been treated at 
' 

length because it furnishes some light on Long as a politician and as a 

legislator and as an individual. 
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Chapter III 

THE ELECTION OF CHEST~ I •. LONG .TO THE U. s. SENATE 

It is ,not surprising that a man vho had achieved ~nsiderable ,notice 

as an effective member or the House of Representatives should cast his 

eyes toward the upper house of the national legislature~ Long bad entered 

politics early, and at the turn of the century ws still; only thirty-nine 

years old. He -was not a man to make a great deal of noise about his 

act,ivities in politics, but by 1901 it is evident that he we endeavoring 

to size up his chances in the senatorial election which was to be held 

the following year. 

In March, 1901, Long's secretary, Ralph Faxon, wrote to him from 

Hutchinson about a political meeting which had just been held in that 

city. He said that Long's chances or re-election to the House were good, 

and some ,spoke of it entQ.usiastically. "Man, fellow want to whoop it 

up for you for senator, but all agree you shall be nominated and elected 
1 to the House again first. I never saw things so nice. n Inquiring 

voters begap writing to Long asking confidentially if' he would be a can-

didate for senator, and pledging their support ... 

At the same time, however, there was arising some real opposition 

to Lor,g which stemmed from several quarters. As indicated above, Long 

drew some displeasure from the sugar beet interests because or his po-

sition on Cuban reciprocity. Those interests argued that Cuba really 

wasn •t in such. sorry economic straits os i,)t"oponents· of the bill suggested. 

Furthermore, they argued, 90% or the Cuban plantations were owned by 

wealthy planters who were not deserving of any consideration on the part 
2 or the government or the United States. 
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More pointed criticism was hurled in Long's direction by certain 

interests representing··the G.A.R. and the parti~lar is~ue was the office 

ot pension commissioner. Commiss19ner Henry Clay Evans, \lho had been 

serving in that capacity since 1897, was practically forced out ot office 

in 1902 by the old ~eterans •. He was. charged with not playing £air with 

the old soldiat'S, and statistics were compiled showing that the number 

or appeals f'rom his rulings was much greater than in a like period ot 
time under other commissioners •3 There appears to have been no· scandal 

attached .to Evans• administration, and he was, in tact, appointed to the 

office or United states Consul General in London immediately: after 4e 

was removed f'rom his pension responsibilities. 4 There was probably con-

siderable truth in the charge ot General Wm. R. Shafter when he saidJ 

"Some of the a. A. R. are simply unbearable, and seem to think it they 
. s 

can 1t have the treasury turned over to them they are being defrauded." 

It is probably a mattel' or some relevance that lhgene F. Ware, the 
• I 

popular Kansas poet who was elevated by Roos welt to· be the successor 

of Evans (much to the surprise or the politicians), was soon to suffer 

from a similar attack by dissatisfied veterans the nm y_ear after he 

took office. He soon resigned, but denied tllat •lle; was forced out of 

of'f'ice. 

In any event Long was caught in the cross tire on commies ioner when 

the. National Tribune, official organ for the G. A. R., carried the fol-

lowing editorial in December, 1902: "It is the proper time to call the 

attention of the veterans or Kansas, for whose votes Chester I. Long is 

now appealing, to the tact that he refused to sign a letter to the Pres-

ident which all the other members of the Kansas Dele~ation signed,, calling 

for Mr. Evans removal. At that time Mr-. Long saids •Evans is all rightJ 
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I am in favor or him; and the President will never remove him. • n6 

The publication of the editorial provoked. a storm from W. F. Hendry, 

editor of the Weekly Argos:z: published at Nickerson, Kansas. Hendry wrote 

to the editors of the Tribune and called attention to the statement 

attributed to Long in which he declared that Evans was "all right." He 

added: "If you have proof of this remark b7 Mr. Long he can be defeated 

for the Senatorship. But to me, who has known Mr. Long intimately for 

a dozen years the above quotation sounds like damnable -political rot. 
' 7 Long doas not run off at the mouth." 

Major MoElroy, one of the editors of the Tribune, replied that his 

"recollection in this matter" was that the Kansas delegation had presented 

a letter to the president calling for the removal of Evans, but that Long 

bad not signed. Be ma.de no comment about any statement or Long explaining 

his position. 8 All this was supposed to have happened under McKinley's 

administration, probably in 1899 or 1900. The present writer has found 

no other evidence as to Long's position, but it would not be surprising 

if he did not sign a statement calling for Evans I removal. He was gener-

ally very cautious in such matters, and not the type that would be greatly 

influenced by pressure f'rom any source. In August, 1901, however, afta-

the Kansas delegation had been informed by the president that the commis-

sioner was to be removed, Long made the following statement to an old 

soldiers I reunion at Baxter Springs, "I believe you would all welcome 

H. Clay Evans to private life, and if he cannot be spared from the p1.1b-

lic service, then to have him transferred to some other department.n9 In 

spite of the above mentioned accusation by the National Trib.lne, there is 

no evidence that Long was particularly unpopular with a large percentage 

or the veterans. Ml.ch of his energy and correspondence as a Congressman 



had been devoted to caref\tl. attention to the claims tor pensions· from his 

constituents, and he was called upon repeatedlr to speak before veterans•·. 

groups. 

By 1902 Long was taking an active interest in the Kansas preparations 

for the fall elections. It is to be remembered that the United States 

senator was at that time chosen by the state legislature, and as a result 

the selection of the members or that body took on more than usual signif-

icance.. one constituent doubtless expressed a common sentiment when he 

said the main issue in the state representative races was "who will be 

senator~ ulO 

Long's princ1P8J.:_ reliance for his bids for office seems to have 

rested with his pencban~ for thorough attention to details and his organ-

izing ability. He followed a vast letter -writing progrrun. The Long 
··•-:,,, 

Papers at the Kansas State Historical Library contain a list of some ~,.. 
100,000 names compiled on a:basis of' what appears to be'every county and 

ward in the state. Just what use Long made or all these names is not 

clear, but it is know that he wrote many letters, and repeatedly received 

from constituents the names and addresses or citizens with the request 
11 that he write to them. Purtha:rmore, he offered his help to candidates 

for office in the state and was active where he could be of service.12 

A factor that needs to be considered in aey campaign or the time ws 

the issue or railroad support, particularly as it was used through the 

issuing of passes. It. was a ma~ter or common knowledge that many people 

including politicians, newspaper men, and others; asked tor and received 

free transportation on the railroads. 33 This is perhaps best illustrated 

by a remark or Balie P. Waggener, general attorney for the Missouri 

Pacific Railway in discussing the pass law issue in 1906. He said he 
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favored an anti-pass law provided they made it a f'elollY' for anyone to 

solicit or accept a pass of any kind from any railroad company. He addeds 

"If t~ey should pass a law like that, I could dispense with three clerks 

immediately. nl4 lbwever, the roads evidently had some notions as to the 

limits to which they could go in the pass matter, for w. Y. M:>rgan wrote 

to Long in Octobet•, 19021 "The Santa Fe and Rock Island today shut down 

altogether on issuing transportation. Fortunately we had gotten most ot 

our work in before this took place. n He added that it would be useless 

to send requests for more transportation, but that they should have individ-

ual worlcers ~Y their own tickets and they could be reimbursed b7 the state 

committee after the election if there was any money lert.15 It is not clear 

that Long was preferred over other Republican candidates by the railroads, 

hilt at least one attorney for the Missouri Pacific legal department ob-

served privately that n ••• we are doing everything in our power for 

Mr •. Long.n16 That could hardly be interpreted. as a Long combination with 

the railroads, however, for in at least one case Lo11g opposed a candidate 
17 for the state legislature who was favored b1 the railroad men. The 

railroads as a point of contention among the various republican candidates 

was not an issue in the election or 1902. It was, however, a major issue 

in the years that followed, as will presently appear. 

For the Congress which vas to convene on Ml.rah 4, 190.3, the DES110crats 

were seeking to re-elect William A. Harris who was just concluding his 

first six year term in the United States Senate. For the governor •s posi-

tion the Democrats were promoting William H. Craddock, Mayor of Kansas 

City, KaDSas. The Republicans put forward the name or w. J. Bailey for 

his second term as governor, and were raced with the necessity of choos-

ing among five major contenders for the nomination for United States 
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senator. In view of the fact that mmination in this case amounted to 

election, a somewhat fuller treatment vUl be given to the Republican can-

didates for 'the senatorship than to other candidates. 

w. A. Calderhead of Marysville, Congressman f'rom the fifth district, 

was among those who filed for the office of semtor. He was a widower, and 

had as his manager and his housekeeper, Mrs. Emma Forter, who was also his 

sister. Concerning the candidacy of her brother, she said: "I am a Pres-

byterian and believe to a great extent in the doctrine or predestination. 

I believe that whatever is right and whatever is preordained will happen. 

I think that it has been preordained that Mr. Calderhead is to be elected 

United States Senator next wintier." 

A Stanley man, who was talking with her, replied: "Well, I am also a 

Presbyterian. At least I bei'ieved in the doctrine of your church until I 

became entangled with the Kansas politicians •••• Divine power, I have 

found, is generally worsted in a contest with KaMas politiciaDS and we 

may both be fooled when the caucus returns are received next winter." 

Justin w. Bowersook or La:wrence, Congr-essman f'rom the second district, 

was another representative who was seekilJg to move up the scaJ.e in the 

national legislature. He was the owner ot much or the industry ot Lawrence 

and was generally considered one of the wealthiest men in the state. His 

tenure in Congress had produced JlO exciting developments, and he had fol-

lowed the general pattern or Republican policies. 

A third Congressman seeking advancement to the Senate in 1902 was 

Charles CUrtis, "the Injun, n of Topeka. Curtis had been elected regularly 

to the House of Representatives since 1892, and was destined to spend forty 

years in the nation•s capital as an elected representative of the people 

of Kansas. ·Long considered him to be the strongest opponent he would have 
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in the senatorial race. 

A f'ourth contender for the office was former <1overnor William E. 

Stanley of' Wichita. Stanley had never been in politics until 1898, bit in 

that year was promoted for governor and won. He served two terms and did 

a generally creditable job as the state's chief mcocutive. 

The firth candidate, ot course, was Long. Mlst observers were DOt 

counting heavily on Calderhead or Bowersock, but the strength of' the other 

three made a dark horse a real possibility, and political hopefuls were 

viewing the January Republican caucus with considerable apprehension. 

The caucus. method or choosing the senator bad been followed since 

1891. Prior to that time, when there were no Populists and f'ew Dano-

crats, a show of' hands 1n the Senate and House showed the way the pol1tica1 

wind was blowing, and sometimes the opposition was permitted to take a hand 

in the choice or a Republican senator. But after the Farmers' Alliance 

captured the House in 1891 each party retired to a caucus room to name 

its candidate.19 

One of' the major factors in Kamas politics in this period was the 

"machine" which was dominated by Cyrus Le~nd of' Troy. Leland had served 

in state politics tor many years. In 1876 he began attending national 

conventioM, and in 1884 was chosen national committeeman. In 1892 

Leland supported Morrill for governor, and lost, but in 1894 M:>rrlll won 

with his support. In 1898 Leland undertook to nominate Calvin Hood for 

governor, but discov8l'ed that stanley had too much strength to be over-

come, so he threw his support to Stanle,y. In 1900 he tried to nominate 

w. J. Balley for Congress over Charles CUrtis, bu.t he tailed in this 

attempt and lost prestige. D. w. Mll.vane deprived him or his position as 

national committeeman and there was some talk of taking from Leland his 
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. 20 
job as pension agent in Topeka. 

Some said that Leland had come to his end, but he stayed in the· game 

or politics and backed lllcien Baker tor Senate nomination, only to lose 

to his worst enemy, J. R. Burton. Burton thereupon set about to deprive 

Leland or his job as pension agent. With the assassination or McKinley, 

Burton f'ound his chance. Theodore Roosevelt -was anxious to respect senato-

rial wishes in state appointments, and was reluctant to reappoint Leland 

because or Burton's strong objections.21 Leland had the strong backing 

of most of the old soldiers, vho considered the Topeka pension office as 

their special J>S,tronage, and the warm support of' William Allen White. In 

fact; Roosevelt had said that he had no objections to Leland, blt was 
bowing to the preference of Burton in the matter. 22 Finally, on December 

19, 1901, the President stunned the Leland supporters by announcing that 

General Wilder s. Metcali' would talce over the vork of the Topeka pension 

agency. It is of no small significance that in this issue Congressmen 

Long, Bowersock, and calderhead stood for Leland, while Senator Burton 

along with Congressmen CUrtis, Reeder, Miller, and Scott were tor Metcalf'. 23 

The tight concer-ning Leland •s appointment was to have 'definite reper-

cussions in the senatorial contest in the months that followed. 

The difference between Leland and CUrtis did not begin on the issue 

or pension agent. In 1898 Curtis was serving as Congressman from the 

fourth district, but there had bem a reapportionment and Shawnee County, 

of vhich Curtis was a·resident, was put in the first district. W. J. 

Bailey was also running for congressman from the first district, and Case 

Broderick, the incumbent, was running again. Consequently, on July 15, 

1898, when the first district ·congressional convention was held, an agree-

ment was worked out with the aid or Leland to solve the problem.. .Curtis 
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vas to receive the nomination for the first district and his friends wei-e 

to support Bailey- for the Congressman at large. Two yea.rs later the sit-

uation vas to be· reversed, and Baile, was to be the nominee for Congress-

man from the first district and Curtis was to be promoted for Congressman 

at largei '!be agreement we written out in pencil by Judge Albert H. 
. u 

Horton, and a facindle is still available in print. However, a year 

later, according to Laland, CUrtis said he would not stand by the agree-

ment but wanted to be a candidate. trom the. first district £or another term. 
-

Neither Leland or Bailey would agree. LElland declared that 0there has 

been no more brazen breach or faith in the history or Kansas politics 

than this deliberate repudiation of an agreement in writing about which 
25 there.could have been no honest doubt. 0 

It would . scarc~7 take a prophet, or· a son of a prophet, to imagine 

that Leland would be doing what he could to prevent the nomination or 
Curtis for United Sw..t,es senator. M,st observers thought he would logi-

cally support Long. However, as the tim~ for the caucus approached the 

forces of Cy Leland appeared dei"initaly in the camp or former Governor 

Stanley. 'When he first started in that direction, many of his critics 

said it vas a move to protect Long, no more and no less. They said his 

presence in the Stanley camp vould wrk·two wayss (1) it would make 

Stanle, odious to the Curtis people and (2) Leland could lfeep Stanlq 

from going to Curtis. But. with the passing or time the apparent com-

pactness ot the Stanley forces and their missionary vork oo.used some ob-

servers to believe that perhaps Leland lmS sincere. 26 

The Republican caucus met on Tuesday evening, January 20, for the 

purpose of selecting a candidate for senator. A most interesting and un-

usual development was the surprise motion or Sena.tor J. K. Cubbison of 



Wyandotte to institute an open pallet instead or the usual secret ballot. 

It was .the kind of a mo_tion that was not easy t9 oppose publicly, and con-

sequently it was decided to adopt the procedure or the open vote. Lela.l'ld 

was especially oppo~ed to the -1aea':7 and there vas evidence that the Lo~g 

and Stanley supporters were in agreement -with him. Ano"ther development 

which had considerable significance was the £act that· .Governor w. J. 

Bailey came out _openly for Long. 

The results of' the first ballots were much as many observers bad ex-

pected, with Long, Curtis, and Stanley showing about equal strength. The 
28 tabulation is as -follows: 

First Second Third 

STANLEY. • • • • • •• 37 36 .36 

CURTIS • • • • • • • • .35 35 .35 

LONG . . .. • • • . .. 35 35 ,36 

CALDFltHFAD • • • • •• 13 14 l3 

.BOWEltSOCK •. • , • • ·• . . 9 9 9 

The next day, Wednesday-, there was much a:ctivity in the Stanley 

camp. lillrly in the day Stanley- went to Curtis and Calderhead and told 

them his forces were shaky, and urged them to throw their strength to 

him and elect him, but both or -them stood pat. When the caucus met in 

the evening there was a trend to Long, as indicated in the chart belowt 29 

First Second Third 

LONG • • • • •· . • • .40 44 44 

CURTIS • • • • • • • • 35 36 36 

STANLEY •• • • •••• J2 29 29 

. CALDERHFAD • • • • • • 12 12 12 

BOWERSOCK •• • • • • • 8 6 6 
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When told of the result or the caucus Stanley decided to 'Withdraw, 

and so informed his managers, I. E. Lambert, E. B. Jewett, H. J • .Allen, 

and w. A. 'White. Stanley then went before the caucus and released his 

men. Immediately, Cy Leland announced a caucus of Stanley • men, and 

asked them to announce their second choices. TW~ty-four declared for 

Long. u:,ng was t.hereupon called into the caucus and thanked them tor 

their pledges or support. He a,aid he hoped to be nominated by acclama-

tion because he now had sixty-eight votes, more than enough to elect. He 

said he would consider all his supporters original Long men.30 

When it became evident that the Long forces were in control, there 

was a move to make the nomination unanimous. Consequently, when the 

caucus reconvened the next. day, Thursday, a Curtis man, Representative 

John Francis of Allen County, got the floor. He said that he represented 

the constituency- that had .two favorite som as candidates tor United 

States senator. Up to now, he .said, he had been representing the group 

that favored Curtis. "On ,behald or Congressman Charles Curtis, 11 he con-

tinued, "lam instructed to return his thanks to his :f'riends who have 

supported him so loyally- 1n· this caucus, and to announce that he. is no 

longer a candidate for United States Senator • .,.3l After the applause, he 

moved on behalf or Curtis that the nomination or Long be made unanimous, 

and the motion was approved by· a standing vote. 

After the vote Congressman Long was notified and brought to the 

chambor to address the caucus. His speech at that time tells something 

of the political organization or which he was a part: 

• • • One word more--If" I am elected to this high office next 

week, it will mark the close or relations that have been close 

and cordial that I have had with the Seventh district in this 
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state. There has been mu.ch said in this contest about party organ-

ization; about the organization that we have had in the Seventh 

district. I say to you that I believe in organization; I believe 

in party organization. I believe in organization that-has for 

its purpose the advancement or the interests of the Republican 

party as a whole. The organization in the Seventh· district was 

brought about by the necessities or existing conditions. It is 

an organization.that has grown up in ten years. I am not the 

leader or this organization-it has no leader. It is an_ organ-

ization or members or the Republican party that has for its pur-

pose success at the polls. It would not have been organized had 

it not been that we had a very close district, and the result has 

been that it is now safely Republican. Bilt in leaving the office 
I 

of Representative in this district, I am aware that I no longer 

belong to that district, but that I belong to the entire state 

and to the party or the whole state and it will be m:y purpose 

to exercise the duties or the office in th.e interest of the state 

and to recognize all members or t.l:le Republican party_.32 

The reaction or the defeated candidates is interesting and instruc-

tive. Congressman Bowersock bad gone home before the final session ot 

the caucus, but the other three were called upon to give remarks. Eic-

governor Stanley kept the ·house in a roar or laughter with a good natured 

speech, -in part as follows s 

For some time I. have been very seriously- thinking or retiring 

f'rom politics and again getting in line with that distinguished 

friend of mine, Frank Grimes, and nov after your vgry earnest ex-

pression in joint caucus, I have finally reached the conclusion 
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that I will do it. The only difference between Frank and myself 

is that F.rank beat me to it. 

In the s1,eculative markets we have what is called "longs and 

shorts." I happened to be, 1n the speculative political market, 

one of the "shorts. 11 Politically, I was short of machines, I 

was short or sinews ot var and really the most serious of all, 

I was short of votes. My successful competitor was "long" on 

everything. I think you ·have had a very kindly consideration for 

me. I think I am a pretty fair lawyer, at least they tell me 

so-I know I .am a~very poor politician, and I shall follow the 

practice or law.33 

Curtis was less · conciliatory in his approach, and gave a frank state-

ment of how he felt on the occasion. He said he was willing to meet half 

way any- of the gentlemen of the caucus who bad opposed him, and added.a 

I say more to you Representatives here today, that although I 

do not love the Governo~ of this state any more than he loves me, 

yet I promise you that I will do all I can to make Governor Bailey's 

administration a success, because I know as a Repiblican that if bis 

administration is a failure then we may expect defeat at the polls 

in two years, and I say to you, members of the House and members or 

the Senate, whether or not you are personally friends of Governor 

Bailey-, you ought to do all in your power to make his administra-

tion a success--give him all the help you can. 

I want to say another word which I would liked to have heard 

the successful candidate say, and that is that from this fr,1m~ 
on I shal1 favor the election of United States Senators by direct 

vote or the people. I have h~d the pleasure or serving on a 
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committee for the selection .or a President and Vice President. 

It W'1S my pleasure to supp·ort a bill for the election or United 

States Senators by the people and I hope such a bill will be 

passed and I will go to Washington and work for it. I have been 

here laboring with you members, trying to get you to support me. 

It is an outrage that men aspiring for this high office should 

be required to buttonhole members or a Legislature in a hot~ 

lobby to get their votes.34 

In spite of Mr. Curtis I charge one needs to exercise caution in 

making too much of the "buttonhole" process of choosing senators, or the 

subtle suggestion- that Curtis and not Long was the choice of "the people. n 

The anti-Long Capital observed editorially: "While the Capital's sympa~ 

thies were with Curtis in his gallant uphill fight against hopeless odds 

for Senator, no criticism can be offered. against the promotion of the 

brilliant Seventh district Congressman, Chester I. Long, and it was in-

evitable, no doubt, that this Legislature following such a campaign as 

last year's, was bound to elect Long and nobody- else to succeed Senator 

Harris.·1•35 

'l'he Capital seemed to find it difficult to maintain a consistent 

position, however, for the preceeding day when Stanley- withdrew it de-

clared, "There is no question but the bl-ea.king up or Stanley's forces 

and their' lining up for Long was a prearranged. scheme." It further ob-

served that from the time Cy Leland declared for' Stanley it had been 

expected that Stanley would be forced out of the race at the proper 

time.36 The evidence seems to support the position that Laland did 

not intend to remain solidly in the Stanley camp, thuugh most observers 

seemed tci think th9.t neither Long or StlUlley were the manipilators 1n . ' 
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the case. Leland is charged with plamd.ng and executing the procedure, 

.but Long was too astute to allov a _good thing to go by when it came his 

way. Stanley explained his position as follows: "I withdrew from the 

race because I saw I couldn't win • • •. When I started into the tight I 

thought that if I could get thirty votes and hold them I would be able to 

win. I got the thirty votes, but conditions arose which made it impos-

sible for me to do anything. I tried in every way possible to get support 

f'rom the other candidates, btit failed. I had expected to get support 

from Curtis and Calderhead forces, but I was disappointed. I knew I vas 

beaten and there was nothing else ·to do but to vithdraw ••• I did not 

ask my men to go anywhere. I simply released them. They chose to 

support Long •• •" 37 

Long vas formally elected to the senate a few days later when the 

Kansas legislature met in joint session for the purpose~ Lieutenant 

Governor Hanna called the session to order at noon,. January 28. The 

senate vote showed 30 for Long and six tor Harris, while the house record 

was 93 for Long and 29 for Harris. With the amiouncement of the results 

or the vote, Long was declared elected. He was escorted to the chamber 

and made a few brief remarks, including the following: "On political 

questions you lmow what to mcpeot. I will act with that party vhose 

representative I am. On non-political questions I will be the senator 

or all the people or the state. n38 

Public reaction to Long's election was generally complimentary, both 

in and out of the press. William Allen White, who had a way or ·supporting 

something or somebody, vi.red President Roosevelt, "Kansas sends you 
)9 . Chester Long for Senator, I hope I helped a little. A tew days later 

the Gazette aarr:..,:-;ci an editorial which was highly complimentary, and 
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extremely interesting in view of later developments: 

For in this choice Kansas has chosen one of her best and most 

representative sons and an almost ideal man for the place, one 

who will meet fully every requirement of his high office. With 

the exception of John J. Ingalls, IA:>ng is probably the ablest 

man Kansas has ever sent to the senate. He is a gentleman and 

a scholar, a brilliant and convincing orator, a statesman in the 

most thought.f'ul and intelligent acceptance of the term, a devoted 

husband and father. In a public sense and in a personal sense 

he _is a~olutely tree from any taint whatsoever • 

... ,; •• He is a fine man and it is. the Gazette's belief and 

earnest hope that he will make a great senator. 

He t9:kes .his high place with the best element in Kansas 

politics-the element that stands for decency and honor and 

integrity absolutely at his back. He has youth, with its 

splendid enthusiasmr and ambitions and possibilities. He has 

convictions and t_he courage of thEm, and they will be to the 

honor am glory of his s·tate 8.lld his nation. 40 

It seems ironic and well nigh incredible that the writer and the 

subject of the editorial were to become engaged in bitter political 

combat within the decade. The forces which led to that break f'orm an 

interesting chapter in the Kansas political history of' the first decade 

of' this century, am·a considerable pert or the emphasis of' this study. 
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Chapter IV 

ANTI-RAILROAD AGITATION AND RAILROAD RATE LEGISLATION 

Any study or the forces of economics or politics in the opening 

years or the twentieth century must be made against the background or the 

reform or "progessive" movement which was in vogue at the time. This 

movement had bean long in the making. Its antecedents had bean observ-

able in the Alliance movement against ~he railroads in the 1870's and in· 

the Fbpulist •and Free Silver movements or the nineties. By 1900 the re-

form element had made strong inroads into the Democratic party, and 

through the influence of the "muckrakers" and others was becoming an al-

most irresistable force in American politics. 

The American people have always been quick to lend an att~tive ear 

to charges or public graft or bribery or treachery. From the Declaration 

or Independence to the McCarthy investigations or subversives in govern-

ment we have demonstrated an attitude of amazing credulity toward the 

man, regardless of his methods, who claims to stand tor "the people" and 

who exposes "politicians" and "corporations" and "trusts" and other mon-

sters that prey upon an innocent public and jeopardize the "American wq 

of life. n Through the years Kansas has claimed her share 0£ public re-

sponse to charges ot that nature. 

It 1s not the purpose or this study to dwell on the broader aspects 

ot the Progressive movement, but it does become necessary to pq some 

attention to that phase of it which dealt with the railroads. Chester 

Long always regarded as his most important public service that which 

concerned railroad legislation in the national Congress, and in a sub-

stantial measure it was the railroad issue which was used most effectiveq 
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in 1908 to unseat him from the SeDate. Consequently, we shall consider 

the railroads, both from the standpoint or the major criticisms in KaDSas, 

and the mtional legislative activity of which !Dng was a significant 

part. Both the pro and the con of the major charges will be presented 

in an attempt to give some balance and perspective as to their validity. 

Actually the accusations concerning the railroads might be varied 

according to the needs of the politician seeking office or the merchant 

who ,saw in the roads the reason tor his competitor's success or the far-. ' 

mer whose yearly income was less than he thought it ought to be. In the 

main, however, most of the charges could be grouped under tour general 
-· 

headings as follows: (1) excessive rates, (2) over-capitalization, (.3) 

discriminatory .rates, and (4) the roads as manipulators in politics. 

Elccessive Rates 

January 15, 1903, J. w. Gleed, general solicitor for Kansas or the 

Frie.co system, and Dr. Henry Wallace, editor or the Wallace's Farmer of 

Des J&:>ines, gave a joint debate on the railroad issue before the Kansas 

State Board of Agriculture. out of that debate came a good d1:&cussion 

of the subject of excessive rates. Mr. Gleed pointed out that the far-

mers.: of the west regarded the railroads as something like barons of the 

east who had robbed the people of the public domain and saddled the 

municipalities with great public debts, and now levied upon the producer 

all .. the toll it was possible for· him to pay and survive. He said many 

people seemed actually to believe that the ~ailroads possessed an arbi-

tr817 and unjust power over the farmers of the ,Jest, and wielded the 

power of life and death. Dr. 'Wall~ce took the position tha.t· the rail-

road 1:rnanagers forgot tha.t the roads which they "assume to control" were 

essentially public highways, and that they could not be.considered as 
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purely private property for the benC:'.it of the stockholders and managers 

and officers. n1 
One interesting aspect or the public reaction to high rates was the 

demand for a two-cent fare for passenger traffic. This demand came to a 

head in Kansas in 1907, a year or tvo later than the subject of our pri-, 

mary emphasis in this chapter. There had been rumblings in favor ot 

legislative action against high passe~er rates tor many years. In 

response to poplll.ar demand Governor Hoch in Allgast,. 1907, strongly urged 

the St.ate Board of Railroad Commissioners to put into ef'f'ect a two cent 

£are .ror Kansas. 2 On September 4 following, the Board issued an order 

for the roads to put a two cent rare in etrect on or before October. 1.3 

Arter hesitation and protest, the roads complied and the fare remained 

in ef'tect for a mmber or years. 

Yet another phase or the excessive rates issue was the vigorous 

reaction on the part or the shipper against the idea that the roads could 

"arbitrarily" set their rates for all that the traffic would bear. 

It. is not within the scope of this study to attempt to analyze all 

the implications of the claims ot ,too high rates by the railroads, but 

it is in order to offer some or the reactions or the roads to the charges. 

They declared that there vas a fundamental error in the thinking or the 

average citizen in assuming that the transportation business was not sub-

j eat to the laws of supply and demand. As Gleed pointed out, the weak-

ness of the railroads rested in the fact that there was a very heav., pro-

portion or invariable expense in the. business as compared with the variable. 

Thus, the road had to have tonnage, a vast volume or it, a?ld it must be 

properly distributed throughout the ;year. He further suggested that it 

was paradoxical rut true that the railroad could carey a large tonnage 
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of freight at less than cost, and yet at a profit. The farmer had the 

vorld for his. market and could vary his product. The railroad, on the 

ot~er hand, was confined to the territory 'Which it traversed, and could 

sell. only transportation, and that for immediate and local consumption. 4 

Some. years later when the issue was still in vogue Mr. E. P. Ripley, 

President or the Santa Fe, gav.e another phase of the official reaction 

or the roads in an interview in Topeka: " • • • Did it evgr occur to you 

that. so far as the merchandise rates are concerned the roads might haul. 

all the supplies consumed in the state tree of charge and it would not 

affect the living expenses or the average family to the extent of five 

dollars a year--or that they might double the present rates and the av.er-

a.ge householder or head of a family would not know it unless he saw it 

in his newspaper? -All this talk. about high rates and •oppression I is 

the .veriest rot. n5 

Q!£-capitalization 

,.The issue of over-capitalization was related to, if indeed not a 

pa.rt. of, the larger problem or excessive rates. According to Gleed the 

average layman assumed that the railroads had not been "content vi th 

robbing the people of the best part of the public domain, not content 

with vast subsidies in the form of municipal bonds, often procured by 

bribery and fraud, n but in addition had n .. • • loaded all the great 

pulllic highva:ys with first mortgage bonds and secolld mortgage bonds and 

income bonds, and· first preferred stock and common stock, ••• [had] 

cr~ated a huge fraud~ent and artificial capitalization" and then com-

pelled the people to "pay interest on this vast sum out or funds vhich 

ought to go to supply necessities and comforts to ••• wives and 

children. n6 The amount of stock watering is illustrated by a charge in 
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the :mid-nineties that the average capitalization or railroads in the 

United Stateo at that time was over $601 000 per mile. The Santa Fe ,-1as 

c~pitalizecf ·at around $77,000 per mile, while its actual value, compared 

wi tli othe:r property was assumed to be around $30,000 per mile. 7 ThEre· 

were repeated calls that the government should "squeeze the water" out 
of"railroad stock in line with a realistic valuation. 

The railroads did not often openly- argue the case· of over-capitaliza-

tiori,. On one occasion, however, Balie P. Waggener, general attorney tor 

the :Missouri Pacific, gave a pointed reaction to the suggestion ot chang-

ing the over-capitalization or ·the roads. w. R. Stubbs, Republican of 

Lawrence, in his bid for nomiilation for the United States _Senate, sug-

gested a "remedy" for the evils of over-capitalization~ He called for a 

nrederal statute providing that every corporation engaged in interstate 

busiiless shall s'ecure a federal charter, and providing in that charter 

tha1f no stocks, boJids, or securities can be issued without the approval 

and under the direct supervision of the department in charge. n8 Waggener, 

a Democrat, replied in a series or newspaper articles. Be asked a number 

ot pointed questions about hov Stubbs proposed to divest the Santa Fe, 

f'or instance, of its state franchise, and whether or riot he would con-

fiscate the stocks and bonds of' the stockholders • 

. ;The over-capitalization issue was renected: in demands· for "physical 

valuation" of the railroads when national legislation was in progress, 

but it could hardly be argued that these demands received <,Benerall7 

s~ious consideratiop before 1906 or even later. 
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Discriminatory Rates 

In a fundamental sense the grandaddy of the railroad issues was 

t~~~whioh dealt with discrimination in rates for persons or places• 

especially as it applied to the long versus short haul rates and the re-. . 

b9:t~ problem. In fi!V8ry political campaign there were many who could cite 

examples of discrimination in rates for many Kansas cities when compared 

wit~ out ot state points, and it was a common assumption that l{ansans were 

being put at great economic disadvantage by the roads~ One or the most 

per!~stent in this endeavor was Joseph Bristow or Salina who ws a 

publican candidate for United States Senator in 1906 and 1908! One il-

lus~ation, which might well serve as a model for dozens or others, 

folJ.~s: 0 For years the rate on sugar from San Francisco to Salina was 

87 ~ents per hundred, while the rate to Kansas City, 185 miles further, 

was :_,60 ~ents per .-hundred. The train from Sa~ Francisco carrying the 

su~ would pass through Salina., leaving the car tor that destination 

th~~, and carrying the other on to Kansas City, 185 miles further, yet 

the ,purchases at Salina was required to pay 27 cents per hundred more 
. 9 

fri3ight than the one at Kansas City. n 

·~: In his testimoey before the State Board of Agriculture, referred to 

above, Henry- Wallace attribited the growth ot Standard Oil and the pack-

ing house combines to re.t~ discrimination."· He declared that unless the 

ted~al government intervened it would not be long until the packing com-

panies would be merged into one, and then there would be only one buyer 
I 

or~ live stock and one seller or dressed meat. He said farmers would con-

time to grow live stock, and would always be given enough to encourage 

them.to stay in business, but a.Dy" excess profits beyond those necessary 

to induce them to contime would be drained orr by the combination.10 
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A carefully reasoned statement of the problem was offered by J. s. 
George, of Hutchinson, president or the Kansas Federation of· Commer¢1al 

Intet"ests. He had been asked b;r the New York p.iblication, Freight,• to 

discuss freight rate regulation from the shippers standpoint. George 
i 

in reply gave bis endorsement to the plan suggested by Judge Peter- s. 

Grosscup of the United States Court or Appeals at Chicago, and his sum-

mary or the problem as presented in that plan appears in part as follows: 

.,. 

Under the present system of making rates in the United States 

the railroads have artificially divided the country into sections 

which are controlled by so-called "basing lines." The two ,sea-
l 

boards, East and West, the Great Lake region, the Mississippi 

and Missourj rivers form the principal ones, and t.he entire com-

merce of the country is made subservient to large centers that 

these artificial conditions have built up; the welfare or the 

great interior (which, after all, is the producing section) has 

been practically ignored, and the constructive rates applied 

therein to a greater or less degree. 

In any event such advantages are given to these basing line 

points as to greatlf retard the growth or the interior sections 

in urban population and connneroial enterprise ••• 

Take, ror instance, that great section of the country- lying 

vest or the Missouri river and ea.st or the Rocky mountains; its 

productions and conmerce are all forced through the gateway or 
the Missouri river. It has built up three great cities vhose 

innuence with the railroads has been such that practically all 

' rates that apply to the great i~terior s action west or them are 

made upon a constructive basis, which puts these cities in 
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control or the commercial situation. A system has been applied 

in the rate making for this great section that embodies principles 

of such rank injustice that should they- be applied by aey business 

man in his regular course ot business he would have a fair chance 

or landing in the penitentiary.11 

The opposition to rate practices of the railroads took on political 

significance when the Kansas Federation or Commercial Interests took a 

positive stand aga~nst the roads. The principal point of attack on th~ 

pari of the Federation was to give to the Board of Railroad Commissio.ne:n-s 

s~fficient power and inducement to adjust rates within Kansas on a .basis 

f'~vorable with. those outside the state., such as the Missouri River basing 

line. An organized attempt was made to impress upon the members of the 

state legislature the intent or the Federation. The interest groups 

that were fighting hardest on the declarations of the Federation were 
l2 the stockmen, the wholesalers, and the millers. · 

The Wichita Rate Meeting 

So far as' Chester Long was concerned, the Wichita rate meeting had 

the potential for creating a very nasty political climate. This meeting 

was held January 10, 1906, in the Toler auditorium in Wichita, and was 

attended by some 500 or 600 shippers f'rom over the state.13 

Mt-. c. L. Davidson, president of the Wichita Commera1al Club called 

the meetii:ig to order and w.s followed b;r Dr. Sargeant, a local minister, 

who gave the invocation and "prayed ~or lower freight rates in Kansas 

and elsewhere. n Mayor Ross welc~med the 'visitors.14 

The response was given by w. Y. Morgan, who had been a strong sup.. 

po~ter or Long. He declared that in Kansas people had been talking 

railroads for years until now the whole country was "getting into our 
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way or thinking." He said Kansans did' not want anything that did oot be-

long to them. "We are not hell raisers. We at-e not here to tear down, 

but to build up." In response to the charge that the meeting was political 

he said," ••• here we are not politicians or factions, but of good 

government, or good citizenship, of fair dealing.nl-5 

Morgan's position, however, betrayed more wishful thinking than 

sound analysis or the tacts. As a matter of fact, the committee that 

did the advance planning for.tbe·meeting selected a group of politicians 

to help carry the weight of their demands. James A. Troutman of Topeka 

w.s named temporary chairman, w. R. Stubbs chairman of the committee on 

resolutions, and. J. L. Bristow as permanent chairman. Bristow refused 

to serve, however, for he feared the action would not be correctly intai--

preted in view of the fact that he w.s at the time a candidate for 

United States Senat~.16 

In his speech before the convention temporary chairman Troutman took 

a direct slap at Long for a statement the latter had made in a speech 

some months earliai- when he declared n • • • that the placing of' a 

railroad rate by the intai-state commerce commission to remain in force 

without review or the courts is unconstitutional. 1117 The implications 

ot that remark by Long will be considered more in detail' in a later chap-

ter. Troutman also rapped the senator for his delay in finding his bear-

ings on the railroad question.18 

This second, charge was based upon a disagreement between Long and 

the Wichita Chamber 9f Commerce. In the fall of 1905, after his return 

from the Philippines with the Tart commission the Wichita Chamber or 
Commerce and others or the Kansas Commercial Fedai-ation sought a commit-

ment from Long that he would support any recommendation that Roosevelt 
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~ght make in h~s annual message concerning railroads. That Long refused 

to ~o until he had heard the message.19 In the meantime Roosevelt changed 

his position frqm that or advocating an interstate commerce conunission 

w,itl\ the po~er to fix a rigid, definite rate, 'Which he recommended in 

his,.annual message or December, .1904, to one of fixing a maximum rate 

only, and making that rate subject to review by the courts. Long'pre-

sented and defended the second position in a spee.ch before the Kansas 

City Knife and Fork Club, and was attacked by Kansas commercial interests 

b~ca.us e his recommendations did not go far. enough in controlling the 

railroads. 20 The meeting at Wichita was in part a continuation or the 

running fight with.X.Ong. 

In many respects the Wichita meeting had the ring or Populism. 

Tayl.or Riddle, a former chairman and w. J. Babb, chairman in 1906 of' 

the Populist state committee said it was refreshing to hear RepublicarJS 
- a taking a stand for which t~ey had denounced the Populists in the 1890 1s. 

One :of the outside speakers for the conference was former governor Van-:-

Sa~. of Minnesota who said that the ney-es or the nation are turned towar~ 

KaDsas. n Concerning the power or corporate wealth the ex-governor asked: 

"I?o you fully realize the vast innuence it wields?, Have you paused to 

cons.ider how mercilessly it punishes those who stand in !ts way and 

oppo_E!es its will, and how it villifies, abuses and misrepresents fIVery 

m~ ~ho does not cringe before .it?n22 

,t A second .guest speaker was I. L. Lenroot, speaker of the Wisconsin 

Assembly and a warm political friend of La.Follette. He gave a spell-

binding speech which lasted for two hours, and when he had concluded his 

st,c;,ry of 0the redemption of Wisconsin" he was given a great standing 

ovation. 23;· lt was decided that the meeting should organize aa the 
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"Kansas Civic Leaguen whose primary purpose would be to secure railroad 

legislation. tJnder the leadership ot Chairman Stubbs the committee on 

resolutions pres anted recommendations on the following topics, which 

were unanimously adopted.a (1) granting to the intaretate commerce 

connnission the power to fix rates, (2) aboliiion of passes, (3) a two 

cent f'are, (4) a uniform system ot railway bookkeeping, (5) federal in-

vestigation of railroad expenses and accounts, (6) legislation restrict-

ing'over-capitalization or railroads, (7) exclusion from politics ot 

those who are in the pay or corporations as attorneys or under· the con-

trol of corporations, and (8) legislation providing for the nomination 

of ill delegates and officers, including United States Senator, by 

direct. primaries. 24 The second dEBDand concerning the abolition of 

passes was more than ordinarily interesting in view of' the tact that 

all''the delegates present had been granted either free passes or ex:cur-

sfon rates by the railroads.25 

A few days later c. E. Denton wrote to Long and said that in bis 

opinion an ·attempt was being made to discredit the senator in the state 

and·· that the Wichita Rate meeting was taken advantage of for that end. 26 

This position appeared to be reinforced by' a communication of J. s. 
George, Chairman of the Ex:ecutive Committee ot the newly formed Kansas 

Civic League to ma.?11 of the smaller newspapers of the state encouraging 

them to support the resolutions passed by the committee and support the 

worlt of the Leagur. A third request contained political. dynamite. It 

askM the papers to ."Pllblish the Leag11e•s estimate or the candidates 

before party conventions and before the people af'ttr the conventions, 

and,:io give no candidate for off'ic!' active support, who is opposed by 

the'League; this with the assurance on our part that the utmost care 
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will be used to ascertain facts in reiation to each individual candidate 

before deciding and publishing our decision in regard to him, and that 

such dectsions or the League will be absolutely non-partisan in nature. 027 
l, 

Th1s suggestion was in line with a recommendai1on which was sent 

by telegram to the Wichita meeting bJ' William Allen White, vho vas un-

able to attend. 28 It appear·ed to M:>rt ilbaugh ihat this proposition 

could "mean nothing else than the tearing dovn ot the republican organ-

ization in the state~29 

Some or the i\trther political implic_~tions ot charges or rate dis-

criminations will be discussed in later chapters, but it seems necessary 

in the interest or fairness to point up the qther side or the issue. As 

intimated above,. Long bad scant enthusiasm f'or aey serious attempts at 

equalization ot rates for long and short hauls. Probably the best •-

planation or his position 1s that offered by Long himself wen he we.a 

discussing the matter two years later, and defending his vote against 

the LaFollette amendm~ covering that issue. He saids 

No proposition could be enacted into law that \IOuld deal such a 

death blow to the_ prosperity or Kansas. Kansas is in the center 

or the continent; its prosperity has heretofore depended to 

large extent, and will centime to depend in the ru.ture, upon 

special rates made by the railroads, by which lower charges are 

made for longer haul than for a short haul included within the 

long haul. It is these special rates which could not be given if 

the reduction ot .a rate was prohibited. Special rates make it 

possible tor the wheat, corn, cattle and hogs of Kansas to be 

placed upon distant markets in competition with similar products 

raised nearer these centers. It is these special rates made by 
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the railroads which have made the existence or the flour mills 

or Kansas possible, by giving their products rat'es ·that enable 

them to sell their nour in distant cities and foreign markets, 

It is these special rates that bas given Kansas and states 

similarly situated a virtual monopoly or wheat and corn raising, 

and has occasioned so many- abandoned farms on the hills or the 

New England and other Fa.stern states. It is these special rates 

that has made it possible to have the manufactured products of 

the F.ast laid down at Missouri river points almost as cheaply-

as they can be laid down at Pittsburg, Buffalo and. ·Cincinnati, 

It is true that in certain cases it appears that the present 

provisions of the long and short haul may vork an injustice to 

some of the people of Kansas, but taken altogether, no provision 

of any law at any time would be so detrimental to the people of 

the state or Kansas as to require the railroads or this country 

to make their c}!arges on the basis of so mu.ch per ton pEr mile~ 

Kansas is the one state in all the 1Jnion that would be wrecked 

and ruined by such a law as this. 30 

The most definitive statement ot the nature or railroad rates is 

that which is fortunately preserved for us by virtue or the action ot 

the state legislature in 1905. The Kansas Senate and House in joint 

resolution asked the Board of Railroad Comn1ssioners to make a detailed 

study of railroad rates in Kansas, Missouri, Iova, ~linois, Nebraska, 

and Texas.31 The legislature asked for the work to be completed in: 

six months, and ll,llder the direction or E. C. Shiner; rate clerk tor the 

board, it was made ready :tor use in September or 1905. The report 

showed that on the average, filinois, Io·w-a, and Missouri rates were 
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volume of' business·.32 Hovever, taken as a whole, there is little evi-

dence that Kansas vas the particular subject of excessively' unjust dis-

crimination, and, in fact, had very favorable rates when compared with 

Texas or Nebraska. A f'ev excerpts from the voluminous tables reported 

for the Board will give some idea or rate differential as it . affected 

diff'erent commodities. 33 

Rates lm: !Q Miles 

Kansas Average Kansas Average 

Cattle 6., 7.59 Cement 6.o 6.02 

Hogs ·:s·.3 9.14 Salt s·.1 7.09 
Grain 6.8 6.74 Iwnber 6.5 6.17 

Flour 7.1 7.39 Bay 5.6 s.s4 
Rates tor 100 Miles --

Kansas Average Kansas Average 

Cattle 11.0 n.09 Cement 8.67 9.02 

~ogs 14.17 13.25 Salt 11.24 9.9 

Grain 9.54 10.06 Iwnber 10.67 9.5 
Flour 10.08 10.91 Hay- 9.5 8.53 

Rates ror 200 Miles --
Kansas Average Kansas Average 

Cattle 14.4 14.35 Cement 35.9 32.69 

Hogs 18.4 17.32 Salt 16.5 14.25 

Grain 13.9 · 13.45 Lumber 15.9 13.24 

Flour 14.8 14.22 liq 13.8 11.44 

The report covered a total of, seventy-two pages;_ and examined rates 

from many angles, including rates charged in Kansas by railroads having 
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contimous lines of roads in other states, rates charged jobbers in 

interior Kansas tows as compared with those charged from points on the 

Missouri River, and genet"al comparisons ot rates like those presented 

. . . 
It seems saf'e to make at least two observations on the results of 

the study. In the· first place Kansas was not uniformly- discriminated 

against. On the contraey the commodities which Kansas shipped in great 

quantity were carried at rates less than the average on those commodities 

for the six states studied. The most col'lSp:icuous items in this category 

were cattle and gr.ain. On the other hand, tor most classes ot commer-

cial products the Kansas rates were above average for the six states. 

It thus was no accident that agitation against the raµ_roads at this 

time arose f'rom commercial interests. As has already ,been mentioned the 

Wichita Chambet" of Commerce was the real leader in the movement and in 

the course of time the commercial interests of' the state as a whole 

joined in active agitation for ,lower rates, but a substantial job ot 

public "education" was required to secure anything like genED."al coopera-

tion in such an enterprise. The story- ot that agitation is the subject 

or a later part of this study-. 

It is obvious that Chester Long occupied an unenviable position on 

the railroad issue. He was a product or the "big Seventh" district, 

which contained at once both the city of Wichita one or the leading 

grain and cattle sections or the state. It is true that Long as eena_tor 

was a representative or the whole state, but he, at least, was aware ot 
the tact that his election to the Senate was due to his strength in h~ 

home district. If he were forced to choose between the agricultural 

versus the commercial intaE"este for support it would seem entirely-
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logical, in the absence or direct election of senators, to lean in the 

direction of the rural areas which furnished the majority or the repre-

sentatives to the state legislature. In any event he could hardly be 

honestly charged with betraying the. best interests or the peoJ>le or 
Kansas in not taking up the cry against the railroads on the issue ot 

favorable rates .for the long haul. It could probably ·be argued that for 

Long to take a middle or the road course on railroad legislation vould 

sean to be politically the most expedient oours·e for him to follow. In 

any event that vas the direction he chose to take. He could hardly have 

been expected to forsee the implications of an outbreak or neo-Popilism 

which was to make it ilTlpossible for him to assume a judicial position on 

a problem that was essentially judicial in nature. 

The Roads in Politics -------
One of the stock complaints against railroads in general was that 

they used their influence to secure legislation and public officials 

favorable to their cause and thus denied to the ·npeople" the rights ot 

self government. Mr. Wallace, in the discussion mentioned above., said 

that in every state capital there was a permanent lobby made up or rail-

road officials or others who were not in politics for their health but 

had close relations with railroad officials. They could defeat legis-

lation which would correct railroad abuses, and could further greatly 

infiuence senators and representatives with the use of the free pass 

and with the telephone, express, and telegraph franics.34 'l'here can be 

little doubt that the railroads, like the Democrats or Republicans or 

Populists or the Kansas Federation or Commercial Interests used the 

instrument of government to serve their purposes wherever that was pos-

sible. It is possible, however, that some concessions which they made, 
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such as the granting or passes, were not so mch freely offered s.s the., 

were rendered to satiety a deman~. Indeai, by 1905 or 1906 there 1s 

considerable evidence that the railroads vould have liked to have been 

free from the necessity of granting tree passes, On Jamary 17, 1906, 

Balie Waggener prOJjipted what •'.the Capital Qa,.;lled the "most astonishing 
·•. ,,• . . ''. 

thing that has ,yet occurred during the present session of the Legisla-

ture" when'·he introduced an anti-pas~ bill. His bill <.Hffered from 
' . 

that which had been favored by. the. professional railroad regulators · 1n 

that it made passes mandatory to state off:1.cials, but, ,tould deny them 

to delegates to conventions or· to ahipPers who might· b~ inf'luenced to 

thereby favor one road in their shipping over another, The Capital 

doubted if' the Waggener bill would arouse any great enthusiasm among 

the Square Deal fraternity)S It is probable that Waggener as a rail-

road attorney received a great deal of amusement from the introduction 

or his bill, but he repeatedly expressed himself as favorable to an 

anti-pass measure, and there is evidence that others of the railroad 

officials were likewise opposed to passes.36 

In addition to these various interpretations of railroad "abllses," 

there vere others who would explain the whole railroad problem as simpl7 

one that was evolutionary in nature. The railroad business, as it had 

developed in its early stages, was largely speculative. Ml.ch of the 

railroad mileage in the country had been built :ln advance or actual 

needs, and the population as well as the wealth or the regions served by 

the new lines had to. grow up to give value to the transportation proper-

ties. Thus, the railroads dealt in lands, promoted marufact,.iring by 

special rate concessions, and made bargains with grain companies, eleva-

tor companies, and all sorts or enterprises of a speculative and hazardous 
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nature. They were considered to be strictl7 private enterprises. 

The time came, however, when_ the conception developed that the 

railroad was a great and necessary public servant with all the obliga-

tions or a common carrier, and with no right,. therefore, to discriminate 

against or for any or those who were required by the nature of' their 

business to make use of the public highway~ The whole problem,, it was 

thus explained, had come about by way or evolution from transient, 

speculative, and immature conditions to those of a riper period of in-

dustrial lii'e and civilization. Many of the abuses, nev~theless, which 

had grown up in an earlier period were hard to destroy.37 
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Chapter V 

THE RAILROAD RATE LmISLATION OF 1906 

The agitation for governmental action on railroad rate legislation 

began to realize some tangible results with the Roosevelt annual message 

to Congress on December 6, 1904.. The president called attention to the 

fact that the need for federal government action 1n dealing with cor-

porations was tar greater than in the case or ·labor, for the great cor-

porations could become so only by engaging in interstate commerce~ It 

was an absurdity, he believed, to expect to eliminate corporation abuses 
l by state action. 

He then turned to the issue of rebates. Declaring that it was 

necessary- to "keep the highwa.rs of commerce open to all on equal terms, n 

he called for an end to all rebates. He contimed with a discussion on 

rates in general, and offered his mch debated request for the rate-

making authority to be vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission, 

"While I am of the opinion that at present it would be undesirable, if 

it were not impractical, finally to clothe the Commission with general 

authority- to fix railroad rates, I do believe-that, as a fair security 

to shippers, the Commission should be vested with the power, where a 

given rate bas been challenged and attar:- a full hearing found to be un-

reasonable, to decide, subject to judicial revi8W', what shall be a 

reasonable rate to take its place; the ruling or the Commission to take 

effect immediately, ·and to obtain unless and until it is rever:-sed by 

the court of rev1ew.n2 

He f'urther:- observed that the govermnent must, 1n increasing degree, 

supervise and regulate the railroads engaged in interstate commerce, 
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and that "such. increased supervision is the only alternative to an in-

crease ot the present evils on the one hand or a still more radical ---------
policy gn .:th! other. n 

. 1' 

(Underscoring· mine) 

The House was responsive to the suggestion or the president and 

debated with enthusiasm a railroad bill introduced by Hepburn, which was 

in the nature ot an amendment to the actcot 1887. On Februar7 9, '1905, 

this first version of the Hepburn Bill passed the House by a lopsided 

majorit7 ot 326 to 17.4 The Senate appeared less impressed with the 

pop.llar clamor tor legislation, and the bill died in that bod7 with the 

expiration or the Congress. 

In viev ot the inactivity ot the Senate many of the shippillg interests 

in Kansas began to briDg pressure to bear which would help to force leg-

islative action, and Long, or course, was the pt-incipal target in the 

home state. In the tall or 1905, as indicated in chapter IV, the Wichita 

Chamber of Commerce attempted to force him to say that he would support 

any recommendation on railroad legislation that Roosevelt might make in 

his annual message or that 7ear. That, Long refused to do on the very 

good grounds that he would wait to see what the president would say- be-

fore announcing his position. 1!.ventuall.7, when Roosevelt delivered his 

annual message Long was in full a.gi-eement, but by that time the shipping 

interests had organized as the Kansas Civic League, with Mr. C. L. 

Davidson as director, and the committee on resolutions headed by w. R. 

Stubbs declined to endorse the position ot the president.5 The organiza-

tion continued and even increased its pattern of discrediting Long, how-

ever, as the following pages vill show. 

In Decanber or 1905 Roosevelt, again called for some sort or Con-

gressional action controlling rates in interstate commerce. Some writers 
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have interpreted the second message as an evidence ot a pattern ot grow-

ing radicalism on his part when it is compared with the message of 1904,6 

bllt the present writer fails to sense the radical aspects of either 

message. 

In the second ot the anmal messages referred to above, Roosevelt 

declared that he was "in no sense hostile to corporations." He said his 

was an age or combination, and any attempt to _prevent all combination 

would be not only useless, but in the end vicious, because of the. co~ 

tempt for law which the failur~ to enforce law always brings. Moreover, 

he believed peop;e should 1!recognize in cordial and ample fashion the 

immense good effected by corporate agencies" in a countey like ours, and 

the "wealth of intellect; energy, and fidelity devoted to their service, 

and therefore normally to the service ot the public, by their officer's 

and directors." 

Be pointed out further that experience had show that attempts at 

regulation by states had never proven satisfactory, 1:nt that the national 

government had both the power the responsibility to act in the area 

of the regulation of' corporations. no.ir steady aim, n he said, •should 

be by legislation, cautiously and carefully undertaken, but resolutely 

persevered in, to assert the sovereignty ot the National Government by 

affirmative action. n This vas no innovation, he said, but merely a res-

toration, for from earliest times it had been a recognized functio~ ot 

law making bodies to exercise such regulation. He was s~ply trying to 

meet changed situattons in such a way that the Commonwealth would not 

abdicate the power it had always poss8)Ssed. 

He felt that it w.s a misfortune that national law on the subject 

had "hitherto been or a negative or prohibitive rather than an af'f'irma-
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tive kind, and still more that they- have in part sought to prohibit what 

could not be e.f.fectivel7 prohibited, and have in 'part of their probibiti_ons 

conf'ounded what should be allowed and what should ?10t be allowed. n Be 

added.a 

I am well aware or the difficulties of the legislation that 

I am suggesting, and of the need 0£ temperate and cauti,ous. act~on 

in securing it. I should emphaticall1 protest against improperly 

radical or hasty action. • •• • 

The first consideration to be kept in mind is that th~ power 

should be at.firmative and should be given to some administrative 

body- created by' Congress. ·• ._ • It is JlOt my province to indicate 

the exact terms or the law which should be enacted; but I .call 

the attention, of the Co;ngress to certain existing conditions 

with which .it 1s desirable to _deal. In my judgment the most im-

portant provision which suoh law should contain ,is that conferring 

upon some competent administrative body- the power to decide, upon 

the case being brought before it, whether a given rate _prescribed 

by the railroad is reasoJ'lable a~ just, and 1£ it is found to be 

unreasonable~- unjust, then, after 001 investigation of the 

complaint, to pt"escribe the _limit or r~te beyond which it shall 

not be lawful to. go-the marlmwn reasonable rate, as it is com-

monly- called-this decision to go into effect within a reasonable 

time and to obtain trom thence onward, supject .to reviet1 by- the 

courts? 

The House again picked up the recommendation and passed a measure 

sponsored by William P. Hepburn, bat the bill vas t~ have rough sledding 

in the Senate. Discussion on railroad rates was begun in that body on 
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January 16, when Senator 1\llton of Oregon opened the issue by pointing 

out the weakness es of the act of 1887. The crux ot the complaint agaimt 

the law of 1887 rested in the fact that wen complaints of. unreasonable 

rates were made to the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Commission 

could investigate and recommend· a reasonable rate, but it the carrier•· 

did•· not observe the:reoommendation there was nothing- for the Commission 

to do but to institute a suit in equit7 to enjoin. the exaction or the 

rate whi~h it had condemned as unreasonable. 8 

Debate in the Senate was undertaken in. earnest on March l, vhen 

Dolliver of Iowa took the noor to present the case for the bill. In-

asmuch as his position has been 1DJ1Ch discussed and he bas been variously' 

accused or having been both in the camp or the radicals and of the con-

servatives, his positio,n will be defined in some detail. He made clear 

from the outset that he wanted to protect the Senate, as f'ar as possible 

from the "imea- that has become quite common in the corridors ot the 

Capital" that the senators were acting in response to a hast7 agitation 

that had' been brought upon Congress by the enthusiasm of another De-

partment or the Government. He was glad, for one, that "this question 

does not involve 8.1\Y or the differences of our partisan politics," but 

that rather some issues were so broad in their significance that polit-

ical parties were not divided upon them. 9 

The general propositions which Dolliver called for were in the 

nature or amendments to the Act or 1887, as follows1 

l. The meaning .of the vord "transportation" should be broadened by 

requiring that every charge incident to the service should be considered 

a part or the published rate. 
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2. The powers of the Interstate Comeroe Commission would be defined 

and enlarged by authorizing it to hear complaints concerning unreasonable 

rates am to require the carrier to observe a maximwn in such cases. 

However, there was to be taken awe:, from the carrier no part of the legal 

redress in the courts which wouid be his under the Constitution. This, 

Dolliver felt, would be the battle ground or the controversy. 

3. The bill would require a .detailed report or the business of the 

railways, compe.Uing common carriers engaged in interstate commerce to 

conform their systems or accOWlts to the regulations ma.de by the Com-

mission and to keep them open to inspection under public author:l.ty.10 

The Senator from Iowa then expressed his appreciation tor the work 

the Interstate Comerce Commission had already- done. Be observed that 

it had become fashionable .to belittle and underestimate,the work that 

had been done by that body, and was willing to confess that "in the 

earlim- stages or (his] ·meditations" upon the subject he had joined 

with the multitude to do an injustice to that overworked and underpaid 

body. Ba.t after studying the· proceedings of the Commission since it 

was inaugurated he would not now withhold· tribute to the fidelity and 

fair-mimed abilit7 or the men who had served upon it.11 

Dolliver stated forcibly on different occasions throughout his 

speech his reaction to the nature or the relationship of b.lsiness to 

government. He declared he Yas "not one or those who look forward to 

an era ot perpetual hostility between the railways ••• and the busi-

ness community, of ••• they- are the servants." So he ha.cl "refused 

utterly to get excited or to listen to those who want to create new 

instruments or torture for the ra1:].way systems" ot the country• He had 

been depressed and discouraged the past week or so. It kept coming to 
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him t~t there ought to be enough statesmanship in Congress to keep the 

peace or the market. It seemed incorioeiirable to him: that a great property 

interest should be allowed to drift into an attitude where its hand, would 

be against every man and every man's band against it., Therefore, he 

said, the bill .or which he spoke, aside from adding to the salary arid the 

number or th~ Commission, took the risk of accepting the maohiner1 with 

which people bad been familiar for twenty years •12 
' 

He further clarified his position as followss 

• • • It need not be said, yet there is no danger of over-

stating the truth, that no legislation affecting the railway 

problem can be of any value to the community unless it is based 

upon a solid foundation of right and justice, Therefore., whoever 

approaches these questions in an atmosphere of prejudice, or with 

a purpose soured by malice and hostility toward the railroads, 

1s likely to contribute little or nothing to their permanent 

solution. 

Whether the position which I shall talce is approved b,r any--

body, whether the words which I speak are believed by anybody, 1· 

venture to express the hope that I may be acq..titted of that most 

grievous of'fense which ·can be committed against the properties 

of' a place like this-the offense of exploiting here either my 

own prejudices or the incoherent clamor of others against the 

corporations with which this legislation is concerned. I am a 

believer in the lav of property :which we have inhcri ted from our 

fathers, and I look upon the statutes creating the modern blsi-

ness corporation as the most important step ever taken in the 

history of' civilization to bring the resources ot the world 
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into the service or the human race • • • • 

Dolliver, however, was not attempting to minimize the necessity ot 
action by the Congress: 

•• • yhe popilar agitation ~hich has accompanied the pro-

posal to amend the interstate...commerce law has differ~ alto-

gether from any previous movement of piblic opinion upon kindred 

subjects at least in one important particular. There has been 

nothing about it revolutionary, and unless we confound earnestness 

with radicalism, 110thing unreasonable or extreme. It ws based 

upon grievances or shippers and united 1n its support, at least 

at the outset, the commer:-cial bodies or our cities, great and 

smallJ and it, duriJJg the years which have elapsed since that 

memorable petition was pres anted to Congress, ·elements less con-

s ervative ha;ve attached themselves to the agitation, that fact 

can not be set down in disparagement of the cause, but rather:- in 

reproach of those legislative del.qs which, however perfectly 

we understand them her:-e, seem to the outside world like indii"-

f'er:-ence and neglect. 

But if some ot those who have given expression to the pibllc 

demand have indulged in misy declamation; if shrewd and unscru-

pulous irritation or the public mind has sometimes taken the 

place or its wise guidance and instruction, that fault is one 

which has unf'ortunatel.y affected both sides or the controversy. 

Ir demagogues, whose business is politics, and merchants, whose 

politics is business, have crowded one another:- in the presenta-

tion or the popular complaint, we have no right to resent that 

here; ror long before the politicians heard or this matter; long 
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before the professional reformers began to perceive the earning 

power or the movement, the petition of that quiet and least 

demonstrative section or the public, which in the quaint par-

lance or the English lav goes by the name of the ntra.ders, 11 was 

sleeping peacefully in the tiles or both Houses of Congress.13 

It will be noted immediately that Dolliver was conscious of e.t least 

three major points ot view on the. legislation. then under discussion, In 

the center ve.s a. great body· or traders and merchants who had requested 

and had a right to expect some adjustments and improvements in inter• 

state commerce regulations. On either extreme were agitators and politi-

cians who were using the current state of unrest and dissatisfaction to 

further their own interests. He seemed to be very much aware of the 

influence of the conservatives, and maintained a rather consistent 

pattern of sparring with Senator Foraker or Ohio, as the pages of the 

Cong;:essionaJ. Record abundantly show. Mmy of his sharper thrusts, 

however, wet"e directed at the "less conservative" elements, including the 

"professional reformers" vho were using the movement to advance their 

own ends. Neither extreme recognized a middle ground, and the man who 

attempted to follow a moderate course was frequently flirting with polit-

ical suicide. 

It is evident from his messages in 1904 and 1905 that President 

Roosevelt vas approaching the railroad legislation problem in 1906 from 

the moderate position, which would erfect real regulation, but which 

would stand apart fr.om the radical proposals of many that wuld provoke 

extreme changes in the relationship or the government to business. His 

failure to beat the drums or reform loudly enough on this issue may var, 

well have cost him popularity in some areas. It seems clear that there 
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was a tailing of'f of enthusiasm tor the president, at least in Kansas 
14 in the early months of 1906. Long believed that the loss or popularity 

was due to the belief' that Roosevelt had changed his attitude on rail-

road legislation. He said there was no change or attitude so far as the 

general position of the president vas concerned, but he had made recom-

mendations that were not so indeteDSible as those of a year earlier, and 

that some legislation along the lines ot the Hepblrn-Dolliver bill would 

be enacted by the _Congress then in session.15 Cooperating with the 

president on this legislation in the Semte were Dolliver, Allison, Long, 

and others. The conservative, pro-railroad position was under the able 

leadership or Aldrich, and the radicals were flying the banner or La-. 

Follette. It is not the purpose of this studr to trace the debates on 

the bill in the Senate, but rather to define the position or u:,ng on the 

whole issue. Was he a tool of the railroads who vas trying to block 

legislation and scuttle the program or the president, as was charged 

by his political opponents in Kansas, or was he interested in helping 

to secure effective regulation as he himself' believed? 

As Dolliver bad forseen the crux of' the fight in the Senate dealt 

with the issue of court review as it related to actions or the Commis-

sion. The position of the Aldrich forces was to grant the power to 

initiate rates to the Commission, but broad review would be established 

by giving the aggrieved party the liberty to bring suit in the courts to 

test the validity or the Commission's ·judgment. The., would protect both 

the shipper am the i-ailroad by providing ror the suspension ot rates 

pending review, and also would reimburse the railroad in case a lowered 

rate should be cancelled 8Ild the former rate restored. Thus, the bill 
' 

would permit the Commission to decide what rates were "just and reasonable" 
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but would also pet•mit · the submission to the courts of all the facts 

involved by way of argument to impunge the conclusion reached by the 

Commission.16 

LaFollette was new in the Senate in 1906. He had been elected to 

that body January 25, 1905, while he was serving a.s governor of Wis-

consin, but stayed on in his home state until _he was satisfied •that the 

success or his legislative program was assured. He arrived in Washing-

ton in January of 1906.17 By April or that year ha f'elt impelled to 

stand out against the weaknesses or the Hepblrn bill as then presented. 

One or his principal concerns was that it was a shippers• bill rat.her 

than a consumers' bill. As a class the shippers were· interest,ed only 

in equal rates for all shippers within a zone or competi>tion •. ::,:;~~er· 
were quite indifferent to the amount or the rate, because in the end 

~ey did not pay it. The shippers t complaints vould not, therefore, 

be filed bef'ore the Commission to secure reductions.18 

La.Follette•s main interest was the "great body or the American 

people who constitute the consumers or the country." He vas convinced 

that the legislation ought to be so framed "that, there is .some one upon 

whom rests an official obligation to act £or the helpless consumer, for 

the millions who pay the freight. n19 Ls.Follette proceeded to outline 

nine major weaknesses of the bill, which ha interpreted as representing 

in essence t.he wishes of the Commission itself: 

l. There was no provision au.thorizing the Comnission to ascertain 

the value of railroad property so that it could determine a reasonable 

rate. 

2. The bill did not confer up~n the Commission the "broad powers to 

revise rates, fares, and charges upon it.s own motion, or to £ix absolute 
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rates, tares, and charges under any circumstance whatever." 

3. There was no provision for the Commission to consider, upon its 

own motion, the relationship of rates as they pertained to specific 

complaints. 

4. Inasmuch as the change in classification or an article or freight 

changed all the rates under which that article might ·be shipped, the 

Commission ought to be able to determine vhat would be a reasonable 

classification and to prescribe the same. 

5. In view ot the tact that in ·tnallY cases railroad companies vould 

readjust rates tor competing towns to a common market, the Commission 

should be given the author! ty to :t'1x a minimum rate. 

6. With reference to long and short haul discriminatiollS the Com-

mission vas effectively restricted in its activity. It ought to be 

given power to determine 'What conditions are dissimilar :and vhat dis-

criminations are varranted. 

7. Railroad companies had been permitted to withhold important 

testimoD3" during the hearings ~afore the Commission, but had subse-

quently offered the testimony in the trial before the court and thereby 

succeeded in reversing and discrediting the Commission. The bill should 

prohibit such practices. 

s. The El.kins ·1aw eicempted railroad officers and agents from im-

prisonment tor violating the law, but that penalty should be restored. 

9. The bill made no provision for the adoption of the block system, 

or other well approved safety appliances, or £or other progressive leg-
20 

islation which vould help to preserve l1f'e. 

The Wisconsin senator added: 

• • • the system or regulation must be right in principleJ 
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it must rest on the broad foundation that the Government shall 

possess powers SJ!. correction coextensive with~ railway corpora-

tion's powers 9!. abuse. Whenever the railroad makes, in respect 

to its i;tervice, any rates, classification, or regulation whatso-

8VeJ;' vhich are unjust or unreasonable as compared with any other 

rate or regulation or which are of themselves unreasonable or 

excessive, or does aey other thing or pursues any policy at var-

iance with the public ·interest and the general welfare, then the 

Gov~mnent should have and exercise the power to set aside and 

prohibit such injustice or ·abuse and institute and. enforce in lieu 

thereof any other rate, classif'ication, regulation, thing, or 

policy- that will best subserve the general welfare~21 

LaFollette evidently did not really expect that all ot his recOJll-

mendations would be accepted, but acted upon the assumption that no 

part ot a loat was better. than a halt. At a later time he observed 

that he had urged the president to send a special message to Congress 

pointing out the things that needed to be done on railroad legislation, 

even though it might not go through at that session. He believed that 

if Roosevelt continued to call upon the Congress every .time it f'ailed·to 

act he would leave in his "messages a mormment compared with which such 

a statute as this [the Hepburn Aotl would be trivial." The senator be-

lieved that the record ot the administration would count for more in 

history- if' Roosevelt would try "to get what is right" even though he 

tailed, than to take what he could get, "knowing that it does mt reach 

the vitals of' this question.n22 

By early April or 1906 the pr$Sident decided upon a more positive 

course of' action. n.tring the month of' March the Aldrich strategy bad 
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been to hannner. on one idea: was the ·bill constitutional, however inter-

prete<l? He was attempting to appeal to the "legal conscience" or the 

Senate,· arid to keep the l~wy-ers always in the foreground. 23 Roosevelt 

vented his growing antagonism in a letter to Allison who had been working 

closely with him. He had been thinking about the rate· matter and tithe 

antics of the men -who are under all kinds or colors trying to prevent 

any kind of legislation." He said that the more he thought about it the 

more he believed that the so-called "conservative" or so-called "rail-

road Senators" had by their own actions "put us in a position Yhere ve 

should not hesitate to try to pit a proper bill through" even if it 

meant cooperating with the Democrats• 24 

As a matter of fact, the executive arm was alrea~y activeiy at work 

in the Senate. -On Mu-ch 31; Roosevelt 'bad invited Senators Allison, 

Cullom, Dolliver, Clapp, and Long, along with Attorney-General Moody 

and two Interstl!!.'t)e Commerce Comrnission~s to a conf'erence at the White 

House. A general line of attack was evidently agreed upon, and Long 

vas delegated to present in the Senate an amendment which was design~ 

to answer some of the issues of constitutionality court review. 25 

When Long took the fioor on April 3, there was considerable discussion 

and criticism or the fact that he vas acting at the behest of the presi-

dent. Long admitted that the issues involved in his. amendment had been 

discussed. at the White House and with several gentlemen, but that his 

suggestions were not prepared at the White House; and the;r were bis own. 26 

Arte the discussion- had continued for several minutes concerning the 

relationship or Roosevelt to the Long position, Senator Tillman mentioned 

that a few weeks earlier he had be~ questioning Senator Spooner concern-

ing a certain "errand of himself and his colleague," and that Spooner had 
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told him ver, politely that it was none of his business. Tillman sug-

gested that Long tell his questioners that it was none of their business, 

but Long replied. that he did not vant to be "so discourt~ to Senators. 027 

The Kansas s.enator th8Jl set about to· seriously consider the consti-

tutionality or the several shades of proposed court review that had been 

presented in discussions on the railroad legislation. To lay the founda-

tion for his remarks, he quoted from Judge Walter C~ Noyes in his -work 

on "American Railroad Rates. tt That passage was as follows 

It seems impossible to draw a constitutional statute conferring 

upon a court power to review upon the· facts the action or the 

Interstate Commerce Commission in. making a rate. The courts 

could not make a rate, for rate making is not, and can not be, 

a judicial. function. They can not supervise the action or the 

Commission £or precisely the same reason. There is no differ-

ence in principle between making a rate and revi8\ling upon its 

merits the action of a commission in making a rate. In both 

cases the eacercise of legislative not judicial discretion is re-

quired. A statute requiring the courts to participate, directly 

or ind.irectly, in making rates tor the future vould impose .!!23!-

,iudicial functions and would be unconstitutional. To repeat 

what we have already pointed out-it can not be too clearly borne 

in mind that vhile the courts can determine the reasonableness ot 

a carrier's charges they can not in the same way and from the 

same point of view determine the reasonableness of commission-

made rates. When a rate is made by a commission, under a law, -
it has the effect of a law, whi~h the courts can only review upon 

constitutional grounds. The distinction is betveen the reasonable-
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ness or a charge and the reasonableness of a lm£• But it may 

be said that the courts always have examined. rates made by com-

miss 1ons to determine whether they ere reasonable, and decisiom 

or the Supreme Court of the United States may be pointed out 

where the enforcement. or commission-made tariffs has · been en-

joined because the rates .. wer·e unreasonable. But, .. as we have 

el.ready seen, the word "Unreasonablett in the seDSe or these de-• 

cisions means confiscatoq. The only ground upon which the 

courts could interfet"e with rates made by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission vould be that they violated the fifth amend-

ment of the Constitution--that they deprived the railroad of 

its ·propet"ty without just compensation or due process of law. 

Anci' they could only have that effect when they were confiscatory. 28 

Long contimed by suggesting that there were those who were·not in 

sympathy vi.th the legislation because they insisted there was an effort 

to prevent full review of the orders or the Commission· by the courts. 

Nothing, he said, vas further from the intention or those favoring the 

legislation. There had also been opposition to giving authority to 

the Commission to fix a maximum rate, but· there was so mch support for 

this proposition in the public mitld that the opponents. had given up all 

hope or defeating that part or the bill. 29 Long believe(! that the bill 

would not be held unconstitutional in the form which was before the 

Senate, for it specif'ically recognized the right of reviev and could 

not be construed as an attempt to prevent a review. &wever, he was 

willing to place in it provisions that were more definite along that 

line. The amendment which he had offered read as follows& 

That all orders of the Commission, except orders tar the payment 
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of money, shall take effect within such reasonable time as shall 

be prescribed ·by the Commission, and shall continue for such 

period of time, not exceeding t\10 ,-ears, · as shall be prescribed 
. 

in the order ot the Commission, ·unless sooner set aside by the 

Commission or suspended or set aside in a suit brought against 

the Commission in the circuit court or the United States, sitting 

as a court ot equity tor the district wherein any carrier plaintiff 

in said suit has its principal operating office, and jurisdiction 

is hereby conferred on the circuit courts of the United Sta,tes to 

hear and determine in any such suit whether the o:rder co111plained 

of vas beyond. the authority of the Commission or in·violation ot 

the rights or the carrier secured by the Constitution.3° 

Th.e Long amendment was not adopted, but a few weeks later another 

set ot amendments were subnitted by Allison which were similar in nature. 

That 1s, the Allison position was bas.ad upon the assumption that if the 

bill did not give jurisdiction to the courts over orders or the Commis-

sion, it was necessary to give that jurisdiction. At one point, however, 

there was a difference. The Allison. amendment, as it was finally passed, 

provided tor broad review instead of- limited review as Long had i:roposed. 

This was strongly brought out in the debates or Viay 11, when Rayner ot 

Maryland charged that the president had first groomed Long and had in-

trusted to him the mission of securing constitutional review. Then, 

according to Rayner, Roosevelt changed his position and appointed Allison 

to propose a broad statutory reviev, though the "Senator from Iowa did 

not seek this appointment." This, it was contended, vas actually a 

capitulation to the position of Alqrich. " ••• we understand what all 

this means here, but the people do not understand it. We understand that 
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the President 1s no longer caressing the junior Senator from Iowa [Mt-. 
Dolliver] and t.he Senator from Kansas, but that. he has transferred his 

affections and is now clasping to his bosom, with_ the fondest. and_ most 

fervent devotion, the senior Senator from Rhode Island.n3l 

The biographer of Aldrich also takes, that position says the 
32 Allison Amendments were actually- Aldrich Amendments. The _present 

writer suspects the Stephenson position· ot being not a little exaggerated. 

It w.s ·freely charged in the press that the Allison Amendment. had been 

agreed upon by thEt Republicans or the Senate and all the evidence would 

seem to indicate that the was the case. That does_ not make them Aldrich 

Amendments, but suggests instead that the conservatives vent along with 

the Republican majority rather than to see the bill pass~ by the Roose-

velt forces in conjunction with the Democrats. The president himself 

seems to have been satisfied with the proposal. On several occasions 

he wrote to Senator Allison explaining his position. On this particular 

issue he statedr 

I am informed that Senator Dolliver denie~ to-day on your 

authority, that tbe so-called nu1ison amendment" is yours. 

This is the amendment which you brought to me the other day. I 

told you then that that amendment was absolutely unobjectionable, 

and in my judgment 110 one who chose to exercise an intelligent 

judgment could in good faith object to it, because it leaves the 

Hepburn bill, as regards the court review, absolutely unchanged. • • • 

I have all· along stated that I was satisfied with the Hepburn 

bill. At first I only said that I thought that the Long amend-

ment would be at least as good leaving the bill amended; but 

the more I have seen of it the more I have thought. it, vould be 
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better to add the Long amendment. The great object, or course, 

vaa to avoid the adoption of ru:r, broad amendments, Senator Baile,y•s 

being the broadest, but Senator Knox,s being in my view almost as 

obnoxious. 

I write this because I do not -wish there to be any misunder-

standing. I expressed my hearty acquiescence in the amendment 

when you presented it to me, am I remain heartily acquiescent 

in it. It can certainl7 do no harm; and if' there is the slight-

est need for it it is :oot only a good but an indispe:nsible thing; 

and if the Hepburn bill goes through substantially in its pt"es ent 

form, but with that amendment, I regard the outcome as ax:oellent. 

I would, however, regard it as still better if" we could get in 

the Long amendment, not as a substi tut1on f'or, but as an addi-

tion to yours. • • • 33 

It seems clear beyond a doubt that on at least three issues Roose-

velt was satisfied with the progress of rate legislations 

(l) The Hepburn bill as it came from the House was in keeping with 

his desires. 

(2) The Allison amendment, while it mayt not_ have been,_neoesslley'"~::;would 
. ' 

possibly strengthen and clarify the measure, and for that l'eason he favored 

its passage. 

(3) The Long amendment, which would tend to narrow court review, 

vould strengthen the bill and, therefore, he would like to have it incor-

porated in the legislation it possible. 

P\Jrthermore, Roosevelt was very mch aware of the three way fight 

in the Senate as well as his relationship to it. Two years later in 

discussing the whole issue or politics and ifovernment he said: 
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••• I tried taith1'1ll.y to work with La Follette, just as I 

tried f'aithtully to work with Aldrich. Neither has been ot 

much use in public lite during the last three years. each has 

often worked detriment •••• The men who have done good in 

the twenty-five years I have been in politics are those who 

have ideals but who have tried to realize them in plan [sic]. 

practical fashion, and who have tried to do each his duty as 

the day came, and. to fight each evil as they found it arise 

without bothering their heads about the "ultimate" evil. I 

believe in men who take the next step; not those who th~ize 

about the 200th step. 34 

Long's position was similar~ In spite ot the charges to the con-

trary by those in Kansas who were after his seat in the Senate, he bad 

steadily advocated legislation along the line of the Hepburn bill. 

While the debate in the Semte was in progress he discussed hie position 

in a letter to Albaugh. He said the contest was very close, but he be-

lieved that his amendment, possibly with modifications, would be incor-

porated in the bill. If not that, he believed the bill would pass es-

sentially as it came f'rom the House so far as court reviev was concerned. 

Either devalopnent, he said, would be satisfactory with him. 

As debate progressed on the Allison amendment Long pointed out ·that 

his amendment as it vas originally prepared was essentially after the 

same value as was the Allison amendment. He agreed with Senator Knox 

that the bill as it ~ame from the House did not affirmatively give ju-

risdiction to the courts. He added that n ••• we who were in favor or 
the legislation admitted that if it did not give jurisdiction, or rather 

if' it could be so construed as to prevent the jurisdiction from attaching, 
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then th.e bill would be unconstitutional." In order to make plain that 

they did not intend to prevent a review by the courts, his amendment 

was prepared. He felt, however, along with Dolliver, :that nm.ch of the 

constitutional debate had bee~ "among the shadows and in the clouds, n 

and as he maintained at the opening or the debate he believed that it 

was beyond the power of Congress either to restrict or to enlarge the 

constitutional guarantees.36 

As Long had indicated, the final definition or the extent of the 

authority of the several agencies involved would neat ultimately to rest 

with the courts in their interpretation of the constitution. It seEmJS 

clear that the bill did .make some significant changes. Charles A. Prouty, 

a member or the Interstate Commerce Conmission, explained that the most 

important and radical provision of the Hepburn bill was that it invested 

the rate-making authority in the Commission. It did not set interstate 

rates generally, but established them after complaint, and the rate it 

established bad to be observed by the carriers. "The delegation or this 

rate-making power wa~ bitterly opposed by the railways. It is this pro-

posal that has been mainly discussed in the press. The contest in the 

Senate over court review really involved this issue, and this alone. The 

result was the· Allison amendment and certain modifications 9f the Hep-

burn bill. Whether the bill as finally agreed upon confers this power 

can only be positively affirmed after the courts have passed upon that 

question. The President and his suppor:t;ers in Congress confidently be-

lieve that it does; _the railroads earnestly hope that it does not •• _,;;7 

The measure seems generally to have been accepted through the coun-

try as an effective measure and a victory for the P•resident. .'rb.!l! American 
' 

1,'.onthly connnented editorially that the bill carried in the main the things 
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for which Roosevelt bad contended. Chief among t,hem was that. the Com-

mission should be authorized to substitute a just rate in cases of com-

plaint where it found rat.es unjust. That was eventually conceded on 

all sides and the debate narrowed down to the kind of court review. 

Finally, t.he Allison amendment, which declared that the authority of 

the court.a t,o review the decisionf3 or t.he Interstate Commerce Commission 

could not so opera~e as to increase or diminish the powers that the 

courts would in any way possess, was acoept,ed and was entirely satis-

fa.ct.ory to the. President.38 

Wit,hin a very few years Senator Long,· as we shall see, was retired 

from the United States Senate because, it. was charged, he was a tool of 

Wall Street, and particularly because he had double-crossed the Presi-

dent in tha attempts or the latter to secure effective railroad rat.a 

legislation. Perhaps William Allen White was right in his man.v comments 

about, the absence of intellectual honesty and the super-abundance or 
emotionalism. in the Kansas political climate. 
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Chapter VI 

THE REPUBLICAN CONTEST FOR_ UNITED STATES SfflATOR IN KANSAS 

1906-1907 

By 1906 the Republican dominance of the national political scene 

vs.s beginning to spend its force and the element or "reform" was coming 

to be a factor to be reckoned vith in an:r political contest, Theodore 

Roosevelt had passed the peak or his heyday as the national idoi, and 

reaction was setting in. It was· to be expected that Kansas, with its 

favorable climate tor extremism in politics, would renect the national 

trend and would add to it the impetus of the enthusiasm cqaracteristic 

of the Sunflower State. What might not have been mcpected, however, was 

the fact that the leaders or the reform element in Kansas in 19o6 were 

fr·equentl:r the same 'men-who had served the anti-reform element in the 

Repubiican Party in the previous decade. The nature ot that leader-

ship will appear in the following pages. 

The change in political outlook as it affected Theodore Roosevelt 

was well expressed in January 19o6 in a letter or Andy Richards or 

Wellington to Long. He observed that there was a remarkable falling 

orr in the popularity of Roosevelt, and that the tide had certainl7 

turned in his part or the country, though no one seaned to know just 

why. He doubted ,that the average fellow was aw.re ot the change, but 

one could go where he would, or talk to anJone 'With whom he chose, and 

"the change in sentiment is very clearly marked; in .the place or the 
' 

unstinted praise or a few months ago, you hear only criticisms or apol-

ogies for him." Richards said there bad been a marked change in the 

general tone ot the newpapers also, and added: "Whether there is 
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more in it than the il1D8.te disposition of the average man to once destroy 

the idol he has created, the future mst develop; bu.t there is no mis-

taking the fact that a. change bas come. n1 

The "change" with reference to Roosevelt was evidently- a change in 

the reaction to the Republican Party-. Another ot Long's correspondents 

in May of 1906, warned that 11you have no idea. or the exact condition or 

affairs £or you never sav anything like it. n He said people ordinaril7 

are not talking politics, but recently, on account ot. the state conven-

tion, they had referred to it, and he was "simply amazed" t~ learn the 

reeling. He believed it was• worse than in 1890, for even in Populist 

times there vere men who believed in Republican principles and were 

ready to fight! Blit as or 1906 he doubted it "there is. a single man in 

Harper county who would spend a dollar or give a day's time to save the 

Republican state ticket from defeat unless he holds an office or wants 

one." He :f'elt his own loceJ.ity we. reP!esentative, and aftEr inquiry 

he was certain that the same conditiol'JS existed throughout the state. 

As an example of the extreme nature of the feeling he cited the follow-

ing: 

Last Wednesday I met a man who was a Missouri Republican and 

fought the Democrats in Missouri during the var and always con-

sidered them enemies or the country. He bas no sore spots, has 

never bem detea.ted for any office and does not want any. He is 

just a plain American citizen and an ardent Republican. He told 

me he was going to vote a straight Danocratic ticket and coolly, 

and without reeling, as if he was discussing the buying of a 

farm, be told me his reasons. ~e said he was getting .tired of 

the corporatiollS running the Republican party in Kansas, and that 
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he wanted railroad commissioners who would make decisions that 

vere right and just. He said he had no use for Hoch and would 

not support him because he did ~thing but make speeches. Now 

this was a man who does not belong to any faction and a man 

from whom you would not have expected to hear such things. 

Of: course there are a good many Republicans here who will 

vot~ for Hoch but among the rank and file, I mean those who 

have never held an office or do mt want one, I do not know of 

one Republican who will vote for him. Every one I, have talked 

to or heard from has announced that he wm vo~e a:lnst him~ 2 

Others referred to the source or the trouble as the 11fre1ght raters, n3 

and the "present craze for extreme and radical railroad legislation. 114 

It was some time before the reform elements in Kansas were able to 

agree on a unified program, or even to arrive at any agreement in a gen-

eral way as to vhat they were working for. The railroad rate problem 

prompted response from the shippers, as illdicated in an earlier chapter, 

and the shipping interests were able to pursue a fairly consistent policy. 

As a follow-up ot the Wichita meeting, shipping organizations were etf'ected 

in several cities with differing results. or.:considerable ~terest was 

the meeting in Emporia, which was attended by only nine men. Foui• of them, 

including William Allen White, were from the city itself. Others included 

J. s. George, President. ot the Kansas Shippers Association; George PlU!nb, 

President or the Kansas Live Stock Growers Association; T. B. Murdock; 

and 'W. R. Stubbs. 5 It was rumpred that they were setting the stage for a 

"Stubbs tor senator" boom. One direct result of' their discussion ws the 

decision to have a mass meeting in ':fOPeka sometime between July 25 and 

August 25 to give expression to the demands of the allied commercial 
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interests. Senator LaFollette. or Wisconsin was invited to speak to the 

·eroup. According to White, the Republican convention in May- was controlled 

by the railroad attorneys, but 1n spite or that fact they put out a ticket 

of fairly decent men. lbwever the platform had been dehorned by "refusing 

to put in an arrti-i:asa demand, a demand for a railroad assessment law, and 

a demand tor a direct primar;r law.n6 

The invitation to use La.Follette in a disC11Ssion of the railroad 

issue. was a direct slap at Long, who had sharply disagreed with the Wis-

consin senator on the issue of railroad legislation that had for many weeks 

held the attention of the natioDe.l. Congress. The mture 0£ that •·dis-

agreement has been indicated in an earlier chapter, and some of its fur-

ther implications will appear below. 

Another festering point in opposition to the Republican organiza-

tion in Kansas was the so-called "square deal" 1rmovement. Its origins 

probably should be credited to w. R. stubbs, who became chairman ot the 

State Republican committee in 1904. According to White the Republican 

organization had been controlled by the Mil.vane-Burton-Curtis forces 

which were allied Yith the forces of Cy Leland. He said the people were 

unorganized, but began petitioning their legislative candidates to de-

clare for the direct primary, the anti-pass clause, and a railroad asses-

ment law. Finally, however, the people got a majority of', the legislative 
7 candidates pledged to these things and what they called the "square deal." 

White did not like the J:18l118 "square dealers, n however, and even a 7ear 

later declared he int.ended to go to the next meeting "to knock that name 

galley west.nS It was also a real concern of White's that this grass 

roots organization didn't seem to "talce." ·He felt that a lot or fallows 

were "standing around this movement, sticking their toes in the water and 
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and waiting for it to get warm enough to jump in." He said they were 

good fellows and "we need them in our business," but that it we mighty 

"lonseome out in the.creek without the crowd."9 

·In view of pUblic reaction the Democratic convention of April 25, 

1906, had added kindling to Republican worries by talcing a strong stand 

against rebates, ·against free passes, and in favor or a two cent. fare 

on the railroads.10 

During the course or 19o6 it became evident that the leading con-

tenders for the. Republican nomination were Joseph Bristow, w. R. Stubbs, 

and Charles Curtis. There vas some agitat~on for Representative Victor 

Murdock of Wichita to assume the Senate position. As a matter of fact 

White would likely have preferred Mlrdock to either Bristow or Stubbs, 

and would have preferred almost anybody to Curtis, but the Mlrdock boom 

railed to develop at this time.11 

Curtis had had a continuing interest in the United States Senate 

since 1903 when he had bem defeated by long, as related above. At 

that time he had observed that he had been def ea.ted by the railroads. In 

1906, however, the shoe was on the other foot, and Curtis was charged in 

an editorial in the Kansas Cit:y Star with being the candidate or the 

railroads. He publicly denied the charge with a great deal of heat and 

declared: "I am not and never have been, the candidate ot a:ny- railroad 

tor Senator, and am at 8: loss to account for such reports except on the; 

theory that they are inspired b;y intet"ests inimical to mine, or by per-

sons who, perhaps, have no public record upon which they can stand, and 

vho hope tc;, injure my candidacy by spreading over t~e state charges of 

this character. n12 
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w. R. Stubbs tried to wait until he knew which way the political 

wind va.s blowing before he declared for tho senate race. He ·was a rel-

ative newcomer in politics, but he.had entered the game with a big 

"splash." Prior to 1903, when he was elected to the state legislature, 

he had taken no active interest in politics. He had spent most of his 

life as a contractor and had earned a fortune ba.iilding gradee for rail-

roads. He appeared· in Topeka a big, redheaded, inquisitive person with 

a loud rasping voice and the ability to make himself heard. As an an-

ployer of mariy men he was struck -with the padded payroll or state house 

employees, and raised such a stir about this petty species of graft that 

eventually several hundred or the employees were dismissed.13 

Stubbs also became involved 'with Governor Bailey, particularly over 

the issue of changing the plan for state printing from the contract sys-

tem to state ownership. Stubbs. later assumed responsibility for origi-

nating the movement ,a?ld forcing it through the legislature, but as a 

matter of fact it had been proposed by Senator J. A. Kennedy of Burling-

ton and had been supported by large majorities in both houses.14 Stubbs 

did not miss the opportunity for political advantage, however, and 

charged Bailey with supporting the 11mach1ne 11 and graft in state print-

ing contracts. On January 5, 1904, Stubbs and thirty-eight other leg-

islators who vere opposed to machine methods, met in the Throop Hotel 

in Topeka and organized a committee which afterward was dubbed the "boss-

busters. n Stubbs vas elected chairman. They selected E. w. Hoch ot 

Marion as their candidate for governor. t-Ihen the state convention met 

~.n Wichita, Stubbs was elected chairman, and later -was named chairman 

ot the state central comrnittee.15 lfuen Hoch won the 1904 election for 

governor it was freely rumored that he and Stubbs were in agreement and 
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that Stubbs was to be appointed to the United States Senate seat soon to 

be vacated by J. R. Burtoh.16 This arrangement never materialized, bu.t 

nonetheless, Stubbs was the political reformer of the hour, and was 

elected speaker of the 1905 House of' Representatives in Topeka. William 

A. White couldn•t escape an "instinctive i'eeling" that Stubbs was a "sec-

tion boss" who was 11too arrogant" and lacked tolerance and insisted on 

giving everyone who worked with him the 11Stubbs degree" or get out ot 
r 

the order.17 Nevertheless, the legislature or 1905 did effective work 
18 and felt the press or his leadership as speaker. Stubbs talked ot 

retiring from- politics, but by 1906 was very much interested, though 

non-committal, in the issue of United States senatorship. 

A third major candidate, and in some respects the most important 

one so far as Long was concerned, was Joseph Bristov or Salina. Bristow 

had served a mmber or years as a government emplo7ee, and was well known 

in Kansas and in the nation. He had graduated from Baker University and 

held minor political offices as a young man. In the early 18901s he 

moved to Salina and started in the newspaper bu.siness. In 1894 he ran 

for Congress in the fifth district, but was defeated by W. A. Calderhead 

in a close race. The same year he was made secretary of the Republican 

state central committee. Cy Leland vas chairman, and Major E. N. Morrill 

was candidate for govei-nor. Presentl1 Bristov was made secretar1 to 

Governor Morrill after the latter's election, and 1897 after MoKinle,y 

was elected president, Bristow was promoted to fourth assistant post-
19 master general through the efforts or Cy Leland. In this capacity 

Bristow found responsibilities to his liking, and for the next half doz-

en years his name was very frequently before the public. He won greatest 

tame in 1900 when he was sent to Cuba by Jl..cKinley to clean up postal 
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frauds, and did a commendable piece of work. 20 He retired f'rom. his postal 

job in January 1905 in the midst of charges that he was at odds with the 

administration. Roosevelt appeared to like his work, and so expressed 

himself, but there had been differences brewing b~ween Bristow and Post-

master General Robert J. Wynne. 21 After the .former\ retired from his 

post office assignment he was immediately appointed to the post or specli:al 

cormnissioner for the Panama Railroad to study trade conditions and freight 

rates between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and related areas. 22 He was 

regularly regarded as a friend and political ally or Sena.tor Long. In . 
the summer or 1905 he resigned from his work as special commissioner in 

Panama and returned to Kansas, ostensibly to retire from public life, 

but actually, as evei-yone knew, to be in a position to make a bid for 

the senatorial race. 

An additional consideration in the Kansas political contest was 

prompted by the action or Senator J. R. Dlrton who was implicated in 

illegal activities of the Rialto Grain and Securities Company, '!his 

compaey had been indicted for f'raudulent use or the mails, and when its 

offices were later raided there wei-e f'ound some correspondence and can-

celled checks which indicated Ibrton had acted on behalf or Rialto while 

the company was under investigation by the postal department. On April 

6, 1904, Burton wa:s sentences to six months in jail and fined $2500 tor 

his actions.23 Not only did the Burton issue feature the reality ot 

corruption in politics, but it also offered a United States senator.-

ship as a tempt.ing p~litical plum tor anyone who could get it. But the 

Burton vacancy was long in coming. Meanwhile, Bristow bad written to 

Governor Hoch in May, .19o6, indicating his willingness to accept the 

position, but the other candidates, including Stubbs, did not quite have 
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the teinerity to ask for it. ifoch admitted that the senatorial issue 

caused him considerable worry, and added that it bad· been suggested that 

he name some person who would not be a candidate before the legislature 

and thus avoid a charge of favoritism. 24 That apparently was an impor-

tant consideration when.he nruned to the post A. W. Benson, who had been 

a district judge and a legislator in Kansas for many years. 

Bristow paid his respects editorially in the Salina Journal to 

Senator Bsnson, and began almost immediately to shape his own campaign 

for the election of the following January. The Bristow candidacy· needs 

to be considered in its relationship to the activities of William Allen 

White who in 1906, and more particularly in 1908, was to all intents· and 

purposes the campaign manager; White's interest in Bristow began to 

take shape in 1900 at the time of th.a investigations of CUban postal 

frauds. He wrote to Bristow that he had never been a· particularly en-
thusiastic Bristow man "but I am to-:.day and will be the rest of my life. n 

He added that when Bristow wanted to go to the United States Senate he 

could count on the Emporia Gazette to help him, "no matter 'What factional 

interest or local alliances may come up between now and then. n25 In 

1904 White came to Bristow•s support when the Burton issue was before the 

public. There were charges by Charley Gleed and his Kansas City Journal 

that Bristow had used his post office investigations to move Burton out 

of the senatorship. White complained that Bristow was the real criminal 

in public esteem and Burton the victim that he had trapped. Gleed, he 

said, wanted to break •Bristow nso that he will be the only available 

candidate for the Senate next year. It is monstrous; but it is a con-

dition you must face.n26 

Again the nmct year White was invited to pull some Bristow ch~±.mits 
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out of the fire. The Dallas had printed an editorial unfavorable 

to Bristow, and the latter had 'Written to White for support in a letter 

of May- 17. White didn't think he should respond to the editorial be-

cause it wasn't an event and it would look as though he had "trumped 

up the occasion for butting in;n He advised BI_-is~ow: "Pick out -what y-ou 

want or what you think you ought to have and I vill not OIL9" write but I 

will go to Washington and do what I can for you, bit to complain merely-

a general kick, no matter how Just it is, would not do,. rr27 

A few days later White sought to use.hie editorial acquaintances to 

help rehabilitate Bristow•s name. In a letter to George L. Lorimer ot 

the Saturday Evening Post he mentioned Bristow as a possibility for an 
article on the Panama Railroad. The letter is quoted in part, not so 

much for the request that is made as for the evaluation or Bristow which 

White gave in his characteristic straightforward manner: "J'oseph L. 

Bristow ,. • • is going to finish up · his -work within a few weeks or at 

least a month.- I have had a long talk' with. him and he can some 

pretty- good stuff'. I do JJOt know whether he can write or ZJOt. He runs 

a newspaper and I never thought he could write in that, but f!Ometimes a 

man can write better descriptive things and things or which be is a part 

than he can write theoretical things so Bristow may be able to get up a 

pretty good article and I know he 'WOUld write it. n 

White then suggested that Lorimer send someone to see Bristow and 

talk things over for a couple ot days and get up an article tor Bristow 

to s~gn. He added that he and Bristow were very- close triends.28 

By- 1906, as has already been indicated, the senatorial race was 

assuming serious proportions, and in an important sense Long might have 

been the ke;y to the situation. It was well know that he had a closely 
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knit organizatio~ in the seventh district and as the senior senator, or 

in reality the only• senator, from Kansas he was in a strong position to 

throv the .el.ection as he might choose. This was well understood by the 

major contestants, and both Curt1s·and Bristow sought to· malce a combina-

tion with Long.29 Long, however, remained aloof. He was very busy at 

tba.t time with railroad legislation in Washington, an activity which he 

regarded as the most· important of his career. F\lrthermo~e, he believed 

it to be unwise to support one candidate for tear of alienating the 

support of' the friE>.llds of the candidate.3° 

Bristow, however, w.s· very unhappy about Long's non-committal 

policy. Particularly distressing ws the ract,that Jim Simpson and Mort 

Albaugh, close friends of Long,. seemed cool to Bristow, and the story 

was circuitt.ted that there was a Long-Curtis combination. Bristow com-

plained to Long that that impression was a very difficult thing for.him 

to ovarco~e and caused his friends to hesitate, tor they believed t.bat 

ttwith the railroads and the Curtis-Burton following supplemented.. with 

your Seventh district support, the combination vill be too difficult for 

me to overcome. n He said his denial or such a combination "does not Oarl"1' 

much veight because those vith whom I talk think I am fooled.n He then 

followed with a threat that carried more than ordinary implications in 

the light of la.tar Long-Bristow relations s 11If conditions go on as they 

are now the only hope I have in this fight is to~.! crusade through 

the counties throughout the state agginet the railroads m!! corporations, 

which !§.. the very last thing that 1 want gg, and the thing which I 

think I should not be compelled to do.n (underscoring mine)31 It vould 

be difficult to imagine more conclusive proof of the tact that the major 

consideration in Bristow•s mind was to get to the Senate, and that bis 
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assumption or a reform or insurgent role was reluctantly entered into 

as a means to that end. 

Long refused t~ be moved. He replied: 

• • • I cannot assure· you more positively- now than I have 

in the past, that I am not in any combination that has for its 

purpose the nomination of the next ·rrn1ted States senator. My 

f'rie~s ·:in ·the Seventh district understand this and the position 

which they· assume is probabl7 due to this situation. 

'!'he friends or Mr. Curtis have been equally insistent that 

some arrangement should be made looking to his selection but I 

have declined to enter into aey such arrangement. 

I have repeatedly advised you that your chance or success 

in this contest would depend on the support that you would be 

able to secure from the Fifth and Sixth districts. I was nomi-

nated three years ago because I had the united and earnest sup-

port of· the Seventh district and you can occuw a similar relation 

to the next contest, if you secure the Fifth and Sixth districts.32 

Bristov replied by letter- to Long· and thanked him for his clari-

fication or the issue, but at the same t:ime he was "sore" because 
33 Simpson vas favorable to Qlrtis. With the passing or time Simpson 

became more and more convince:d that Curtis would win the fight and that 

Long should instruct for him, bu.t Long consistentl7 declined. Others 

of the Long supporters, too, were "Writing to Long. On Mlrch 8, c. E. 

Denton of Attica offered some advice concerning Bristow. He said that 

until recentl7 he had been inclined to believe that Bristow would make 

a pleasant and desirable and helpi\ll colleague in the Senate, but that 

he had changed his mind. He had talked with Bristow several times 
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lately, and liked him personally, hit he didn't think Bristow would 

make friends with the average Kansan and he would not gather around 

him many ardent supporters. ~e thought Bristow wouldalwys have ad-

mirers but ~there is a difference between an admirer and a supporter 
34 

in politics." On Mu-ch 17, T. A. Nortzger -or .Anthony-wrote that he 

believed that Curtis had won the f'ight end I.ong should -quietly make a 

combination with him. 

Finally, on April 9, Long wrote to Simpson concer?ling Kansas politics. 

Ile said he was sorey not _to have written sooner, btlt he had been busy 

with the railroad rate measure and had neglected his correspondence. 

He said that he had been opposed to any instruction ()D the part of SimP-

son for fear it would be interpreted as an action or Long in .favor of 

Curtis. However, since the action in the second district (to be dis-

cussed below) he would leave it to the judgment or Simpson as to what 

should be done. However, he wnted it ma.de nplain that the course was 

taken by the Republicans of your county, without any suggestion or direc-

tion f'rom me. n35 

Meanwhile Bristow had become more incensed. Andy Richards said 

he was sore at many things--at Simpson for advocating the Long-Curtis 

alliance and afraid that he woul~ be dropped by- Long e.t the last minute. 

"Bristow doesn •t know the first principles of the game or practical 

politics. He is naturally sore through a:nd through; then he is suspi-

cious.. • • • He talked about the Stubbs business and intimated that a 

Stubbs alliance might be all that would be left to him. . Y0t1 can put one 

thing down as a certainty. When Bristow is defeated, as I believe he 

will be, he will be the sorest and ,most vicious animal you ever: saw in 

Kansas politics. I had ~11 this figured out before his talk confirmed 

the opinion. r:J6 
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On April 14, I. A. Noftzger wrote to Long saying that. he was still 

or the opinion that Long and Curtis could still cont.rel the convention 

and nominate anyone they liked, bnt the situation might not last much 

longer. Several weeks later Amy Richards again plead wit.h him to do 

something about a combination& "Touching your personal interests, my 

judgment is that there never was a greater necessity f'or you to commence 

to frame up f'or 1908 and keep at it •••• Bristow told Morse that he 

was going to the Senate, this time if he could, but if not then, the 

next time. Campbell seems to have the same idea; especially if he held 

commanding cards in his hand. You knov best, bnt I do not believe it 

to be a safe policy for you to keep your hands off this contest • • • ,;J? 

-Meanwhile Bristow seems to have begun to lose hope in the 1906 con-

test and wrote Long in Washington for a job., His lett.er; which follows 

in full, is the one that Long made piblic in the campaign of 1908 in e. 

debate with Bristow: 

I 'Wrote you briefiy last night. Received your letter today. 

If there was a vacancy in some desirable office, and you or Will 

White were here the day that it was available, the president 

would appoint me to it, bnt otherwise no one knows what he might 

do. 

He asked me what I vanted. I told him that I did not. know 

what was available. He said he did not, either, and for me to 

e ee Taft as soon as he returned. I t.hink I would like to have 

one of those advisory places on the canal commission. They pay 

$7,500 and require a visit to the isthmus once in three months. 

I could hold it and live in Kan~as, being here at least half '1II1 

time, and when the tight got hot I could resign. 
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They have engineers to burn on the commission. There is no 

reason why Herrod should not be made a consulting engineer and 

me put in his place; or one of , the army eDginecrs assigned as 

con~ulting engineer and me put in his place. The only way to 

have this done is through Taft. If he suggests it, the presi-

dent will do it. I think Taf't will lilce my report; will go over 

it with him nmct week. 

Could you write him and call his attention to the advis-

ability or having me in a position to watch the commercial end 

of the railroad business and the interests -of the shipping p11b-

lia who will have all kinds of complaints ·to make, and that some-, 

one ought to be connected with the commission who 1s neither a 

railroad man nor an engineer. Someone who is a layman, and can 

meet complaints better than a railroad man or engineer. 

I can see a place that could be made very useful to a man 

like Ta.ft and the work lrould be pleasant and could be done rrom 
Kansas, as well as Washington. An occasional visit here is all 

that would be required. They can do this consistently if they 

'Will. 

Roosevelt is very independent and cares very little nov ror 

S8?1B.torial indorsement. He will listen to White; I thin.le, for 

he expects the nevspapers and magazines to compel the senate to 

pass his railroad measure. In your letter to Taft take a strong 

position. Tell him that the president had no grea.t difficulty-

in making a place for Wynne, that he promptly took care of Cock-

rell and that you notice Mu-phy, a Bryan Democrat, was nicely 

provided tor aftEll" the commission wa..q reorganized. 
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I would not hesitate to call his attention to .the tact that 

you had stood by the administration whenever it needed help and 
• ... __ 

that you expected to centime to do so, and that yo,_;- felt that 

you had a right to ask that your friend who .had rendered the 

service to the president's admi,nistration that I had, be recog ... 

nized in a desir:able manner. 

The president \111s .irritated ;at your sending him that clip.. 

ping. It confirmed, the prediction that you .and I both made to 
, 

him last winter, and he smarts under it. 

The only way to get anything from Roosevelt is to keep at 

ii doggedly and persistently. Foraker gets things because he 

never lets him rest until he gets it. He complains, cajoles 

and natters. In writing Taf':t you can tell him that you will 

guarantee the longer and better he knows me the better he Yill 

like me and I will see that your prediction is verified, that if 

he will make this appointment and after I have covere.d six months 

if he is not satisfied that you will see that I resign without 

the slightest embarrassment to him. 

Am sorry to trouble you, but this appointment I think would 

serve a good purpose, coming as it would just after I have filed 

my report. You might state to him that you ere so much inter-

ested that you will come to Washington if necessary, though it 

would be a great inoonvenie:mce now since you are preparing to go 

with him to the Philippines to be gone three months. 

I vill vrite Will White as you suggest. Sorry that I should 

have troubled you as I have had. to about this matter. When I 

get to the senate I 'Will help you with some or your troubles, 
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and when it is necessary to raise the d--1 and a few other 

things at the White_ House, you can always put that job on me. 

I would like to go there occasionally with a big stick and have 

it out. Hope you are well. SO you have been to Salina. Sorry 

I was not there. Yours.38 

The Stubbs senatorial q'ampa.ign was an interesting game ·or suspense. 

In May, 1905, he had said when asked about his Fenate amibitio~. "You. 

can say that I am not a candidate, and furthermore, I will not be one 
39 for that office•" In January or 1906; while plans were being made 

for the next state convention, stubbs issued a statement that he would 

not be a candidate again ·ror the chairmanship of the state committee, 

and would not accept the job if it were tendered to him. He said he 

had neglected his business too long and that he 9ould not take another 

year from his private affairs. It was generally believed. that Stubbs 

was the manager for Charles F. Scott in his contest tor Representative 

.from the second district against Henry Allen, who was charged by Stubbs 

with having bled the state for a good many thousands or dollars by tak-

ing a cut .from some state printing deals .• 40 Something of the Stu~bs 

approach to politics may be learned :f'rom the following quotations from 

a speech he ma.de in Lawrence in Mu-ch of' 1906. It is more t_han ordinar-

ily interesting, coming as it does from a man who had been doing a five 

million dollar a year business in railroad contracts. 

Stripped of' all the confusing, misleading, irrelevant matter, 

the whole question can be summed up in a rev short sentences 

containing a VeJrY few words. 

First. Is the government of the United States of America 

greater than the corporations, or are the corporations greater 
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than the federal government? 

Will the constitutional rights or life, liberty and the pur-· 

suit or happiness be preserved to 80,000,000 people, or will 

the federal government be controlled in the interest of. a few 

men, at the expense and degradation or the masses? ••• 

Shall our public men be selected and electeci' to office by 

and through the infiuence or the great corporations or the 

country? 

And if they are so elected, "Will they not, by every natural 

law, be responsible to the power· that created th.em, and serve 

the corporations rather than the public when the crucial test 

comes? 

A man cannot serve two masters, and just so long as· the cor-

poration is a greater power in politics than the people are, 

just so long will the public officials serve them through rear, 
if from no other influence. • • • Al 

As a matter of tact the contest in the second district was more a 

test of the voter popularity of Stubbs than it was a congressional. race. 

Stubbs was being squeezed by the Republicans of the state because or 
his maveric tendencies. Hoch had agreed to stay out or local political 

contests, and the issue was to be left as Stubbs versus anti-Stubbs 

elements be.fore the voters. 42 To the great surprise. or many observers, 

Stubbs• candidate, Scott, won over Henry Allen in the second district 

primaries on March 24, and the stable Republican elements o.f the state 

were left in something o.f a quandar;y. 0. L. Jobes admitted that every-

body thought Stubbs was not making, a success.f'ul campaign, but a.tter 

the election observers had to admit that he had succeeded in conveying 
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the belief that all opposition to Scott was at the instance of corporate 

interests, and that Allen's nomination would mean the domination or cor-

porate, and more especially railroad, interests for years to come. He 

felt that t.he unbridled talk or commercial graft and treason in the 

Senate had "produced a condition in the public mind that leaves little 

reason there to work upon," and that Stubbs believed more strongly than 

ever before that be could use "the. condition of the public mind to his 

advantage in the entire state" and that he could not be successf'ully 

reckoned with "unless he be dealt with on this theory.«43 

Meanwhile White, who was helping to master-mind the political 

fortunes of the Republican party in Kansas, was getting disturbed with 

the turn or affairs. He wrote to Henry Allen in April asking for advice. 

The reformers in Kansas, he said, were all mixed up. The Bristow people 

vere wanting Stubbs to run for governor so Joe could go to the Senate, 

and the Stubbs people were wanting Bristov to run for the governship so 

Stubbs could go to the Senate. White felt that the question was, "which 

man should go after which job. n He preferred to see Bristow go to the 

Senate, and felt that both men could get the nomination or the conven-

tion "but only if they declare themselves for specific jobs and go 

after 1t. n44 Stubbs, however, remained coy about his senatorial am-

bitions until late in the year. 

Although 1Dng1s term in the Senate did not expire until 19091 he 

was an issue in the 1906 campaign was mentioned often by the rail-

road raters and the _pquare dealers. In response to the interest of 

the Enporia shippers meeting, Le.Follette made several appearances in 

Kansas in the late summer of 1906 in a series or chautauqua meetings. 
' 

He spent time defending his position on congressional railroad rate 
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legislation, and made occasion to picture Long in an unfavorable light. 

Long responded.in kind in a speech in Kansas, and in effect, condemned 

LaFollete tor coming into Kansas and attacking a fellow senator in the 

latter's home state.45 It was evident that Long was the loser in his 

tussle with LaFollette, however, and one editor commented that Long 

evidently did not knov much about the situation in Ke.teas, and added 

that to the ordinary citizen it looked as though La.Follette 1s idea was 

correct. President Roosevelt was evidently not an "ordinary citizen" 

by that standard, however, and White found it necessary- .to defend his 

position in a letter to the president on the le.Follette issue. He 

says that Roosevelt 'a remark that he (White) was f2!: IaFollette hnd 

kind of hurt. In Kansas he had found that "every single attorney or 
every railroad in the state, and evfJrY single newspaper that has evar 

been suspected of railroad alignment" was tied solidly to the candidacy, 

of Curtis. He addedt n • • • I needed someone to cry fire. I needed 

him most ungodly bad. I needed to arouse the Kansas people to the 

depths and do it quickly. I asked Mr. La.Follette to come out here. He 

did not abuse Long, and he spoke onl1 in the highest terms of you. • • • 

Naturally, I made some fellows mad, who were managing Curtis 'e campaign 

••• they don't like the Ia.Follette business-because it got results. 

Long doesn •t like it, because he made the mistake of getting in a per-

sonal row with LaFollette. I did not take La.Follette's part in the row. 

The Good Lord knows I .have troubles enough of 1Iff ow without making La-

Follete•s and Long's. affairs m:, own. 11 

White closed the letter with a -~equest that Roosevelt :not condemn 

him too quickly. 46 



The "voice or the people11 demonstrated some lack of unity when 

the TopeJ.r..a Daily Capital, which had been generally favorable to the ~·••1 

boss-buster movEment, came out openly for favorite son Curtis for 

senator. The January 2, 1906 issue of' the Capital said. the senatorial 

toga would fit Ctn-tis. In the June 20, 1906, issue the same paper said 

editorially that one of Curtis' chief elements of strength had always 

been his steadfast loyalty to the people. He had kept close to them 

and vatched their opinions and needs and had· tried to legislate in their 

interest. "lie has never been a favorite vi.th the politicians and his 

unusual success has been largel7 due to his £idelit1 to the interests 

of the people and their faith and affection for him.u47 

White had other ideas about Curtis. When Curtis announced for the 

Senate race White ran an editorial in the March 31 issue of the Gazette, 

which drew a long argument. 

Curtis, in the House, bas one specialty-Indians ••• but 

on all other subjects he is a bound body at a husking,. • • • He 

is a leader or a mediocre delegation fl.•om Kansas only by reo.son 

of the seniority- of his service~ He is not a leader by reason 

of his brains •••• 

Kansas is old enough now to improve the breed or her states-

man. Kansas has a low rank in Congress because her congressmen, 

as a rule, don't know anything •••• It is all very funny- to 

refer to culture as "oulcbaw" and s·neer at it, but until the 

Kansas delegation in Congress is graded up, until the runts and· 

scrubs and long-horns are culled out or the delegation, Kansas 

will not amount to much in the l'lS,tion. And by all means Kansas 

will gain nothing by putting the champion fence-jumping native 
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into the upper house of Congress.48 

Curtis returned the compliment with an open letter t;o White which 

was carried in several newpapers. He defended at some length his record 

in Co~ess, and added a stinging conclusion which even his friends de-

plored and regarded as a political blunder: 

That I have a standing in Congress that causes me to be 

called in frequent coni'crences on great questions has no weight. 

with you, but I am glad t.hese things .are recognized .by the 

great, good and substantial men ot Kansas. 

Now, Mr. White, you ~ever published but one article that 

attracted attention, and that was "What Is the Matt.er With 

Kansas ?11 I do not know the facts, but do you know there are 

people in Kansas who know you who are so unkind as t.o say that 

you are not its author, but that it was written by a leading 

lawyer [Fhgene Ware] at Topeka t+ 9 

The antagonism between the two continued 't.hroughout the campaign. 

Only a few weeks before the January elect.ion White was t.rying. to col-

lect material to use against. Curtis and his relatiom with the Indian 

territory. He asked a friend to gather some facts on Curtis, including 

how much he got for his land. "The campaign r or Senator is now on in . 
earnest and I believe one or two good licks will break Curtis I back. n50 

The talk about the Stubbs candidacy continued throu~hout the summer 

and fall. In August, Bent M.trdook of El Dorado issued a statement in 

which he said he had made a careful investigation and vas sure that 

Stubbs would win t,he senatorship. In November it was rumored that Stubbs 

was to get out or the race and throw his weight to Bristow or Victor Mir-. -
dock. 51 On December 10, Representative Mit,chell of Douglas County 
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released the report ot an interview vith Stubbs in vhich the latter in-

dicated he would "probably" be a candidate for senator. 52 On DecEID.bar 

22 he released a formal statement declaring himself in the racs to the 

end. He observed that he had stated openly during the last year that 

he was not a candidate, e.nd tha.t his ttfnclination" had been to assist in 

completing the work 11hich had been inaugurated at the last session or 

the legislature. He had discovered, however; that "a large majority or 
my best political friends throughout the State" were "decidedly in 

favor" of hie becoming a candidate and consequently- he had decided to 

do so. 53 

As the time tor the Republican caucus approached it appeared that 

Curtis had a good deal of strength. Senator Benson said that Curtis had 

ihe most votes pledged, 54 and the Capital a few days later declared 

that the accusation that Curtis .was a railroad candidate had reacted in 

his ravor.55 

The Republican· caucus met on the evening of January 11. On the 

first ballot Curtis received. :'.34 votes, 09.Jllpbell 20, Mlrdock 12, Stubbs 1.3, 

Bristow 18, Bonson 19, Getty 5, and Bailey 4. On the second ballot Cur-

tis picked up four votes for a t.otal ot 38, on the third ballot he re-

ceived 51; and on the fourth 60 votes and the nomination. Leland 

switched his vote on the fourth ballot from Getty to his ancient enemy-

Curtis and drew several mimttes of cheers from the crowd. Stubbs, on 

the other hand, ignored the invitations and urgings of the caucus to 

make it unanimous, but sat quietly in his seat and looked defiantly at 

those \.lh.o would have him join the band wagon.56 Curtis vas formally 

elected senator January 23, in joint assembly of the Kansas legislature.57 
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On the outcome of the election White wrote a. note of consolation 

to Bristow and remarked that "if Kansas has lost a good Sena.tor it has 

at least gained a brave editor. tt58 Long had some mixed feelings about 

the outcome. He was satisfied personally "that the right thing was 

done" but vas aw.re that there would be some criticism among his old 

friends in regard to it. "Morgan vas of the opinion .to the last that the 

election of Curtis was the worst thing that could happen. He may be 

right in this, but I think he is wrong. tt59 'l'he Kansas City .§!E ob-

a erved that if "Long had a choice, and he unquestionably- did, be suc-

ceeded in. concealing it. n The writer further observed that Long could 

not have favored Stubbs for he would have made trouble for Long from 

the beginning, and Mlrdock could have hardly been acceptable because 

he was from the old seventh and would have stood in the way or Long for 

reelection. 60 

The candidates and charges in the senatorial election of 19o6 have 

been treated in some detail because t~ey remRined essentially the same 

in the senatorial race of 1908. In 1906 it was Curtis against the field, 

and he won. In 1908 it was Long against the field, and he lost. There 

was one significant difference. In the two year interval the state had 

subscribed to the principle of primaries for senatorial candidates. 

Something of the nature of the political activity in that two year inter-

val may be gained from the contents of a letter from 'White to Henry 

Allen shortly after the nomination of Curtis. He said he was not bitter 

at the outcome, and -he was glad that it ·got over with as quickly as it 

did. He added: "Now-it seems to me that you should join the hell 

raisers. By that I don't mean tha1; you should work with Stubbs; but 

I do mean that every paper which you are interested in and all the 
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weight of your persone.1 influence should be throw in favor of this 
. 61 direct pr;-ima.ry law and for an anti-pass law." 

A discussion of the develor~-~nt of the idea. or primaries 5-n Kansas 

will appear below. 
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Chapter m 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRIMARY LEGISLATION IN KANSAS 

In Kansas, as in other mid-west8Ml states, a latent interest in 

primary legislation had been smoldering since the days or Populism, 

but it did not become an important political issue before 1904. There 

were in force in various counties provisions for party primaries but 

no state lav to regularise the procedures or to prevent fraud. In the 

legislative session of 1901 a bill was introduced by Senator John 

Chaney calling for state control or primary elections. It pr·ovided 

that in order to vote in primary elections one mst register as in 

regular elections and declare his party preference. Regulations were 

established forbidding the use of oig9:1"s, whiskey, beer, or money to 

influence voting.1 

It was to be expected that the "boss-busters" would favor a primary 

election law as an aid to their political build-up. At the Republican 

state convention in Wichita in 1904, which was controlled in a large 

measure by stubbs and his supporters, a primary election plank was in-

corporated into the Republican platform. Specifically the party stood 

for the "enactment of a primary election law which shall as sacredly 

and effectually guard this fountain or popular government as the regular 

election is now guarded by law. 112 It 'Will be noted that the position 

here taken was only one of preventing irregularities and di~ not pre-

suppose any significant change in the extent or primary activity. 

Governor Hoch in a speech in Marion followed essentially this same 
' position. He said, nwe care£ully guard the ballot-box at the regular 

election, but we throw no safeguards around the real source or its 
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powar---the place where the candidates are selected. n He felt that 

"these and countless other evils need correcting through a wise pri.mary-
3 election law • • • " 

Before the legislature convened, Stubbs gave his own interpretation 

as to the meaning ot effective primary legislation., In 1904 nominations 

were generally made by conventions of delegates selected by ward meetings 

or precinct mass meetings. According to Stubbs these meetings could be 

participated in by the "rabble," regardless or political affiliation, 

and the conscience of the party was often overcome by the mob. He pro-

posed to abolish all conventions except tor the nomination ot state 

officers. For the nomination of candidates in subdivisions less than 

the whole state be would have a direct vote of the people. All pri-

maries of all parties would be held on the same day, and nominations 

would include township, county, legislative, local, judicial, and 

congressional officers·;; For the nomination or state officers Stubbs 

would have state conventions, but would select the delegates by primary 

elections. He did not seek to change the ratio of representation, but 

would give every county one delegate with additional representation based 

on the vote or the several parties cast in the preceding general election.4 

On February 15, 1905, a primary election bill was introduced •into 

both houses of legislature. It had been largely prepared by L. B. 

Beardsley or Russell, and was introduced into the Senate by Senator 

Dolley, who was stubbs' right hand man. The proposal was regarded as 

an administration measure. It was considerably modified :f'rom the esrller 

Stubbs recommendations, and was a combined convention-primary arrange-

ment. The various conventions wer~ to be maintained, and delegates to 

the state, congressional, senatorial, and judicial conventions were to be 
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elected by county conventions. However, a primary was to be held on· 

the second Tuesday of .AFil or even numbered years to select delegates 

to the county convention and precinct committeemen.S 

The Beardsley bill came up for a vote in the House on February 281 

and was defeated. As a general rule the Republicans from the western 

counties joined with the Democrats in the vote. Virtually all of.the 

Curtis men of the first district favored the proposal, and the Long men 
6 opposed it. 

Balie Waggener meantime had proposed a mes.sure which would provide 

for the n<?mination of United States senators at state conventions. It 

also provided that the names of senatorial nominees or the various parties 

should go on the official ballot so that the people could_ register a 

choice as a guide to the legislature, though the vote of the people 
7 would not be absolutely binding on the legislature. w. Y. Morgan, 

one ot Long 1s managers, threw his weight against this measure to def eat 

it in the House. 

Morgan immediately set to work to get a bill more to his own liking 

before the House, and on ~ch 2 introduced a measure 'Which had been 

prepared by himself", along with Fisher or Crawford and Cones of Meade. 

Like some earlier proposals it was designed to regulate rather than ex-

tend primaries• It would have made it compulsoey for all primaries to 

be held under the provisions or the law, provided that the super:-visor 

at each precinct should be appointed by the central committee, and gave 

to primary election -boards the same right to administer oaths as enjoyed 

by the regular e1eotion boards. It required that the voter be a legal 

resident and that he must not have ,voted at any other- party's primary 

during the calendar year. Penalties were provided for illegal voting.8 
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After a listless discussion, the House final.17 approved the 1-brgan bill 

by a vote of 80 to 22. It was generally conceded that it did not repre-

sent; a very significant change from existing conditions.9 The Senate, 

too,;passed its version or a primary bill in providing a uniform date 
! 

for all primari,s and setting a. p~nalty for fraudulent voting. Belie 

Wagg~ner complained. that, .•, 11This ialk about a. primary law is hot air." 

He s~id the Republicans did not want a primary law, but wanted to "mis-

lead the people into the belief11 that they had redeemed their campaign 

pledges •10 Probably he was right. 

The matter or primar1 reform was taken up in dead earnest after 

the Wichita rate meeting or Jarmary 1906. W. R. Stubbs vas chairman 

of the committee on resolutions, and among other things he secured unan-

imous approval from the convention £or the followillg: ''Resolved, that 

we favor a primary election system that provides for a direct vote for 

nomi~ation of all delegates and officers, including United States Sen-, 

a tors, and would urge that all primaries be held by all parties on the 

same 1day."ll 

iFor the first time, Long became actively interested in the Kansas 

primary- discussions. Be was busy in Washington on the railroad rate 

bill, and was not able to come to Kansas to help shape the direction of ' , 

things, but he- did' send a series or letters to his friends in the home 

state offering advice am asking suggestions. He objected to primary-
1 

legis,lation on several grounds: 

,(1) He had been talking with other senators,· he said, and had 
I 

learned that it was very- difficult to hold a state primary fairly, 

even 'when all the proceedings are carefully guarded by law. Further-

more,, no provision is made for ·the payment of the expense ot the primary.12 
' 
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(2) The proposition to nominate senators in the state convention 

would be unfair unless there was also opportunity to give instructiollS 

in the county conventions. The practice in Kansas was for the county 

having a candidate for a state office to permit that candidate to name 

the delegates to the state convention, and under that set-up the Repub-

licans generally would have no opportunity to eJCpress themselves for· 

senator.13 

(3) A primary for United States senator would. take from the counties 

or the western part of the state their power in the legislature for the 

nomination of senator. If the vestern counties consent to such a measure, 

they ought not to be surprised in the future if· federal patronage and 

other favors become lodged in the ea.stern po.rt or the state where the 

reai power would be lodged in the votes.14 

Long was not the only western Kansas man to oppose the primary. 

Joe Bristow, whose strength lay principally in the sixth district, aligned 

himself' with the sentiment of' the western counties. At a meeting of the 

leaders of the sixth district leaders in Colby, Bristow said: "I be-

lieve that we can depend upon the integrity and independence of our 

party caucus and conventions to place the right men in nomination. ql.S 

Others had similar ideas. William H. Mitchell, nw chairman of the 

sixth district con~essioml committee observed: "Our nomination sys-

tem is well enough as it is. Nothing more is needed in western Kansas. 

I believe that the ~imary election law is all right for the cities, but 

it is no trouble to get representative men togethei- out here in the -west 

for the party caucus. ,-16 

Bristow, however; probably did not have his heart in his remark, 

tor he had declared. in a speech three months earlier before the Wichita 
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shippers I meeting, after discussing the way rail.road infiuences mme 

candidates for the ballot: "One of the most important duties before the 

people or Kansas today, therefore, is the enactment of a wise primary 

election law, giving the peopie more direct influence in the nomination 

of their officers. A majority. not a minority, ·should nominate.n17 

Bristow had found solid ground by September, however, and with him 
some ot his constituents. When he 'Was given hie senatorial boom by the 

Saline County Republicans there was issued at the same time the plat-

' form upon which he vould make his race. It hit strongly at the rail-

roads, and also had the following observation on primaries1 nwe favor 

a ·1aw requiring all parties to nominate all elective officers and 

United States senator by direct primacy election, the primaries to be 

held on the same day throughout the state, and be subject to as rigid 

regulation as the general November election, vi.th the same penalties. 

for the violation of' the law or fraud in connect.ion therewith; and that 

a system be adopted ihat will as nearly as possible secure a majority 

vote for nomination at a single pr1mary.n18 

There was a great deal of activity throughout 1906, particularly 

by the Square-Dealers, to force the issue of a direct primary. Most 

conspicuous was a letter sent to state, congressional, and legislative 

candidates over the names of James A. Troutman, Chairman and Arthur 

Capper, Secretary. The letter called for a response to several questions, 

among themi 11Are y~ in favor of a Primary Election raw, compelling all 

parties to nominate all officers from United States Senator down to 

Township Trustee by a direct vote of the people on the same day- and at 

the same time throughout the state, with strict and rigid stipulation 

£or the qualification of voters,making it a penal offense for any person 
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to give or receive anything of value in connection with political serv-

ices, except the judges and clerks of election may receive a Statutory-

f'ee? If elected, will you give your earnest support to such a law?" 

Commitments were also asked on the questions or a railroad assess-

ment law, an anti-pass law, and a passenger fare or two cents p.er _mile,19 

and the responses of' ce.ndidates were printed in a handbook for public 

distribution. A large number of candidates, including Long, did not 

answer the letters addressed to them, end as a result the booklet be-

e~e known acroaa the state as the "Rabbit Book.n20 

For purposes or review and clari-fication we -will indicate the suo-

cessi ve stages of the Stubbs position on direct primaries, which va.s 

usually reflected in the Square Deal approach: 

1 •. Safeguards should be provided against fraud an<l. irregularity in 

primary elections. (summer of 1904) 

2. There should· be primary elections for the nomination or all 

oi'fic01•s except state officers and they should be chosen in a state 

convention. (November, 1904) 

3. All conventions should be abolished and the nomination of all 

officers, including United States Senator, &:1hould be by primary elec-

tions. (Januery, 1906) 

Governor Hoch, generally regarded as a Stubbs creation, vas hardly 

able to keep up. He stated his position in July, 1906, as follows, 

I have favored a direct primary election law, and still favor it. 

Upon this qttestion, however much mooted in Republican circles, 

the Democratic platform and candidates are silent, ••• If 

re-elected I shall recommend the enactment of such a law and 

have no doubt that the next legislature will respond to this 
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demand or the people. It is _only fair to say, ho-wever, that 

there is a great diversity of opinion as to the specific pro-

visions ot a_primary election law. Honest differences or 
opinion exist on the f.!Ubjeot, but I believe these can be ad-

justed and a reasonable measure enacted fair to all parts or 
the state. 21 

When the legislature mat in 1907 it w.s to be expected that one ot 

the issues would be that or primary elections. In February, the "Stubbs 

Bill" was presented in the House. Its main features were: 

1. Township, county, congressioDB.l and state officers and United 

States senators were to be nominat~ b,- a direct vote of the people. 

2. In order to get his name on the ticket a candidate would need 

to have two to .five per-cent (depending upon the district) of' the vot-

ing population or his district sign a petition endorsing him. 

3. It would be a crime to use bribery to secure signers of the 

petition. 

4. State and congressional nominees would comprise the party 

council which would meet and draft the party platform. 

5. The primaries £or all parties would be held on the same day. 

611 The ticket of each party was to be on a separate ballot. Voters 

would receive a ticket or each party, vote for the one or their cho~ce, 

and return the unused tickets to the judges. 

After a discussion or several days in which :ma.DY' amendments were 

offered, including one by Morgan to exclude United States Sena.tors from 

the bill, the measure passed by the lop-sided vote or 101 to 10. Morgan 

voted for the bill.22 



It had been f'reely predicted that the Senate -would not accept the 

Stubbs position, so it was no surprise when the Senate began considera-

tion of its own bill on February 19 with the intention of sidetracking 

the House p~sition. On February 22, the Senate approved its version of 

primary legislation which was a compromise measure providing for a con-

vention to select candidates in case no candidate received a majority of 

all votes cast in the primary. 23 Tb.us, a deadlock ensued, which again 

ruled out the possibility of final action in that session of the legis-

lature, and which prompted the customary outbreak between the Stubbs 

.rorces and the antis. It was pointed out that Stubbs had changed his 

position since 19q5, and that the stubbs bill of 1905 was essentially 

the Senate bill of 1907.24 It was further charged that the principal 

reason for the Senate refusal to pass the bill was the great dislike 

for Stubbs personally. However, the politicians were editorially warned 

that if primary" legislation were not forthcoming from the legislature 

it would give Stubbs an issue on which he could go before the people 

and he would likely sweep the state and become a political dictator as 
25 well as United States Senator. 

Hoch defended the position of the Senate. He saidt "The blll 

off'ered to the House, and twice refused, is a good measure. As it nov 

stands the party has failed to keep its promise regarding primary leg-

islation. I am extremely hopeful that individuals rather than the party 

have been injured. n26 

Stubbs struck back at the governor, and charged that the latter 

was blaming the House and exonerating the Senate for the absence of 

legislation. He was, he said, one ·of the members of the House that 

opposed the Senate bill to the end and that he was "more convinced 

than ever" that the House members vere "everlastingly right. 11 
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(Everlasting in this case was something less than two years)• lie then 

swung into the usual 11reform 11 line by condemning a system whj_ch ·would 

provide both for a primary and a conventions 

It is the State convention that bJ.ilds up a machine, provides 

channels for the distrib.ttion or boodle., and enables the pro-

fessional politician +.Q .d~:f.'eat the people's vill. Thedouble 

system would involve double expense and double labor to the 

voters and the sole and only reason that can be honestly as-·· 

signed for adding the convention and delegate system to a di-

, rect primary is that it furnishes a field., a business and 

occupation for the middle man. The professional politicians, 

taken as a whole, a.re nothing more nor less than the political 

machinery by and through which the corporations control polit• 

·ical conventions and nominate men for public office who will· 

be subservient to their interests •••• The railroad lobby, 

the professional politician, the man who was openly opposed 

to e. primary or any kind., together with the majorit,y of the 

Senate, urged the very same reasons given b;y Governor Hoch 

why the House should accept the compromise Senate bill • • • "27 

Agitation for primary legislation did not end with the legis-

lative stalemate. Seth G. Wells, former st.ate auditor, gave a newt-wist 

to the issue by suggesting that the state should nominate its governor 

by the primary method in 1908. It vas pointed out that the State Cen-

tral Committee had the authority to call a primary election for the 

nom.tnat:lon of any state official, and the office or governor was singled 

out because it was the only state office in which a new official would 

be running at that time.28 Throughout 1907 a 1'lW!lber of newspapers, 
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particularly the Topeg Dailz Capita}, carried on an active campaign to 

sell tho primary idea. 

In the fall or 1907; Congressman Dan Anthony of Leavenworth sought 

to force the issue among candidates for office by sanding a letter to 

state officials asking their opinions on the subject, with the view to 

printing their responses in Anthony's paper; the tea.venvorth Times. 

Anthon,v•s letter called for views on a primary for state officials called 

, by the State Central Comittee as opposed to nev primary legislation. 

'Opinion was divided, bu.t the issue served to further stimulate public 

discussion on the matter. A majority of the membors or the State Cen-

tral Committee expressed themselves as favorable to the idea. Attorney 

General Jackson, who favored primaries, doubted that the Kansas law 

was efficient enough for such a move, and suggested that the proper 

thing for the State Central Committee to do was to urge Governor Hoch 

to call a special session or the legislature to enact primary legis-

lation and look after other unfinished business.29 

The othet"" 1111nfiniehed business" had to do with railroad legislation, 

and had been mch in the nevs for a number of weeks. Agitation for a 

two cent fare in Kansas was gaining ground, and Hoch was disposed to 

go along with popular sentiment. On September ll, he issued a public 

statement in response to the refusal of the roads to institute a two 

cent fare in Kansas. He said, 11Unless the railroads find some way to 

back up on this decision, there will be a special session of the legis-

lature." When asked if he thought a primary law would also be considered 

at a special session, Hoch evaded the issue.30 Sena.tor Dolley predicted 

that a special session would be called and that a direct primary bill 

"Would "certainly be presented" and that he believed that it would pass.31 
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Eventually after weeks, even months, of hesitating, Hoch, on January 

7, 1908, announced that he would call a special session of tho legisla-

ture to convene on January 16. He said his decision -was reached only-

after very careful consideration, for he had "always been against spe-

cial sessions," but the exigencies in this case seemed to constitute an 

exception. The demand had come from every part or t,he st;.ts and the 

petitioners had dwelt upon three issues; (1) a prtiiary electfon law, 

(2) a bank depositor's law,and (3) "some seemingly neoessary amendments 

to the new tax law." The demand for a primary, be said, seemed to ·grow 

in volume, and he bad always been in sympathy with it. The.-re was no 

great demand for it i.n state offices e:rcept for gover?10r; but it should 

be remembered t.hat it was not a partisan issue.32 Meanwhile, the t;wo 

cent rate issue, which had originally been a strong talking point for 

the special session., ba.d been disposed or by the board of railroad 

commissioners when they ordered the two cent rare to go "into effect in 

October or 1907.33 

Long W-.L"ote to }brt Albaugh tllld gave his observations and instruc-

tions on the matter of the primary. He thought it wiser under ·the cir-

cumstances to pass a primary election lav and have it go into effect 

immediately rather than to deter its taking off'eot until after the nomi-

nations -were made in national convention. Ho hoped the legislature 

'Would not e.djourn l-dthout passing e. law providing for an expression on 

United States senator at the polls in November. He preferred a pri."!lary 

law to apply to all officers for t.lie current year, and thought an August 

primary would be preferable to one in April. "You know my fear or the 

primary in Kansas so' far as I am concerned is solely in relation to 

the dangerous position that it places a number of canc:idates for the 
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to see the Senate truce the initiative in things and bt:[ieved that that 

body could pretty largely determine the kind of primacy law tha.t -would 

be passed. Ile thought it would be very- ·unvise to defeat ell primary 

legislation, Then came a positive statement or a type which long did 

not often employ: 

Pass the bill I send you for expression on United Stat_es sena-

tor either as part of the primary election bill or as a s epar-

at e measure; provide for the expression on senator by legislative 

and senatorial districts; let Rej:ublioans only vote for Repub-

lican candidates, and Democrats only vote for Democratic candi-

dates; pass an apportionment bill; defeat the guaranty deposit 

proposition, unless a mutual bill is agreed upon permitting 

the banks to control the inspection and m~bership in the as-

sociation,--!l!! .tru?s adjourn. This is m, advice. and X hope ycu 

will convey it to my friends in the legislature. 34 

When the legislature convened it was iJ11111ediately evident that both 

houses were bent on preparing primary legislation, and that there would 

be differences betYeen them. The House acted upon the old Stubbs bill 

vhich provided for straight primaries at all levels, and passed it by a 

vot.e of 10.3 to 10. The senate bill provided for 

(1) A convention for the elootion of delGg-atca to t,he na.ti.onal 

convention. 

(2) An August primary. 

(3) A party council. 

U) A split primary, or the nomination or United States Senator at 

the November election.35 
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To the casual observer it would seem that there was not a great 

deal of difference in the two bills. However, the Senate bill contained 

a provision to the err eat that no man vho was a candidate for office at 

the genera1 election could be voted on tor United states Senator at the 

primar;y- election being held at the same time. That was cleverly drawn 

to restrain Stubbs to one office. If' he ran for governor and was nom-

inated he could not be a candidate ror senator, and if he ran f'or sen-

ator he would have to get out of the governorship race. 

Fox- several days it appeared that the senate bill. might be forced 

through. Members or the House vere tiring of Stubbs "splitting of hairs" 

and were getting resentful or the heavy ·veight of his collar upon thElll. 36 

Stubbs, however, stubbornly refused to compromise on the split primary 

feature. A break startfl<l, however, when Senator Chapman from Barton 

County changed sides and went over to the Stubbs ca.mp, and in a matter 

of' a few days both houses had agreed on a bill minus the split primary 

feature.37 The final bill contained one feature that was absent in the 

first Stubbs proposal as outlined on page 15~ above: the candidate for 

United states Senator who received the plurality of votes east in a rep,-

resentative or senatorial district was to be entitled to the vote of 

that district, and the candidate who received the plurality or majorit;r 

of these representative and senatoria1 districts would be the nominee 

or the part;y-.38 The effect or this provision was to safeguard in some 

measure the relative strength of the sparsely populated western counties 

as against the poptlous counties in the eastern part or the state. The 

time or the primary was set ror the first 'luesday in August. The rif't 

vhich was developing:between Long and W. A. White is indicated in the 

following ex:cbange or notes as it pertains to the primary. 'White wrote 
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to Longs 

I got your letter acknowledging my clipping. • • • Honest-

I like your nerve. You say speaking of the primary law that 

"the peopie or Kansas want to· try it., and they were permitted 

to have their way. n Good Lord, man why didn't you say "they 

were graciously and mercifully permitted to have their way." 

Ohester--Ohester. if I bad the same faith in the influences in 

American politics that may not be ignored, I could raise the 

dead. "Permitted" under the circumstances is a generous word., 

considering that ·if the legislature had not passed that .law 

this state would have been in the Bryan column neck deep this 

f'allJ ••• 

or course you know that Joe is going to run far Senator. He 

has not asked my advice in the matter, but probably will have my 

support •••• I have no other interest in politics now except 

to hold Stubbs in.,-that is in the gubernatorial fight. Thie-

not because he can lick the day-lights out ot you, as matters 

now stand-but because he is the only one who can carry Kansas 

tor the Republicans •••• And then-you knov I•m still attar 

the InjunJ This ought to be enough truth one day • • • ,.-39 

Long replied: 

Yours of the 3rd instant received. It evidently is not sate to 

attempt to be facetious ~n a letter to a serious minded man like 

yourself~ I did state in my letter that the people of Kansas 

wanted to try the primaey and that they bad been "permitted" to 

have their way. :I thought you knew that the people always have 

their way when they really want something done. Sometimes a 
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rew of them get together-and arrogate to themselves ·the province 

of representing the whole peopie and ·because they .cannot have 

-what they want they think the desires of the people have been 

obstructed.40 

Before the year was out these two .men were to give even more positive 

expressions ot their opinions or each other. 
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Chapter VIII 

THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL NOMINATION IN KANSAS 

1908 

The sparks or the 1906 campaign for United States Senator from 

Kansas had scarcely cooled before plans were being laid for the 1908 

contest. As bas already been indicated (page 129 above), Bristow in-

tended to go to the Senate· either in 1906 or in 1908. Having failed 

in 1906 it -was to be expected that he would be active in 1908. stubbs, 

too; as a loser in the scramble or 1906 intended to file for Senator 

early and do nothing else rut campaign for the office. 

Meanwhile, the reform element in the Republican party in Kansas 

:was still trying to find a connnon base from which to operate. White 

took the lead as literary agent for the reform groups, and with less 

to lose politically than most of the others he was in a good position 

to serve as an arbiter of personal differences and as a leader in cham-

pioning principles that would be tenable in the rough and tumble shuf-

fle or a campaign. A few weeks after the election of Curtis he was send-

ing out letters trying to form an organization or sixty to one hundred 

men to clean up the Kansas political mess. He said he was not running 

a Stubbs side show nor a Bristow band wagon. In tact, if he was gover-
-... ' 

nor, he said, he would "appoint· Victor M~1'dec:it -Senat011J J~ .!J. vacancy •• 

White felt keenly the effects or too much Stubbs influence in the 

organization. He wanted in some way to let down the bars so that there 

could be an invitation to Morgan and Allen and others of that type to 

join without taking the "Thirty Third, or Stubbs degree." He said he 
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would be for Stubbs whenever the latter became the choice of the crowd, 

but a lot of people who believed in the "direct primary and the conmnm-

ion or saints" did not like Stubbs. On the·other hand, he thought most 

or them would prefer Stubbs to Long. He thought it possible that Long 

would see the light and be converted so that the organization mlght sup... 

port him, bit that was a ranote possibility. He then gave his statement 

of purpose, which, it might be observed, was hardly the govEn'ning pur ... 

pose of the main contenders for office: n • • • our organization bas to 

achieve results in the triumph of principles, and not elect this, that 

or the other man to office. . '\-.'hat I reel the organization sadly lacks 

and must have, if it succeeds, is breadth and catholicity of spirit, 

enough to admit the friends or Long, to the organization as well as the 

friends of Stubbs, provided that these friends or Long shall be in favor 

or and shall work for the fundamental principles upon which the organi-

zation stands.n2 

The problem or what man should be elected to office was vastly more 

important to some Kansans than it was to 'White. Both Stubbs and Bristow 

had positive design'! on the Senatorship, and the square dealers were 

hard pressed to decide which man should run for which job. It was con-

ceded that Stubbs had the stronger appeal with the voters, and Bristow 

had indicated that if Stubbs ran for the Senatorship he would not run. 

White felt that it was essential that Stubbs be induced to run for gov-

ernor and let Bristow run for senator. Otherwise, the Long forces would: 

elect a governor, the state ticket would "IJo to pot," and the Democrats 
3 would elect a senator. 

White used his influence to get Stubbs to settle on the governor-

ship. In a letter or May 31, be expressed a rear that unless care was 
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taken Long would gobble up the state legislature and the primary and 

other reforms would be to do over again from the ground up. He urged 

Stubbs to run for governor and thus increase the chances of beating 

Long. 4 Seven months later the issue was still not decided, and White 

used his· editorial position to force Stubbs into line. In the Gazette 

of January 1, 1908, White was at his best in a statement that not only 

put pressure on Stubbs but gave a pointedly accurate statement or the 

nature of political enthusiasm in 1908. Perhaps the Roosevelt style 

vaa becoming the norm. 

For halt a dozen years the Republican party in Kansas has 

been trying earnestly to reform itself. Often this effort to-

ward reform has been misdirected; sometimes selfish men have 

profited by it, but the undercurrent among the rank and file of 

Republicans bas been toward cleaner politics than was and is 

now running stronger than ever it has run before in the Repub-

lican party or this state. One of the obvious result.a or that 

undercurrent is the utter dissatisfaction among Republicans 

generally with the kind and class and condition of men mentioned 

and groomed by the leaders or the party so far, for the office 

of governor. Six years ago, a man like Hornaday-a respectable 

country banker, regular in his party affiliations, unfailing in 

his publ~c service, would have been an ideal Republican candidate, 

but the people do not take to him now. Fcu,. -years ago, Mr. McNeal 

or Mr. Leland or Mr. Davidson would have been acceptable leaders, 

but now, though no one questions their personal honesty, their 

best friends cannot claim that these gentlemen have aroused any 

enthusiasm in the party by the prospect of their being candidates. 
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The people demand not only .a respectable man, not only- a 

successful man, not only an honest ma.n-bu.t a .fighting, honest 

man--an aggressor, a leader, and not a common two-legged man 

without spot, naw, or blemish, M:>reover, they are willing to 

take a leader-warts and all, overlooking minor faults, and 

rallying to him for the qualities of force, of pugnacity, or 

cou~age, or sheer bull strength that he has exhibited, 

Hance the movement to draft w. R. Stubbs for the guberna-

torial nomination. He is a leader, He is as full of faults as 

Cromwell or John BrownJ he is as open to criticism as Grant or 

Mark Hann~, but he is a leader, He will f'ight, He has the 

courage-even of his mistakes and he stands for the progressive 

element ot the Republican party as does no other man. He frankly 

desires to go to the Senate, but if he or a man like him does 

not run for governor, this state will go Democratic, and his 

duty- is first to see that Kansas is Republican and to put aside 

the senatorial ambition, which has been as plain as the nose on 

his face, that his party may triumph in this commonvealth. 

It is a duty to ask him to lead in this fight, and it is a 

personal duty on Stubbs' pa.rt to drop his ambition to lead. If 

he puts his own ambition ahead or his party suocess--he too, 

will be marked as unfit and unworthy of the confidence which 

hitherto lie has inspired. He will be tarred with the stick or 
selfishness like the other leaders who have been tried and round 

wanting. 

In this party crisis, much depends upon the ~anly; straight-

·, forward, courageous, unselfish action of 'Walter·Roscoe Stubbs, in 
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reference to this movement in his behalf. Opportunity is knock-

ing on bis door. But when. she opens, he must show her a full-

sized man, willing to sacrifice every perso1lal. ambition for his 
5 state's good and his.party's success. 

A few days later Stubbs issued an announcement, in what he called 

a response to a 11demand f'rom progressive Republicans all over Ka.nsasn 

and which it would be flimpossible for any patriotic citizen to ignore," 

and offered himself as a candidate for the office of governor subject to 

the Rep.tblioan state convention of .March 4. 6 January 8, in an Enporia 

meeting, of which White was chairman, Stubbs made his keynote speech in 

which he nayed the machine and defended Roosevelt.7 

With Stubbs out ot the way it was obvious to all that Brietov would 

be the candidate of the reform element for the office or United States 

Senator. His announcement was forthcoming on February 15, and was issued 

11upon the solicitation and advice of many friends and in harmony with my 
8 own personal inclination." 

With lristow1s announcement the lines were clearly drawn between the 

Long forces and tha anti-Long forces in the senate race. Long was not un-

mindful or the task that was ahead of him. In a letter to w. s. Fitz-

patri~k he said that he was confident or winning the battle, but did not 

"underestimate the extent ot the opposition" which bad arisen because he 

was in the Senate and had not 11been as radical" as some people thought 

he should be. He said that because be had not taken .an extreme course 

on railroad legislation he had alienated a great many radical Republi-

cans. He felt that the nomination of Taft would have a sobering effect 

on the radical element of the party. 11Some people in Kansas who claim ,. 

to be Republicans, will., after the National Convention, find themselves 
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more in sympathy with the Denver platform and Mr. Bryan than with the 

Chicago platform and the Republican candidate.it His course, however, 
was definite and olearly marked out and would "not be changed in order 

to win success at the primary in August. n9 

Long was an important figure in the formation of· the Republican plat-

form at the national convention in June. The general outlines or the 

platform wer-e prepared earlier in a White House Conference attended by 

Roosevelt, Taft, Long, Senator Hopkins, and Attorney General· Ellis, and 

Long was continued in an influential role as a manbor or the committee 

on resolutions at the Chicago convention.10 As might be expected in such 

circumstances he made the Republican platform his platform., and declared 

that he would stand on his record. 

The· platform, which Long would support, was not designed to satisfy 

either extrem~ in the party. The OaRital, which vas normally unfriendly 

to Long, observed that be had as much to do as anybody in preparing the 

platform, and added: "lt is a great platform and it reads like a historic 

document. Certainly this forward-looking platform is unsatisfactor1 to 

the conservative extremists. There is no smell of the gum shoes in it. 

There is no shying at or side-stepping living issues, but it is a frank 
. . • 11 declaration on all the new problems of these new tl.mes. n 

The Kansas City Star, which had also been unfriendly to Long, 

oommenteds "The Senior;Kansas Senator also led the administration forces 

in the only real fight of the convention, the contest in the cormnittee 

for the anti-injunction plank in the platform. 

"At all times Mr. Long had the unanimous support or the delegation, 

and there is no question but that for once, at lea.st, the sentiment of 

the vast majority of Republicans of Kansas was reflective in the action 
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of the delegates in the convention. n12 

Bristov•s declaration of a platform ws made without reference to 

the action of the party in convention. He declared himself in favor of 

revision of the tariff, limiting the amount_of stocks and bonds that 

could be issued by corporations doing an interstate business, restricting 

the sale of coal lams belonging to the United States, prohibiting gambling 

in stocks and grain futures, and further enlarging the powers of the inter-

state commerce colllJDission,) especially as it pertained to the power to 

ascertain the physical value of the railroads as the basis for establish-

ing rates. He evidently wanted to be on the safe side politically, for 

he declared: nr am a progressive Republican and in the politics of the 

country stand with Roosevelt, Taft, La.Follette and Hughes, .and the ideas 

they represent.n13 

The two campaigns were financed in much the same fashion. As has 

already been indicated, White w.s the literary agent and moving force or 

the Bristow campaign, while Q:tayle Bristow of Salina evidently managed 

a clearing house for campaign literature and acted in the capacity of 

business manager. After an unheralded Bristow appearance in Hoisington 

the Topeka Journal declared that the man had no manager, but that he made 

his ow campaign plans, arranged his own dates and dictated his own 

letters.14 In April White m-ote to O. G. Villard and asked him if there 

was any money in !law York that could be used for the Bristow campaign. 

He said Bristow was not rich and his supporters had nothing except their 

private funds, Consequently, he was wondering if Villard knew of funds 

that could be had with the understanding that if Bristow won it would be 

paid back.15 In May-~ White wrote to ex-governor. 1-brrill vi.th a similar 

request suggesting that he finance the Bristow campaign to the extent or 
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one hundred dollars, 'With the understanding that it would be paid back 

if Joe won.16 Morrill, hovever, declined. the invit,ation and allowed 

White's letter to leak out for circulation. White defend.ed his request 

as proper, but thought lbrrill unf'air in using it as a political. matter.17 

Funds for Long were solicited in similar fashion. Iong felt there 

was nothing wrong "about soliciting contributions from those who wish to 

contribute provided they do so willingly and cheerfully, and provided 

further that there are no obligations incurred in relation to the con-

tribution." He would not ask, nor did he expect any contributions from 

corporations, so that the expenses ot his campaign would have to be met 
18 .either by him personally, or by his friends who felt like contributing. 

The Long campaign w.s .managed by M:>rt Albaugh or Topeka, and its liter-

a:ry light was another of the crop or brilliant Kansas editors of the 

period, Will Morgan of Hutchinson. 

It would be futile to attempt any study of tho campaign of 1908 

without careful attention to the activities of William Allen White, 

whose name has already frequently appeared in these pages. White not 

only sparked the Bristow boom and solicited f\inds, but he also organized 

a newspaper attack upon Long and in the last analysis decided the issues 

and the lines along which the campaign should be fought, the "platforms" 

or Iong and Bristow to the contrary notwithstanding. In addition, a 

large percentage or the printed matter that emerged from the campaign 

was a product of White's pen. 

One of the most quoted or the White pieces was a widely circulated 

article entitled, "The Case of Mr. Bristow." He began by quoting 

Victor Mlrdock as saying that· the Long-Bristow contest we.s "a race be-
·, 

tween icebergs, n and followed with his own interpretation of the nature 
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or the two men: 

To Kansas Senator Long has always been an alien. And Bris-

tow--alas for Brlstow1- he has committed the one unpardonable 

sin for Kansas: He is "cold". 

Long cannot talk the Kansas language; Billy Morgan ia his 

chief interpreter and Mort Albaugh translates the high Kansas or 
Morgan into the low Kansas of Andy Richards; but Bristow, though 

he oan and does talk the Kansas language; pure and undefiled, 

with the bark on; hot, turbulent and impassioned at times, he 

seems to be talking it through a megaphone. It is a voice 

crying from afar oft. The people understand -what he is say-

ing: they like what he is saying--but they don't seem to see 

the man behind the voice.19 

Ono of the biggest problems which White had to overcome was a lack 

of cooperation on the part of the Kanae.a City Star. In a letter to 

T. W •• Tohnson of that paper he said that Bristow would win the fight 

with the .§i£ back of him, but Yithout it he would lose. He said the 

sentiment of the state was overwhelmingly against Long, but for some 

re.a.son people had acquired an "unreasoning prejudice" against Bristow.20 

Ths .§t!ll:, however, remained coy on the whole matter because its editors 

did not think Bristow uas in the fight and the paper did not want to 

do anything to antagonize Long. 21 It is possible that the position of 

the .§:t£ Yas in line with its best interests. Two yes.rs earlier T. A. 

Noftzger of Anthony had written to Long about the appropriation for 

fast mail from Kansas City west, which was run for the benefit of the 

Kansas City dailies. He said if it were not for the fact that the Santa 

Fe made it a point to hold the train for fast mail, they could get better 
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passenger service in his area, and t,he people there would like to have 

the appropriation abandoned. He added that if Long saw fit. to have the 

appropriation continued he should get a definite unders+.anding with the 

Kansas City papers on certain points in Kansas politics. 11They have 

not treated you fairly with reference t.o your position on the railroad 

question, and they will absolut,ely cont.rol the sit.ua:Uon on that point 

in your favor if we pursue t,he proper course. 22 

By May 9, 1908, White cou~d :write that. the Star was open e.nd that 

the Bristow forces would use it hard. 23 In addition t.o the Star, there 

was the Topeka Daily Capital with .its square dooler editor, Arthur CaP-. -
per, and some t,wenty-five to thirty other Kansas newspapers t,hat print.ed 

the products of White's prolific pen. 

The campaign was not limited t.o the Kansas area. Collier ta Weekly 

had been running a series of articles on 11Senate Undesirables," and 

Long observed in March t,ha.t likely he would soon be :writ.ten up as others 

had been because t.he editor was a friend of Brist,ow.24 Bristow did not 

take the initiat.ive in the matter, but +.he article was soon forthcoming, 

nonetheless. White observed t,hat Colliers had finally found someone to 

do Long in the 11Senate Undesirables II aeries. He was J. M. Oskison who 

had done Hopkins or Illinois. White was afraid "Henry" would be too 

busy, and since the story had to be rushed Oskison seaned to be the best 

man to do it.25 

Probably the sharpest barb of t.he entire campaign was that thrust 

by White in an art.icle entitled "The Strange Case of Senator Long, 11 

which appeared in a number of newspapers about May 17, 1908. He said 

he had been a friend and admirer of Chester Long for nearly twent.y years, 

and if an idea of progress could be "bored into his brain" he would make 
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the best United St.ates Sena~or Kansas ever had. Long's biggest handi-

cap was his temperament. "fie thinks this is a mad world. He believes 

that tomorrow--next year, or in the next few years at the most,, the 

country will snap baok into the good old days of Janna, and the present 

way of t,hin..'ldng, t.hat dishonesty in business is reprehensible, will 

pass as a dream in the night." He adds: 

The spectacle is not. one for bit.+.erness, nor entirely for 

gayety. It is rat.her one of profound regret, +.hat a man ·with 

such personal charm, ·with such a gift of effective industry, and 

with such unquestioned personal integrity, should set +.hem all 

to naught. by a. sheer stnp~dity [in t,he face of +,he facts about 

him] .••.• and so far as his official service to his state and 

its people is concerned, should me.lee hilllself as viciously use-

less as though he were ~nil., laz;y and scandalously corrupt,. 

These words form a serious indictme~t against an honest 

man • • • and unless they are backed by facts to sustain t.hem, 

these words must react. upon whoever uses +.hem ••• 

White then set a.bout to prove that Long did not represent Kansas 

but rather the "int.angib~e opposition to progress in public and private 

morals called Wall street." Wall Street was not a place, but a t.enpera-

ment,, .found where a man robs his neighbor, or gambles in grain, or sells 

poisonous rood without a label, or waters stock upon which the public 

has to pay "usurious charges," or rides a pass, or holds a public office 

for which he gives inadequate service for the money received, And Long 

represented Wall Street. White then pt"oceeded to give longts voting re-

cord on thirt.y-five: issues that had come before Congress, and to show 

that Long had voted against the people and for Wall St.reef;. Something 
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or the effect that White was attempting to crea~ in the public nrl.nd may 

be gained from the fact that in the article of somewhat more than .3,000 

words, the term "Wall street" appears no less than seventy times. 26 

As was to be expected, the publication of the article prompted 

many and different reactions. Long said he was surprised at its weak-

ness as to facts. How he could 11be an honest man and yet vote for poli-

cies that are injurious to the people" of Kansas he was not able to de-

termine. The article was wrong in one statement or the other. He 

thought it was strange, too, that he had cast about seven hundred votes 

in the eleven years he had been in Congress and yet only thirty-five 

had been subjected to attack by his opponents, and those thirty-five 

could be easily explained. 27 
wng's first impulse was to reply to White by preparing an article 

for Morgan to release to the press. He resented the idea that, according 

to White's articles, it would appear that his reelection to Congress de-

pended upon his satisfactory explanation of about thirty-five votes out 

of six hundred and ninety-nine roll calls since he had entered Congress. 

He believed that when Stubbs had been a candidate for Senator he had 

hired someone to go through the Long votes at Washington, and it was 
28 

from that compilation that White was making his charges. 

As he considered the matter more fully he conceived the idea or 
holding a public meeting in Emporia to answer White's charges end to 

have White present at the time. Reporters could be invited and the 

matter would get much wider publicity than an ordinary press rel~ae. 

The meeting vas accordingly arranged for June 10, and on that day the 

Gazet.te carried the following announcement in a large "box" in heavy 

type on the front page: 
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HEAR LONG SPF.AK 

SENATOR LONG AT THE OPmA HOUSE TONIGHT. HIS· 

FAMOUS FORTY THOUSAND WORD SPEECH. HE wnt SKIN 

THE GAZETTE. COME EVERYONE, AND BRING A LUNCH AND 

STAY THROUGH TO THE END. 

The Emporia meeting was, indeed, an effective means of' getting 

issues before the public, and stories ot the evening session were freely 

carried in Kansas papers. Long had carefully prepared his attack, and 

considered White's charges one by one and explained why he had voted e.s 

he did. He had the distinct advantage or speaking with reference to 

problems With which he was familiar, while White's charges had been 
' based upon second hand evidence and his conclusions were often not ger-

mane to the problems under consideration. Long proceeded to dissect the 

White article with logic that w.s as irrefutable as White's literary 

style had been attractive. 

Something of Long's approach 1D&y' be gained from the following news-

paper quotation which appeared the next day: 

Senator Long demanded to know why 'White had not included in 

his list of Wall street votes the vote which Long cast at the 

54th congress against free silver, and led to his defeat for 

re-election. 

"Because you vere right," said 'White. Then clapped his hands 

and led in the applause. 

"I don •t know, n said Senator Long, when the applause sub-

sided, "whether you were cheering my vote, or the fact that I 

vas defeated." 

Mr. White's repl7 was lost in a storm ·of applause. 



"He says, 11 cont~nued Se~tor long -in a loud voice, 11that he 

was cheering my vote. But at the time I was denounced for vot-

ing f.'t;>r ;Wal; street. This modern Populist here does not agree 

with the old time J>opulist. But if you ask some of those old 

timers in the Seventh district they will tell you I voted for 

Wall street then, just as White says I am voting for Wall street 

now. ,..3l 

There is little doubt but that long gained prestige as a result of 

the l!mporia meeting. White commented after the speech: "Senator Long's 

defense of his record is c~acteristic or the best that is in him. It 

is carefully done, it is logically worked out and is the best position 

he can take, It commands respect just as he does for its dignity and 

courage.n32 

Even the normally anti-Long newspapers had kind words to say. For 

instance the Kansas .Q!:tz Star observed: "As the meeting progressed it 

was hard to tell which or the two men was the f'avori te with the crowd. 

There is no doubt that so far as 'points' are concerned Long got the 

best of the bout. He compelled White to acknowledge in public that in 

three of the charges made by- White he was wrong and tba.t Long was right, 

In one instance 'White begged Long's pardon for his error and later vol-

unteer-ad that he would give the same publicity to his errors and the 

acknowledgement of thm as he had given to the original charges. Thie 

brought the wildest enthusiasm from the audience. • .• • ,..3.3 

The Topeka Daily Capital commented: "The effect or Senator long 1s 

Emporia. speech is to eliminate from serious consideration among Kansas 

Republicans a large, majority or the challenged votes and to leave Sen-

ator Long to bear as best he can the charge of voting for these other-
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corporation measures notwithstanding that they could not get the Repub-

lican majority- support.n34 

By- the next day White had regained his aggressive attitude, and 

commented editorially that he was not a candidate for office and never 

expected to be. Rather he was trying to fight the forces that organized 

machines for the purpose of selling political power to the forces, or 
predatory- weal th that in turn prey upon the weak and unorganized men-

bars or' society. Sometimes he had to "say things that hurt those in 

high places" a:nd they had to hit back. But that was alright, for it 

was a. part of the game. "So don •t waste any sympathy on the rat old 

rascal who runs this paper. He is amply able to take care 0£ himeelf'.·n 

He added that he did. not intend to defend himself against any- insinua-

tions or charges made in the campaign bees.use he was not an issue. 1.'hen 

in a prepared statement in which he covered th.e Long speech in some de-

tail he explained: 

The detens e of Senator Long against the charges formally pre-

sented against him: form a curious combination or m. .. ror, self• 

deception and bluff'. In most of the cases the defense is sheer 

bluff', and a most remarkable dodging of' the main issue and hiding 

behind the presidential coat tails. Time and again in his argu-

ment does be cite President Roosevelt •s language to prove his 

contention, 'When the contention if properly and fairly stated 

would be an unspeakable shock to the well known position or the 

President upon public questions, It is the argument or a la;wyer 

for the defense who cares nothing far the evidence, nothing for 

the logic, and is playing to an ignorant jury.35 
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'White•s reference to Long's relationship to the P.resident is a ,'Very 

important one and sharpl.7 r~ects the position which had been taken 

earlier by' t~e Wichita Chamber of Commerce and the Kansas Shippers' As-

sociation. In reference to Long's claim that Roosevelt had signed the 

bills, White insisted that Long had not tried to get the best possible 

bill before the r,resident. He felt that in supporting. bills just be-

cause they were committee bills, Long was d¢dging his own responsibility 

and had "sublet his thinking as a representative of the people" instead 

or- wor~ing as he ought. He said Long had no right to hide behind presi-

dential coat tails, for the ~-resident could not amend bills· that were 

sent to him and bad to take what came to him, often rejecting much good 

if he rejected the bad.36 

In view or the White charge· it is appropriate to call to mind two 

communications .f'rom Roosevelt which were made public during the debates 

on the Hepburn Bill-. The first was a letter to Long dated January 21, 

1906. It follows: 

Mt Dear Senator: I entirely- agree with your position on the 

rate bill. Commissioner Prouty was in yesterday. He says that 

the Hepburn-Dolliver bill represents an advance so extraordinary-

that he bad never dared to suppose it would be possible to pass 

it, and that he is strongly against any- effort to amend it bf 

increasing the powers along the very lines indicated by the 

gentleman you quote Ji,rr. c. L. Davidson, President of the Wichita 

Chamber or Commerc~ • 

I wish also to state my cordial agreement with your position 

in declining to say that you -would be in favor or what I recom-

mended until you knew what I did recommend. lt7' position now is 
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exactly·yours. If the extremists should have their way they would 

completely block all chance for rate legislation at all. It is 

useless to expect that any legislation will satisfy those who do-

sire t~e impossible. But the Hepburn-Dolliver bill will mark a 

real and substantial advance in dealing with the question by' do-

ing away Yith abuses and benefiting the people as a whole. It 

is, in my- judgment, as far as ve could with wisdom go at this 

time, and those who are 9pposing the measure are in reality 

doing all they can to prevent any substantial relief from be-

ing afforded. 37 

As the debate progressed., Roosevelt appeared to feel ths.t his orig-

inal purposes were actually being carried out. In a telegram of May 51 

l9o6, to 'W. F. Hill and members of the legislative committee of the· 

Pennsylvania State Grange he again stated his posit.ion oloorly: 

Telegram received.. I am happy to tell you that not only am 

I s~a:nding on my original position as regards rate legislation, 

but it seems likely that Congress will take this position, too. 

The Hepburn bill meets my views, as I have from the beginning 

stated. The Allison amendment is only declaratory of what the 

Hepburn bill must mean, supposing it to be constitutional, and 

no genuine friend of the bill can object to it without stultifying 

himself'. 

In addition, I should be glad to get certain amendments, 

such ae those commonly know as the Long and Overman amendments, 

but they are not vital, and even without them the Hepburn bill, 

with the Allison· amendment.a, contain practically exactly vhat 

I have both originally and al"'ays since asked for, and if 
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enacted into law will represent the longest step yet taken in 

the direction of solving the railvay rate.problem.38 

In spite or the rather obvious evidence to the contrary-, there 

seems to be little doubt that the persistence of the charge that tong 

was violating his responsibility to Roosevelt had much to do ~ith his 

loss of popularity before the Kansas electorate. 

As the campaign progressed it appeared th~t there was another of 

the old complaints of the· Wichita shippers that had poteDcy as an anti-

Long issue: namely, th!.t or the long-short haul issue. Victor Mlrdock 

euggest(;3d to White that that issue might veil be used to advantage, and 

after some investigation WhitEll took to the idea with his customary en .. 

thusiasm. He declared that it would be "the issue in the campaign." 

He had Joe ribbed up on the subject, and Joa would make it the subject 

of· a -Wichita meeting in which he was to speak. He thought it would be. 

a good idea if Mlrdock would wite a rew editorials in the 'F.!.'l.gle on 

the topic without gett,:lng directly involved in the Bristow-Long tight 

as such. It seemed to him that .. the long-short haul issue was 11the 

only vital thing there is in the S8?latorial campaign • • • n.39 

Long had made himself vulnerable on the long-short problem in his 

]mporia speech while discussing the LaFollotte amendment to the Hop.. 

burn rate bill, which would have prohibited a common carrier for charg-

ing a greater compensation for a shorter than for a longer haul. It 

was defeated by a vote or 46 to 25, and Long voted with the nays. He 

explained that Kansas was the oent,er or the continent., and that its 

prosperity in the past and in the future waa dependent upon special 

rates made by- the railroads. He said it was the speci&l rates which 

had given Kansas a· virtual monopoly or vheat and corn ra.1.sing, and 
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reiterated his position that Kansas would be wrecked if such favorable 

concessions were denied. He had "voted against this amendment and (would}. 

continue to vote against this proposition" as long as he remained in 

Congress.40 White particularly disliked that position, and felt that 

the issue vas bigger than politics-it w.s the issue or whether Kansas 

was an agricultural state or whether it was an industrial and an agre-

cultural state.41 

Meanwhile, ~oseph Bristow was somewhat in the campaign for senator, 

though with indifferent success at least in the early months. White 

urged him to get busy- and make more of an appeal to the entire state, 

for he feared he was wsting too much of his time in the districts, He 

added, nyou make. a loud noise and the roaring in your· head makes you 

think there is something doing, but there isn•t. n42 White felt that 

Joe's campaign ought to get some ginger into it because he was not getting 

enough publicity and was missing a great opportunity.43 

One sidelight which w.s very disconcerting to White was a.rumor 

which circulated freely- that Long and Bristow had an agreement to the 

effect that if Bristow won he would nominate Long for a cabinet position, 

and if Long won Bristow would be nominated by him for postmastet" genEral. 

White suggested to Bristow on May 4, that he deey the rumor.44 White 

confided in Henry Allen the concern •he bad tor the rumor and said Joe 

ought to deny it, but he was .afraid he would not do it. He added, "Do 

you suppose he can•t?1: 'l'he.t is what makes me wild. I don't want to be 
45 a party before the fact, it I can help it." Then he virtually- de-

manded or Bristow that he state his position on the issue. He said he 

wanted to say in his article the next week that there was no dea1 what-

ever between Bristow and Long, and he wanted to state it on Bristow•s 
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positive authority-.46 

Bristov began to find his range late in the campaign. Farly- in 

July he gave a speech in Wichita to a packed house. He was introduced 

by ex-Governor W. E. Stanley, and his speech was in answer to Long's 

Emporia attack on 'White's charges. His basic contention ws that 

transportation 'W8.S the vital problem, and he spent a great deal or his 

time on the long-short haul issue. However, he took occasion to indi-

cate that Long was sharply at variance with the Roosevelt policies. 

Speaking or Roosevelt he· ~.aid: 

His personal popularity is so great that every reactionary sen-

ator when he seeks re.c'.!.~~tion before the people or his own state 

goes upon the stump and loudly praises the president, though in 

his heart he hates him, in the Senate votes against his measures, 

and does not believe in any or his policies, This is exactly-

the case or Senator Long. Personally he dislikes _RooseveltJ he 

hates his political methods; and he does not believe in a single 

one or his progressive ideas. Long has never supported the 

Roosevelt policies except for expediency•.s sake and his votes 

in the senate show that he has utterly- disregarded the reconmenda-

tions of the president in behalf' or vital reform measures. 47 

A few days later Long and Bristow met in joint a,ebate at the Sterling 

chautauqua on July- 14. On White's suggestion Bristow pressed Long with 

a series or questions and demanded that he answer them. It might be 

remembered that this \i&S the technique that Long employed against Jerry 

Simpson in the nineties. Long did not attempt to answer the Bristow 

questions, and took the position that what he had done in Washington was 

tor the good of the people ot Kansas. The crowd vas sharply against 
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him, and the publicity from the Sterling meeting did a good deal. to under-

cut Long's position before the voters. 48 

As bas been previously indicated, one or the ~st consistent charges 

levelled by the anti:-Long forces was that Long was not in agreement· 'With 

Roosevelt, and that Roosevelt signed bills on which Long had worked in 

the Senate because the,r were amendments to decent legislation, and the 

President had to take the bad amendments to get the legislation through.49 

Dolliver came to Long's assistance on that issue in a speech in Topeka 

before a cbautauqua audience. When asked about Kansas politics he ad-

mitted he was interested. He said he had known both Long and Bristow 

in Washington and both had rendered high class service. He added that 

he believed that "no man in Congress • , • stood nearer to the .President 

than Senator Long. He vas a constant adviser and helper of the President 

in the pendency ot the rate bill, n Long had been a student of the question 

and .the President gave him his complete confidence, It was true that Long 

voted against the La.Follette amendments, but it 11was the President 1s plan 

to exclude these amendments from the bill. 11 Dolliver added that if Long 

was beaten in Kansas under the impression that he was not a good friend 

of rate legislation and a faithful. supporter of the _President, as well 

as a studious and effective representative of Kansas, it wou;d nbe a 

clear case of obtaining goods under false pretenses. 1150 

A few days later, after Ta.ft 1s acceptance of the Republican nomina-

tion, the charges were offered that Taft's acceptance speech put Long 

"in a hole" and that it contradicted Long's position and sta+,ements. 

Wm. J. Krehbiel, editor of the McPherson Republican, denied that that 

was true. He said parts of Long's recent McPherson speech sounded so 

.much like that or Ta.ft that it suggested previous consultation between-
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the tvo. Then Krehbiel asked from whom these misrepresentations had come. 

"Prom Mr. Bristow who has issued a platform or his own, so different 

from the national Republican platform that one cannot stand on both at 

the same time. They come from William Allen White who ,vas at Chicago 

during the convention., who -wrote sneering letters about it., who asso-

ciated with.those who opposed both the nominees and the platform o.nd 

had practically repudiated the latter.n5l 

As the primary election campaign drew to a climax both sides were 

apprehensive concerning the outcome. White observro that he never had 

claimed that Bristow would win the senatorial race, but he felt certain 

Stubbs would beat Leland fvr governor. Actually the outcome or the vot-

ing on August 4 was a real surprise to winner and loser alike, for Stubbs 

and Bristow won by landslide majorities. Long and Leland lost counties 

which they had regarded as absolutely certain, and only the eastern 

tier of counties remained firm. M:>rton Albaugh, campaign manager for 

Long, conceded that Bristow had won by a substantial majority, and would 

even have a ten to eighteen majority in the legislature. 52 

As a result of the primary Long was permanently retired as a man-

ber of the Congress. He naturally felt the blow., but at no time did 

he make much comment about it. Faxon did not think Long would try again 

for public office after having been retired at 47 y~ars of age from the 

office which he prized so highly. F\U'thermore, he did not think Long 

would be given to interviews or bitterness, for he was "philosophical; 

as becomes any dignified defeated candidate. n53 

Privately., in a letter to Albaugh, Long expressed the belief that 

his defeat was due to two principal causes. In the first place, accord-

ing to letters he had received from all over the state, many independents 
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and Democrats called for and voted Republican tickets in the primary. 

Sec~ndly, there was the wave of agitation against corporations of every 

kind. He did not knov how long it would te.lce for it to spend its force, 

and he felt it, was less radical in 1908 than it had been the year before, 

but it was still strong enough to defeat him. 54 

There was some agitation on the part of Long's friends to permit 

his name to be used as a possible cabinet appointment. It had been 

freely talked among Republican leaders that if Long lost in the senator-

ial race, he would receive a position in the cabinet. His close rela-

tionship with Taft and Roosevelt-and his yeoman work at the Republican 

convention should have put him in a strong position for consideration. 

Long, however, was not interested. He mentioned in a letter to Richards, 

as he had evidently· observed· earlier, that he tro.s not interested in a 

position as· a member of the cabinet. What he wanted, he said, was a 

place that would enable him to make money, not spend it.55 

Long' name continued to appear as a possibility for political 

o:f.fice. In 1909 it was rumored that he was to be invited by- Taft to 

serve as minister to China, in part, it ws allegro, because Taft had 

been variting to do something for the Kansai,..,who had so materially assisted 

him in the 1908 campaign. Nothing came of the suggestion, however,56 

though White observed that Long might be a good ambassador to China for 

he was bett,er fitted to serve among the disciples of Confucius than the 

adherents of the square deal in Kansaa. 57 

In 1910 a Long-Stubbs nare-up again put the ax:-s ens.tor in the pub-

lic eye. .In an interview in Kansas City he observoo that he would like 

an opportunity to vote for a Republican governor in the election in 

1910, and that, he should not be compelled to choose between two candidates 
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who agreed on all political questions. From his point of view it was 

impossible to see much difference between an insurgent Republican and 

a Democrat. The interview draw .fire from Stubbs, who challenged tong 

to run against him for governor. Long declined by' stating that he had 

no desire to be the governor ot Kansas and had no intention or being a 

candidate, bu.t he did wish.that there might be a Republican candidate 

for whom he could vote.58 

After many 7ears of political retirement Long again appeared in 

the role of a candidate in 1924. In June ot that year some of his 

friends started a boom for him to run tor Congress trom the eighth· 
59 district. Long issued a statement in which he said he had no desire 

to run for either the House or the Senate; but of the two, the House 

was less objectionable because o.f the important questions on finance and 

relief to. the farmers which were first to be given consideration. He 

said, however, that he would personally take no part in the contest 

for nomination, for he planned to leave .for· the London meet;ing. ot the 

American Bar Association on July 12, and· vould not return until Sep.. 

tember. Consequently, it he were to be nominated in the August primary-

it would be in his absence.60 

Long's support seemed to be strong; and in the primary on August 

5, he was nominated to represent the Republican Party :in the fall elec-

tion. The eighth district had for some 7ears been represented in Con-

gress by a Democrat, and the Republicans were anxious to wrest that 

control .from the Democrats. The Democratic incumbent was W. A. k3res, 

who was known for his skill as a good handshaker. A substantial part 

of the legislative:issue 'Which was discussed by the candidates dealt 

with the farm· problem. Long particularly attacked the McNaey-Haugen 
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proposals Yhich had been defeated the last Congress. He charged that 

it was a "price fixing measure" and pointed out that when Congress set 

a price or $2.10 per bushel on wheat during World War I the price 

dropped to a dollar in Kansas.61 

With the election returns from the voting on November 4, it was 

evident t.hat Long was still not popular 'With the electorate. Ayres 

maintained his po~t as Congressmar1 trom the eighth':distric"t, and .in his 

home count,-, Sedgwick, Long lost by a vote or 22,204 to 121 845. Inter-

estingly enough, William Allen White in the same election ran third in 

a three way race for governor of the state in collecting somewhat more 

than twenty percent of the votes ca.st for that of'f'ice~ 62 

Doubtless the crowning achievement of Long's mature years was his 

election to ~he :presidency of the American Bar Association, September 

4, 192$, to succeed Charles Evans Hughes. Long had been active in the 

Association since 1913, and for· nearly a decade had been a member of 

the general council, and for two years prior to 1925 had served as chair-

man of the council •. He was also associate editor of the American Bar 

Journal. long had also been active in the Kansas Bar Association, and 

had served as chair~n of the commission to revise the general statutes 

of Kansas.63 

As the bar association head, Long was ce.lled upon to make a great 

many addresses, and in them one finds a great deal of his philosophy 

or government. One of his first pronouncements dealt with :freedom ot 

thought and education in the United States. In a speech before the 

Wichita Bar Association, he cal.led attention to the fact that there had 

been maey- attempts to restrict and control learning, and that freedom 

or learning was in peril in the country. 64 A few days later, speaking 
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before the Missouri Bar Association, Long gave further elaboration of 

that position as it pertained to the controversial Scopes case, which, 

he believed, would be carried to the Supreme Court and the Tennessee 

law declared unconstitutional. There -were many persons, he said, who 

reconcile evolution and the story or creation as set forth in the Bible, 

but the Tennessee law assumed that there was a confiict between the two. 

11We are not interested as la"Wy-ers in the great debate between modern-

ists and f'undamentaliats. Our question is: Gan the government go into 

the domain or opinion am control it? The Tennessee ataiuta oontrola 

opinion by interfering with the freedom or learning. It permits pupils 

in t,he public schools of that state to learn but one theory or the 

origin of man. There are two.n65 

Long championed freedom not only in education, but from federal 

encroachment upon the rights of states and individuals_. ~n a speech 

before the liebraska Bar Association in December he urged his fellow 

lawyers to join in the battle against intolerance in order that local 

government and the liberty or man, wman, and child should not perish 

from the earth. Since the Civil War, he said, the po'Wers of the national 

government had been increasing and those of the states decreasing. The 

United States had a dual form of govermnent. It was the first attempt; 

in history to establish such a government, and he was anxious to see 

it contime. In discussing the issue of liberty, he said: "Liberty 

denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraints, but also the right 

of the individual to contract, to engage in any o:t the common occupa• 

tiona of life, to acquire useful knovledge, to marry, to establish a 

home and bring up children, to worship God according to the dictates 

of lrl,s ow conscience and generally to enjoy those privileges long 
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recognized at common law as essential to the orderly pursuit of happi-

ness by tree men. n66 

After the conclusion of his term as head or the .American Bar Associa-

tion in 1926., Long continued his law practice in Wichita and in Washing ... 

ton, D. c. However, he never lost interest in his farm in Ford County, 

Kansas. In cooperation with t\To of his nephews, Will Long and George 

Long, he helped t.o manage several sections of the vheat and grazing 

land in that area. The Longs kept several thousand s~eep, and were well 

known for their progressive methods in farming. They were among the 

first to use large combining operations successi\llly in harvesting their 

wheat, and Long never missed an opportunity to identify himself with 

the farm.67 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The present 'Writer undertook this study without any great enthusiasm 

for the subject. The Long papers had within recent years been placed 

with the State Historical Library .in Topeka, e.nd other resource mater-

ials at hand made it evident that here, .at least, was a topic upon 

which there was a great deal of fresh evidence. But Chester Long, as 

a subject, did not appear particularly inviting. 

After a few short days of research, Jiowever, the picture began to 
. 

change. One does not read many- ot the speeches of Long 'Without realiz-

ing that here was a man with a brilliant mind vho usually did not speak 

unless he bad something to say. In. addition, he seemed to possess all 

the social and temperamental requirements necessary for a long period 

of service in Washington. Why, then, should he have been retired from 

the Senate after only one term when he \l8S still a comparatively young 

man? 

There is no pretense of a definitive answer to that question, for 

the ways of American politics sometimes defy complete or accurate analy-

sis. As has been indicated at several points throughout tl:tis study, 

the criticisms of Long usually could be grouped under two main charges, 

(l) He did not stand by Roosevelt in the program that the latter 

was trying to enact, and 

(2) He did not have the interests ot Kansas at heart, but instead 

vas a tool ot Wall Street and the corporations of the East. 

There is probably no point in citing further evidence to prove 

that those accusations were offered not so much as statements of fact 
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as they were campaign arguments ot tested vort.h .. among the Kansas elector-

ate. The present "Writer has no doubt that those who employed such tech-

niques knev exactly what they ver e doing, and the following pages will 

present a series or case studies which will suggest something or the 

extent and the awareness on the part of politicians of the value of 

innuendo and emotionalism in politics. 

For the period covered by this study there was pi-obably no one in 

Kansas who understood more about the nature or the methods of mass psy-

chology than William Allen White. His ve:y f'amou~ €ditorial, "What 1s 

the Matter With Kansu?tt was significant not only for its value to Mark 

Hanna in the election of 1896. When one allows for White's character-

istic exaggeration and pungency in bis choice of language, there re-

mains an uncomfortably accurate description of' the way Americans of the 

Middle West .frequently reacted in political campaigns. After decrying 

the relative loss of' population in Kansas and poking fun at some of the 

candidates for office, he contimed: 

Oh, this is a state to be proud of' l We are a people who 

can hold up our headsl What ve need is not more money, but 

less capital, fewer white shirts and brains, f'ever men with 

business judgment, and more of those fellows who boast that 

they' are· "just ordinary clodhoppers, but they know more in a 

mimte about finance than John Sherman;" we need more men 'Who 

are nposted," who can bellow ab~t the crime of '7~, who hate 

prosperity, and who think, because a man believes in national 

honor, he is a tool of Wall Street. We have had a few of them-

some hundred fifty thousand-but we need more. 
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We noed several thouaand gibbering idiots to scream about 

the "Great Red Dragon" or Lombard Street. We don't need pop-

ulation, wo don't need wealth, we don't need well dressed men 

on the streets, we don't ne,!':d cities on t.he fertile prairies; 

rou bet t.re don'tl What.·1w-e•re after is the- money power. Bo-. 
,· ~- ' . . 

cause we have become poorer and ornerier and meaner than a 

spavined, dist,enpered mule, we, the people of Kansas, propose 

to kiok; we don't care to build up, we wish to tear dow. 

"There are two 'ide..48 of government," said our noble Bryan 

at Chicago. 11There are those who believe that if you legis-

late to make the well-to-do prosperous, this prosperity- will 

leak through on those below. The Democratic .ldea bas been 

that if' you legislate to make the masses prosperous their · pros-

perity will find its way up and t.brough every class and rest 

upon them11 

That •s the stuffl Give the prosperous man t.he dickensl Leg-

islate the thriftless man into ease, whack the stuffing out of 

the creditors and tell t,.he debtors t.iho borrowed the money five 

years ago when money ttper oapita" was greater than it, is now, 

that. t,he contraction ot currency gives him a right to repudiate. 

Whoop it up for the ragged trousers; put the lazy, greasy 

fizzle, who can't pay his debts, on the altar, and bow dow 

and worship him. Let the state ideal be high. What we need 

is not the respect ot our fellow men, but t,be chance to get 

something for nothing.1 

It will be not·ed that Whitet emphasis here is not particularly 

upon the politicians as such, but upon the "gibbering idiots" who bad 
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been caught up in the chanting of accusations against "Wall Street," 

the "cri~e of 173 11 and all related ideas. White was naturally disgusted 

with Bryan as an instrument for crystallizing public sentiment on such 

ill-founded issues, and might have extended his charges to cover "Coin's 

Financial School" and the whole stock of Populist anti-big business 

agitation of the nineties. 

By the turn of the century the emotional approach to politics as 

a method was clearly being employed rather freely and had gained real 

stature in parties other than the Populist. Governor Hoch, in a keynote ,, 
speech before ~· gathering of Republicans in Marion in. September, 1904, 

' . .') 

made a charge against_ :the 11Fusionistsn who, he said, had announced ldth 

a flourish of trumpets that the 11issue11 in the state was to be a cru-

sade against railroad rates. He wanted to point out, however, that 

issues were not to be made by candidates vith axes t.o grind nor could 

they be mamfe.ctured by impecunious parties to enrich themselves, for 

issues inhere in conditions. Hoch delcared that his opponents were 

prolific in "issues" and that they had a new one for f1Very campaign, 

though they seldom kept them longer than that. When they ran out of 

other issues, they could always fall back on some phase or the rail-

road question. He added: "They are like the quack doctor who knew 

nothing of materia medica except that he was an expert in the treat-

ment of fits, and who always threw his patient-into one of these 
2 spasms, because, as he said, he was "death on fits." 

Balie Waggen~, a Democrat who appeared perennially in the state 

legislature, expressed a similar sentiment two yes.rs later in refer-

ence to the "boss buster" movement which he said developed on the eve 

of a poll tical campaign. Commenting on the issue of politicians 
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always falling back on the railroad question when they ran out of 

issues, he said it had been thought that evt?J7 phase or the railroad 

question had been exhausted until the convention or "dissatisfied 

shippers" at Wichita round a new one~3 Waggener, as a railroad attor-

ney, was always regarded as pro-railroad in his preferences ·and utter-

ances, and his views at this· point· could hardly be accepted as an im-

partial evalue.tion, but· they: .are cited to indicate that t,he emotional 

and radical approach to politics in this period was not an issue be-

tween parties but within parties. 

It would appear that the desire to win public acclaim by flaying 

the corporations was not limited to those who at a given moment were 

running for office. In 1905 the Kansas legislature enacted a law which 

was to invest in a board or railroad commissioners more strict control 

and management of the roads. Among other things the board was given 

power to fix and regulate rates and to act as an impartial arbitrator 

between the people and the railroad companies. B;r.1906 there were 

personality troubles between the board and its principal agent, Mr. 
' 

Carr Taylor, attorney for the board. During the courso or the strife 

Taylor vas removed from h.i.s post. In view of the public interest in 

the issue the board felt obliged to give a statement to the press 'Which 

was issued over the name of one of its members, Mr., J. w. Robison of 

Eldorado.4 

Robison said he had no desire to seek notoriety and no "morbid 

mania" to sea his -name in print, but the attitude of Taylor toward 

the board and the way in which he had "aired his pretended grievances 

through the press"' had ma.de it imperative that a plain statement of 

facts· be given. He said the board had made a study or the insidious 
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attempt on the part of Taylor to "pose as a martyr and the man of the 

hour especially created to lead the popilace out or the domination of 

the mighty octopus, the railroads n and in the process had given out 

the impression that the board and its officers were leagued against 

him in the st,ruggle. Robison contimed that everyone -who had ltatched 

the papers 'WOuld remember the regularity Yith which Taylor was getting 

himself "interviewed by every reporter who would talk to him, deeming 

the day lost when his name did not occupy a conspicuous place in the 

headlines of some daily paper." He further charged that Taylor had 

"persistently tried all of his rate cases in the papers" and that in 

no case which Taylor had handled alone had sufficient evidence been 

introduced to warrant orders for reductions in existing freight rates. 

Had it not been for the evidence in the files of the board it would 

have been impossible to have given the complainants a decision for rate 

reduction in any rate case which Taylor had presented.5 

The value of anti-railroad.ism as a political asset was recognized 

far beyond the borders of Kansas. In Iowa one of t.he most energetic 

and most highly respected champions of the reform elenerit was Governor 

A. D. Cummins. He was widely sought as a speaker; and there can be 

little doubt that his personal integrity w.s of a high order. The 

following incident suggests, however, that even ~!r. Cummins recognized 

the necessity of channeling to the public the "right" impressions con-

cerning the relationship or big corporations to "progressive" politics. 

In 1906, Iowa, as .well a.a other mid-western states, was engaged in dis-

cussions and attempted legislation on a bill for direct primaries and 

on anti-pass and other railroad regulation. On January 31 or that 

yoo:r Governor Cummins received a letter from Thomas A. Wey of M9.son City 
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concerning the attitude or George w. Seevers, who was General Counsel 

£or the Minneapolis and St. I.ouis Railway Company. Way- had been hav-

ing some dealings wit,h Seevers, and said that the latter was very anx-

ious to see the primary bill and the anti-pass bill enacted into law. 

Wa;y added· that he vas sure Seever "would feel very much complimented 

and gratified it he should be called upon or invited to appear before 

the committee and sq something in favor of the Anti-Pass Bill. n Wq 

felt that it such testimony could be arranged i~ vould be good practical 

politics. It vould give Seever an opportunity to get some personal 

credit ·£or his position and it would "call attention to the fact that 

there were some decent Railroads. n6 

Cwmnins, however~ was. not favorably impressed vith the idea. He 

felt that all the railroad inf.Luence in the state was being exerted 

against the primary bill. He felt that if Seevers could really do eny 

good he would be glad to invite him before the committee, but he did 

not believe that there was a possibility or it changing a single vote. 

He added this revealing questions 11Is it wise to destroy the force or 
the argument which we must use, and which we have a right to use, that 

the railways are lined up against this measure • • • ?n 7 

Probably the most effective exploiter or the reform role in Kansas 

vas W. R. Stubbs of Lawrence, leader of the nboss-bustern movement. 

Reference has already been made (pp. 132-133 :·or this study) to his activ-

ity as manager £or Charles F. Scott in a race for Representative in 1906 • 
• ·, I 

It will be remembered that at thb.t timtcbs~y~i:ir,attributed Stubbs' . •.' 

success to his ability to convey the belief that all opposition to his 

candidate was by those doing the bidding or the corporate interests, 

and that Stubbs not only could, but would, prejudice the p11blic mind 
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on that issue over the entire state, 

True to predictions Stubbs continued to employ similar tactics. 

In his campaign for Republican nomination for governor in 1908 he 

gave out the- information that he had been the originator of the lllOVe-

ment to change the. plan £or state printing i'rom the contract system to 

state owership. By thereby put.ting that department under the direct 

vote ot the people he presumably stopped printing graft and saved the 

people .or Kansas a great deal or money, 

This position drew fire from some who had served in the legisla-

ture at the same time as did Stubbs. On August l, the Kansas .Q!t,;t 

carried a story or protest from ex-senator J. A. Kennedy or Burlington 

who natly denied that Stubbs had anything 1n particular to do with 

Resolution No, 20, -which provided for the election or the state printer 

and £or which· Stubbs bad .taken credit for himself .in a speech in Kansas 

City. Kennedy challenged Stubbs with the assertion that it he, or aey 

other man, could prove to the satisfaction of any competent court in 

Kansas that he never had any knowledge whatsoever or the contents of 

resolution No. 20n before Kennedy introduced it, the latter would pay 

him one thousand dollars. Kennedy said he wanted .to give Stubbs all 

the credit due him, but denied his right to secure his election by such 

absurd statements• He added that when the resolution went to the House 

Stubbs took little interest in it and permitted it to go to the judi-

ciary committee instead of be.ing placed on the calendar committee where 

it belonged. s. l;. Hale or Rush County called the attention of .the 

House to the error, and on his motion the resolution was called up and 

passed by that body. Kennedy further observed that his experience with 

members of the Senate and the House in 1901 and 1903 had led him to be-
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lieve that an exceptionally large majority, 1i' not all the members, of 

both houses were honest and conscientious men and not a set of thieves 

and graf'ters as "a few demagogues, preaching reform, vould have the peo-
8 ple believe." 

By the time· or Stubbs' second campaign for the governorship thet"e 

vere those who could draw some real amusement from his need for a reform 

issue. In an interesting story in December of' 1909 a correspondent from 

Topeka suggested that Stubbs' friends were beginning to rear that he· 

would have no rival. The lill"iter said it seemed as "if' .his luck has 

turned and they can •t get anyone to . run against him. n If Stubbs could 

not get someone to oppose him in. the primary .he .might be beaten in the 

election. Stubbs needed a punching bag, and the prestige that would 

come "from everlastingly licking a Republican opponent in the primary." 

For· he could brand that man as the railroad, anti-prinlaryt 

machine, Standard Oil candidate; and would have the credit be-

tore all the state or licking the ma.chine. Then the people 

would ea.ya "Ah• haJ Stubbs has smashed the machine again; lets 
:; 

be for Stubbs." And in smashing the machine Stubbs vould answer 

all the campaign charges that the Democrats will make against 

him, so that when the Democrats do bring those charges out later 

in the fall campaign they will have the disadvantage or being 

"warmed over" from the primary fight. They will have the machine 

brand on them, and the people vil1 have no use for them. But 1i' 

Stubbs has no opponent all these charges will be new. It may be 
9 

said that he has a machine, and he will be on the defensive. 

As has been indicated above a great many insurgent politicians as-

swned· that President Roosevelt fully approved of their charges and their 
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methods., but such is far -from the actual case. As a matt.er of fact, 

Roosevelt was strongly against demagoguery if there was ·any danger of 

it getting out of hand., t,hough as every student of history- is auare, he 

was quite adept at making political capital from his own charges against 

predatory wealth. He evidently had little in common \dth the political 

radioaJ.ism in Ke.nsas, particularly as it catered. to the point of view or 

taFollette. After the defeat of Long in 1908., White felt obliged to ex-

plain his position to the President. He said he had realized all along 

that Long had been useful to Roosevelt and he understood the game well 

enough to appreciate Roosevelt's obligation to Long and his assistance 

to the latter whenever that was possible. White added that "our sidett 

believed that Long lined up with Aldrich too much, and while Roosevelt 

could hold him in line nwe didn •t know how Ta.ft would be disposed in 

the matterJ he might take a notion to let the Senate 'be filthy' still.' 

And we decided to retire l,0ng and try Bristow." Then, almost by way or 

apology, he added: 

So don't be annoyed at the folks. Don't shoot the pianist when 

he is doing h~s best, and sooner or later he will learn t.he job, 

and do it well. And above all don't be afraid of demagogism. 

It is not in the situation for a minute. In Kansas it w.s the 

bankers and the mm-chants and the largo farmers, and the pro-

fessional men who defeated Long. In Iowa the same element is 

behind ~ns. In Ohio the same element will be behind Bur-

ton. We used ~Follette in Kansas. You used Hopkins in Wash-

ington. The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away, blessed be 

the name or the :Lord.10 
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t-lhite did not misinterpret Roosevelt 1s feelings, particularly as 

they pertained to LaFollette. During the same summer the President had 

written to Lincoln Steffens concerning an article the latter had written 

and concerning which Cosgrave had issued a statement saying that Roose-

velt had read +.he proof' ·of' the ·story-. Roosevelt w.nted it cleared up 

as a matt,er ot record that he had not read the proof and he did not want 

the impression conveyed that he was- approving o:f what Steffens had writ-

ten. He wished to make· it clear ·that "I am not to be held as acquiescing 

in what ·you say because I do not express dissent f'rom it. 11 

He then folloved 'With some fePJ.ing in reference to t.he content of the 

article. He felt, it vas simply nonsense. to say that he was not 11f'ighting 

the Evil" or did not see the underlying cause of it, whereas others ''b7 

vhich I suppose you mean IaFollette, do see it." He added that there 

were principles that held for political as vell as for medical life in· 

that only a quack vould tell you that he has a cure for everything, 

whether in the world or medicine and surgery, in the world of politics 

or in the world of social and indust.rial endeavor. The President then 

considered LaFoliette specifically and indicated what he thought was the 

motivating· force behind the La.Follette activity: 

For instance~ you speak of LaFollette as standing for the great 

principle or really representative government, and you seem to 

imply that the application of this principle would put a stop 

to all evils. It will do nothing of the kind, and if you pro-

ce a:1 ·upon the assumption that it 'Will, you will yourself work 

far reaching harm and will work it in a foolish nia.nner. I 

have made ·a pretty careful study ot communities in which the 

initiative and referendum arlst • • • IaFollette has been three 
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;rears in the Senate.. His "plan" vhicll you quot.a in the article 

referred to .consists so far as it is good or a string of plati-. 

tudes, and, practically-, to adopt it wouldn't mean anything. 

He talks about the railroads, but so far as action goes, he 

. has not helped at all, since he ~ame to the Senate, in the great 

work we have actually- done tow-ards getting control over the rail-

roads. He has rath~. hindered the work. Like Tillman he bas 

made great personal gains by- what he has done as Senator, be,. 

cause b_e has advertised himself so that both he and Tillman are 

very- popular in .chatauquas, where the people listen to them 

both, sometimes getting ideas t.."1at ar~ right, more often getting 

ideas that are -wrong, and on the whole not getting any ideas at 

all and simply reeling the kind of pleasurable excitement that 

they- would at the sight or a faro-headed calf, or of a trick per-

formed on a spott,ed circus horse.11 

The tendency toward emotionalism in politics had broader applica-

tion than a mopientary- upsurge with the Populists or even among the 

Progressives or the early part or the present centucy. In a funds.men• 

tal sense that pattern is a pa.rt or the potential of every generation. 

In Kansas the Brinkley vote of 1930 demonstrated again what a gap there 

can be between a reasonable and rational evaluation or basic issues and 

the way- a voter marks. bis ballot at the polls. In 1930, as .in 1896, 

William Allen White d:l.scussed in his pa.per ~hat he regarded as an "up.-

turn from the bottom." His second evaluat.ion is in some respects more 

interesting than the first. 

He observed that the Brinkley- vote had surprised the 11well-fed1 

well-housed., well-read mercantile, farming, industrial, and prof"essioDal. 
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men and women or Kansas" who dominated .t.~e piblic opinion or the state. 

They had flattered themselves that there was no underworld in Kansas. 

Because everybody could read it was reasonable to believe that those 

who could read and think logically wm-e wise. But the Brinkley vote 

gave that theory a jolt. For 180,000 people to be able to write a 

name on the ballot correctly indicated wides,pread literacy, but Yhen 

one thinks ot the person they voted tor, it is easy to see the vast gap 

between 11mere literacy and the normal mind." To understand the Brinkley 

vote, White added, one needed to go back to the August primary. "In 

that primary Kamas witnessed a nev thing, in importation ot mass lying, 

wholesale slandering, gigantic emot.ional appeals to suspicion and credu-

lity, twin emotions in the human heart. This srousement in the primary 

was created to def ea:~ Governor Clyde Reed. , It was an importation of 

political methods from Oklahoma and Texas. Never before has a man in 
' Kansas been so slandered,. has he been so subjected to el)' inmendo and 

base insinuations as Clyde Reed.n 12 

White then proceeded to show. that t,he Brinkley vote had come largel.7 

from the areas that bad voted for Haucke in the primary. Many people 

had said the Brinkley vote was an uprising against .the Kansas £!:!:I. Star. 

Where people heard Brinkley on the radio and the Star answered him, 

Brinkley failed; but where Brinkley had his own way he won. Never be-

fore in Kansas, White added, had exactly that credulous, suspicious, and 

gullible crowd ever been united as one. But it had been organized and 

controlled nby plqing upon the ignorant and credulous, the gullible and 

suspicious, n and by voting "this mess as a mass." In Kansas this group 

had always been made up of the submerged quarter of t,he electorate. 

Wherever such a group could be segregated by a demagogue "it becomes a 
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menace to civilization." 

Fortunately in Kansas, he said, political leaders of both parties 

had not made a mass appeal to bate and suspicion for more than a gen-

eration. Generally speaking, t.he more intelligent citizens of t,he state 

had divided into different parties and on the whole had been wise and 

decent and honest. "But there underneath the calm, shining surface or 

every commonwealth lies the :menace or the literate ignorant, who can 

read and, alas, can only feel, who reason with their emotions and cull 

their facts from their suspicions. Any unscrupulous demagogue or any 

vain, ignorant man, who doesn't knov what a rascal he is, can consoli-

date this group and lead it. nl.3 

It vas the duty or the statesmen or every community to so inform 

and direct and lead public opinion that "this moron mass may never 

unite.It 

It would almost seem that Will Morgan and Will White had taken their 

cues from the same source, except for a substitution of names and dates, 

Tweritr.:..two years earlier Morgan bad -written an article entitled "The 

Fight on Senat9r Long" in which he observed. that White had interpreted 

politics in Kansas by describing it as a place "where economic vagaries 

are popular, where demagogues have more influence than the statesmen 

and where prejudice and passion are the proper emotions to which to 

appeal in order to secure success. n The way to "reform" conditions or 

to get the job of some other person for oneself had been incorrectly 

interpreted by White as being easy if one were to make charges against 

the "M:mey Pow.er'' or "Wall Street. n "With no argument against the re-

election of Senat.or Long that would reach reason or sentiment, there 

really was cru.y one way to fight him and that was to apPeal to prejudice. 
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On the old theory of Will Whit,e that Kansas has a peculiar political 

insanity, something that specialists might describe as Wallstreetitis, 

the cry was raised that the. senior senator from Kansas did not repre-

sent the people of his state •.• •"~ 

Morgan continued by suggesting that there were two theories in 

·Kansas as to what was popular wi1;h the people. One theory was held by 

the author of "What's the Matter With Kansas, n that the people want na 

promiser, a perpetrator of pyrotechnics, a senator who can scream louder 

and jump higher and crack his heels. together oftener then anybody. n 

SUch a candi~te "should never JQake a speech without taking the hide 

off the Great Red Dragon an~ every day should be counted lost that he does 

not denounce the damnable outrages or the Money Power. n Anyone who does 

not agree with him is a "tool of Wall St.reetn and an "enemy or the peo-

ple" and a bad man from the "upper waters or Bitter creek. Tell the 

people this, is the theory and they will furiously condemn the accused 

without investigation or consideration.n 

The second theory, Morgan added, was held by the friends ot Senator 

Long. It was that a majority of the people of Kansas would "judge a 

senator by his performance rather than his promises. They vant a sen-

ator vho is vorthy and able to meet every piblic question honestly and 

fairly, discuss it frenly, act upon it openly and without regard to the 

f'\tture.n15 

It is the evidence of this study that Will White and not Will 

Morgan vas nearer correct. On two occasions White had been on the out-

side looking in upon the 0lunatic fringe.n On the third occasion, in 

1908, he had been on the inside p11tting his theories int.o practice. He 

had abundant reason for being impressed with the effectiveness of t,he 
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of the radical, rabble-rousin,g approach. 

In a nation like ours t_hat has in its more mature years paid respect 

not only to a Brinkley, but also_ to a fhey P. long and a Joseph McCarthy, 

the story of Chester Long is worthy ot serious consideration. It ought 

to be a mat.ter of some concern that under a system or government like 

our own, which has at its very core the concept or the supt"eme worth 

of the human personality, the American voter should consistently demon-

strate such an indecent attentiveness to charges of bribery and corrup.. 

tion and subterfuge. There are always those who are -willing and able 

to get themselves in the public eye by employing such techniques, so 

much so, in fact, that the man who goes quietly about the business or 

working for the interest.a of all the people as he sees the problen, 

often finds himself at. the mercy of the demagogue. 

It would be an exaggeration to imply that the opposition to Chester 

Long was always in the nature or demagoguery. It is true, however, that 

throughout his political oareet" he was forced to defend his position 

against a rough and tumble kind ot personal politics that was designed 

to appeal to the emotions and to human cupiditr rather than to an intel-

lectual approach to issues and policies, It is scarcely a compliment 

to the good judgment of the voters or Kansas that he was event.ually re-

tired from politics because of derogatory insi:nuatioDS as to his per-

sonal integrity and highlf distorted interpretations as to the nature 

and effectiveness or his work in Congress. 

Fortunately, however, the passage or time has a way or bringing 

a measure of adjust,ment in perspective, as is demonstrated in the fol-

lowing comment in ,the Wichita Fagle at the time or Long's death in 

1934: 
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• • , the stature of Chester I, Long stands every test py which 

truly great men are measured. He never compromised a conviction, 

He never jumped to a conclusion and he never retreated from a con-

clusion once be bad captured it, 
To him all the annals of mankind gave the honey for the hive 

of wisdom history- is, He read incessantly and always discrimi-

nately, He loved the fierce forensic name where t.ruth., in a 
.• 

world or error., is finally fused. His lance, once fixed., he 

never was afraid." 
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